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The millet is ripened and hoary.
The wheat cars are ripened to gold :—
Why keep us waiting m dimness and cold !

the country.”
I can call up Bro. patrons
and farmers here to-day to prove this
beyond the shadow of a doubt. By 'high
farming" is meant intense, concentrated
farming, going over less and manuring
better. Level and clean culture, thorough
pulverization of the soil, the use of the
best seeds and tools, judgment and business in the sales of products.
Don’t be
afraid of this word “high farming."
Kvery one of us that raises a good or
extra crop are high farming in that much.
High is an adjective in the positive deWhen we have attained that then
gree.
there is the comparative higher, and the
J. W. L.vxn.
superlative highest I
The

Perfect

The Lord of the harvest He kuoweth
Who knoweth the tirst and the last:
The Sower who patiently soweth,
He scanneth the present and past:
lie saitii, 'What thou hast, what remaineth.
hold last."

Vet, Lord, o'er Thy toil-wearied weepers

The storm-clouds hang muttering and frown:
Ou threshers and gleaners and reapers,
0 Lord of the harvest, look down
Oh for the harvest, the shout and the crown !
“Not so saith the Lord of the reapers.
The Lord of the tirst aud the last :
“0 my toilers, my weary my weepers,
What ye have what remained!., hold fast.
Hide in my heart till the vengeance be past.
[Christina O Rossetti, in A Pageant and Other
l'oems. Roberts Bros publishers.
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Constitution will be given first place in
the list of requisites to the perfect sheep.
W ithout this sheet anchor to success, the
breeder'.', effort.' will be in vain. It is the
foundation without which the fabric can
not stand. Without the strength of hone
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food under average < ireuttistances, ot
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ad pork, a'.d tine fancy oxen, and
iraft uid good driving horses.
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ui to eds io be stimulated.
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i also and soil
something that
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the evil and altered
Son o have been convinced
ugh t’Hurts of others. All this is
let
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This is not
tiling of sudden change.
It is soine...og diat must mnieabout gradually. It
ie.~i.oil that it may come aliout in a
md, health) manner, and come to stay.
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luimy believe in mixed tarmmgtor
Waldo county.
some one crop leading,
lustered around and supported by many
11 one fails anotbei may do well
"ilier-.
specialties arc paying when successful,
d sastrous when failures. Corn is a crop
that should receive very much more atom! m than it is at
present given. This
t..bowed by wheat, and this by a few
years nf grass gives a paving rotation.
"tie nf the best farmers in Eastern
I'eimsylvania writes to the Germantown
1
graph ••The time has come when
"thing but high farming will pay in this
ei-tion of country, since the cheap and
a
’ile lands of the West are brought into
!i close and sharp competition by cheap
freights and rapid transit. Old habits
■he li are not most paying must be abandoned, and newer and better ones adopted.
Every acre of tillable land must be
ole to yield its treasures with the least
possible expense. When one hundred
bushels of corn per acre can be produced,
e
must not be satisfied with fifty bushel-. If a new implement can do the work
"I two men with an old
one, the old one
should be laid by and the now one used.
If there is not enough manure to go all
over the common
ground, we must buy
some well tried fertilizer that will increase
the product.
It is all folly to continue to
farm poor land when it is possible to enrich it.
Cite expense of farming poor
land is greater than that attending richer
and, and the labor more discouraging.
There must be more general attention
given to dairy products, the cultivation
of small fruits find the
raising of poultry,
the old system of pasturage will have to
give way before the onward march of
soiling aud the no fencing system. The
road master, with his gang of full hands
and half grown boys, must yield to the
new road
scraper and smoother.” To
which wo may add that the time has
arrived, even in our neighboring eounitow
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things, .it '.east, should be kept
namely, market value, cost of
production, and effect on the land used
VOLUME
their growth. I pon these depend the
margin of profit, and it is profit we are
seeking. Some crops are always saleable, ties, where more systematic method and
Until tho Daybreak.
'oliir are periodically so. Some
products “higher farming” are expedient, in order When will the day bring its
pleasure l
are always iu demand at
paying prices. to produce satisfactory results. (Mi our
When will the night bring its rest !
ceasionally so. Some are best “bottom land” the old corn and hay Reaper and gleaner and thresher
markest m their returns.
l’eer toward the East and the West :
Generally the and clover methods may yet satisfy the
The Sower He kuoweth, and Ho knoweth
ki; to give returns will be the most tarmer. but even be
could experience
"'hie
It takes lroin three to four benefit
by heeding the admonitions of the Meteors Hash forth and expire.
,ii
to grow a horse or a
Northern lights kindle and pale :
pair of oxen above extract.
These are the days of desire,
l'art of this is directly applicable to us,
paying returns. We
Uf eyes looking upward that fail:
Jit say it takes from three to six
years especially the first assertion, “that the
Vanishing days as a finishing tale
nature a nop of horses or oxen.
It time has now come when nothing but
i.
two i
Rows
i..ur ytars to mature a
down the crop in its glory
will
crop 'high farming
pay in this section of
w s.
Ten-fold,
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When tho leaves fall the

few stragglers, leave us
for sunnier climes
But the sage green volumes
put forth by J. R. Osgood A Co.. Boston,under the
name of the Round Robin series, remain to cheer
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Hish Farming.
All American fanner of

mite

after vis-

iting Knglanil and examining the system
ued then sa; -1
is inn nughly eonineed in his aid laith that the only good
farmer of our imure is to lie the “high
farmer
There is a widely prevailing
nntipatb among the common farmers of
our
iny against not only tin- lira
tiee of high farming, but the use of the
piira.' b. agii. nltural v. riters. This is
wrong and should at once he corrected.
Through sonic misconception nfthe meaning of the’phrase, and also of its applieatiou, they have come to believe it synonymou.' with theoretical
“bunk fanning"
"new tangled notions," boasted progress,
follow (1 by disappointment and final failT'liis is all an en r.
•are.
High fanning
simply means thorough cultivation, liberal n,amu ing, bountilui crops, good stock,
good feed, and pnying profits therefrom.
It is not strange that misconceptions have
arisen in the minds of doubting fanners
who have been e\e-witnesses to some of
the s; :e!-eagle experiments of enthusiastic farmers, better supplied with money
obtained in a business they know how to
manage, than with practica experience
on the farm,
bountiful crops and paying
profits of course are what all tanners who
are depending upon the farm for an income. are striving to obtain : and every
year as it pa. se< is re-continuing the
opinion hat the profits arc small and will
grow “beautifully less,” where high farming is not practiced.
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KEOKKK'K POl GLASS

Iii the first narrative of my experience
in slavery, written nearly forty years ago,
and in various writing’s since, I have
given the public what I considered very
good reasons for withholding the manner
of my escape. In substance these reasons
cere, first, that such publication at any
time during the existence of slavery might
he used for the master against the slave,
and prevent the future escape of any who
might adopt the same means that 1 did.
The second reason was, if possible, still
more binding to silence : the publication
of details would certainly have put in
peril the persons and property of those
who assisted. Murder itself w as not more
sternly and certainly punished in the
State of Maryland than that of aiding and
abetting the escape of a slave. Many
colored men, for no other crime than that
of giving aid to a fugitive slave, have,
like ('harles T. Torrey, perished in pi isi,n.
The abolition of slaver;, iu my native
state and throughout the
country, and
the lapse of time, render the caution
hitherto observed no longer necessary.
Hut even since the abolition of slavery, I
have sometimes thought it well enough
to battle curiosity by saying that while
slavery existed there were good reasons
lie not telling tic manner of my escape,
and since slavery had ceased to exist,
there w ,is no reason for telling it. i shall
now. however, cease to avail
myself of
this formula, and, as far as 1 can, endeavor to satisfy this very natural curios- j
ity. i should, perhaps, have yielded to |
that feeling sooner, had there been any- !
tiling very heroic or thrilling in the iii- j
cidents connected with ray escape, foi 1
j
am sorry to say 1 have
nothing of that :
1
sort to tell: and yet the courage that
could risk betrayal and the bravery which \
was ready to encounter death if need be. I
in pursuit of freedom, were essential features in the undertaking.
My success was
due to address rather than courage, to
good lack rather than bravery.
My
means of escape w ere provided for me
by
the very men who were making laws to
hold and bind me more securely in slavery.
It was the custom in the State of Maryland to require the free colored people to
have w hat were called free papers. These
instruments they were required to renew
very often, and by charging a fee for this
writing, considerable sums from time to
time were collected by the State,
in
these papers the name, age, color, height,
aud form of the freeman were described,
together with any scars or other marks
upon his person which could assist in his
identification. The device in some measure defeated itself -since more than one
man could he found to answer the same
general description. Hence many slaves
could escape by personating the owner of
one set of papers; and this was often
j
done as follows:
A slave, nearlv or suf- !

j nciennv answering the description set
| forth in the papers, would borrow or hire
j them till In means of them he could
| escape to a free state, and then, by mail
; or

otherwise,

would return them to the

The operation was a hazardous
one for the lender as well as for the borA failure on the part of the fugirower.
tive to send back the papers would imowner.

j

| peril

his benefactor, and the discovery of
the papers in possession of the wrong
man would imperil both the fugitive and
! his friend. It was, therefore, an act of
! supreme trust on the
part of a freeman of
color thus to put in jeopardy his own
liberty that another might be free. It
was,

done,

however,
and

was

not

unfreqnently bravely

seldom discovered.

1

was

not so fortunate as to resemble any of m\
free acquaintances sufficiently to answer
the description of their papers
Rut 1

had one friend—a sailor—who owned a
sailor’s protection, which answered somewhat the purpose of free papers—deSheep husbandry in the Western States scribing his person, and
certifying to the
and Territories is becoming one of the
fact that he was a free American sailor.
most profitable financial investments of
This instrument had at its head the
the day.
Tnder proper management the
American eagle, which gave it the apsame might be said of other sections of
pearance at once oi an authorized docuthe country.
ment.
This protection, when in m\
did not describe its bearer very
hands,
be
tagged regularly, and
Sheep should
Indeed, it called for a man
kept (dean. They should be culled every accurately.
much darker than myself, and close exyear, and those in any manner deficient in amination of it would
have caused my
form or age should be put in a separate
arrest at the start.
pasture and fattened for the butcher.
In order to avoid this fatal scrutiny on
tlie part of the railroad officials, 1 arrang
Brighton Cattle Market.
ed with Isaac Rolls, a Baltimore lmekman,
Wi:i*n*i:si>ay, Nov. 2.
Amount <
it market t .title, 213.7; slump
to bring my baggage to the Philadelphia
ami lamh.-, 2-71*1: swine, 11.210; veal-, (•*»; mini her
t rain just on the moment of starting, and
of .\m~tvni rattle, 171"; northern an* I eastern eattle,
42.7.
jumped upon the car myself when the
Price- of lo f rattle P lea it. livr weight, extra
train was in motion. Had I gone into the
quality, $»‘. .7<iri7 2-7: tir-t, $.7 77 3*; 37g. -rrnml, $.7
2•’>«.7 .7tj, thir«l, $1 37
a.7 12
poorest gnule.s of station and offered to purchase a ticket,
'•■>arse oxen, miil-, el< ., $3 121 ^ <i4 2.7.
1 should have been instantly and carefulBrighton Hhles, or P 11*; Brighton Tallow,
'»■ P !t>.
( a untry Hides, 7 *<
Pll.; Country Tal
ly examined, and undoubtedly arrested.
hoy, ■'.<• P I!. < ilf Skin-. 12 <j 12 ■<'. P It*. Northern
In choosing this plan I considered the josI.iiinlf '•kills, 7-7t a $ 1 2.7 each.
tle of the train, and the natural haste of
Working 0.\<*n—We quote sales of
1 pair girth 7 ft., a inrhes. livr weight 3orto fh, $130;
the conductor, in a train crowded with
1 pair girth *, ft.. > inrhr-, livr weight 2700 ft*. $12.7;
i pair girth *; ft., *; inriir-, live weight. 200*) tt>, $1**7:
passengers, and relied upon my skill and
"Morr Cattle -Yearlings, $113 17; 2 year old-, $1.7
address in playing the sailor, as described
<<27. 3 year uMs. $2-7a,4.7 1' liea<l.
in my protection, to do the rest. One
-Mil'll < *<w—Wr note sales of 3 milrli row*- at
element in my favor was the kind feeling
$40 eaeh : I -pringrT.il $4**:
at $.7o 2 new mih h
< >ovs at $'»*' each
I springer al $»;o: 2 springers at
which prevailed in Baltimore and other
s
:
i'*
each
milch
row
at
a
4-7
830
rarh.
$.7o
'•wine— Fat HogPriresOC 37 ..<• p Jt, livr weight.
sea-ports at the time, toward “those who
Store pigs sell dull at jirirrs ranging from 7<*10r p
go down to the sea in ships.” “Free
lt> livr weight, or at $2 «H)a.7 .70 p h**ad.
trade and sailors’ rights” just then expressed the sentiment of the country. In
« hPHAi.iNh is not an
I)is j inv clothimr I was risrrred out in a sailot
opiate or narcotic
pcnse with them and use it.
style. 1 had on a red shirt and a tarpauThe author of the Little Brown Jug" was problin hat, and a black cravat tied in sailor
ably in a jugular vein, when he wrote that some- fashion carelessly and loosely about iuy
what popular ditty
neck. My knowledge of ships and sailor’s
The Mtuasha (Wis) Press says: A. Granger.
talk came much to my assistance, for I
ot
this
city, uses St. Jacobs Oil on his horses
L><j.,
knew a ship from stem to stern, and from
with decided success and profit.
keelson to cross-tree, and could talk
Since the latest Indian massacre the redskins
sailor like an “old salt.'’ I was well on
haven't much to say, owing to their natural Indian
the way to Harve de (trace before the
reservation.
conductor came into the negro car to colAyer’s Cherry Pectoral is a really remarkable
lect tickets and examine the papers of
and time honored medicine. It is the best remedy
bis black passengers. This was a critical
known for all diseases of the throat and lungs.
moment in the drama.
My whole future
A Cincinnati girl has
eloped with a murderer. depended upon the decision of this conThe female craze for linking themselves with
ductor.
Agitated though 1 was while
prominent me n will continue as long as there are
this ceremony was proceeding, still, exfemales and prominent men
ternally. at least, I was apparently calm
Neuralgia.
and self-possessed,
lie went on with his
It has been ascertained that the most inveterate
duty—examining several colored passencases of Neuralgia are cured by Fellows' (Jompouud
He was somegers before reaching me.
Syrup of Hypophosphites.
what harsh in tone and peremptory in
A little Waterloo Sunday school miss was asked
manner
until he reached me, when,
must people do in order to
by her teacher. “What
4
I) ie. I suppose,” replied the litget to heaven ?”
strange enough, and to my surprise anti
tle one.
relief, his whole manner changed. SeeThe Sunday Argus, Louisville (Ky.) observes : A
ing that 1 did not readily produce my
Woodbury (N J ) paper mentions the cure of the free papers, as the other colored persons
wife of Mr. Jos II Mills, of that place, by St Ja
in the car had done, he said to me, in
cobs Oil
She had rheumatism.
contrast with his bearing toward
friendly
I know. said a tourist in New Jersey, ‘‘that
the others:
the owner of that farm was a famous apple stealer
“T suppose you have your free papers ?”
when he was a boy. Ho keeps two dogs in liis or
chard.”
To which I answered:
—

__„___

j

are a

something to show
freeman, haven’t you ?”

that

“Yes, sir," I answered; I have a paper
with the American eagle ou it, and that
will carry me around the world."
With this I drew from my deep sailor’s
pocket my seaman's protection, as before
described. The merest glance at the paper satisfied him, and he took my fare
and went on about his business. This
moment of time was one of the most anxious I evei experienced.
Had the conductor looked closely at the paper, he
could not have failed to discover that it
called for a very different looking person
from myself, and in that case it would
have been his duty to arrest me ou the
instant, and send me back to Baltimore
from the first station.
When lie left me
with the assurance that 1 was all right,
though much relieved, I realized that 1
was still iu great danger: I was still in
Maryland, and subject to arrest at any
1 saw oil the train several per
moment.
-oils who would have known me in any
other clothes, and l feared they might
recognize me. even in my sailor “rig,"
and report me to the conductor, who
would then subject me to a closer examhiation, which 1 knew well would be
fatal to me.
I hough I was not a murderer lieeiug
from justice, 1 felt perhaps quite as miserable as such a criminal. The train was
u oving at a very high rate of
speed for
t. at epoch of railroad travel, but to my
anxious mind it was moving far too slowly. Minutes were hours, and hours wendays during this part of my flight. After
Maryland, I was to pass through Delaware
another slave State, where slave-catchers generally awaited their prey, for it.
was not in the interior of the State, hut
on its borders, that these human bounds
were most vigilant and active.
The border lines between slavery and freedom
w ere the
dangerous ones for the fugitives.
The heart of no fox or deer, with hungry
hounds on his trail in full chase, could
have beaten more anxiously or noisily
than did mine from the time I left Baltimore till 1 reached Philadelphia.
Tin
passage ot the Susquehanna River at
Havre do (trace was at that time made
by ferry-boat, on board of which I met a
young colored man by the name t Nichols, who came very near betraying me.
Ilo w as a '‘hand’’ on the boat, but, instead of minding bis business, be insisted
upon knowing me, and asking me dangerous questions as to where I was
going,
when 1 w as coming back. etc. 1 got aw ay
from my old and inconvenient acquaintance as soon as I could decently do so,
and went to another part of the boat,
('nee across the river. 1 encountered a
new danger.
Only a lew days before, 1
bad been at work on a revenue cutter,
in Mr. Price’s ship-yard in Baltimore,
under the care of Captain Mel Iowan. On
the meeting at this point ol the two trains,
the one going south stopped on the track
just opposite to the one going north, and
it so happened that Captain MrCowan
sat at a window where lie could sec me
very distinctly, and would certainly have
recognized me had lie looked at me but
for a second,
fortunately, in the hurry
of the moment, he did not see me ; and
tile Ir. ins soon passed each other on their
iespectivc ways. But this was not my
only lmir-breadtli escape. A Herman
blacksmith whom I knew well was on the
train with me, and looked at me very intently. as it he thought he had seen me
somewhere before in his travels. I really
believe he knew me, but bad no heart to
betray me. At any rate, lie Saw me
escaping and held his peace.
1 lie last point ol imminent danger, and
the one i dreaded most, was Wilmington.
I lore we left the train and took the steamboat for Philadelphia.
In making the
change here 1 again apprehended arrest,
but no one disturbed me, and 1 was soon
on the broad and beautiful Delaware,
speeding away to the Quaker Pity. On
reaching Philadelphia in the afternoon I
inquired of a colored man how 1 could get
on to Xew \ ork.
He directed me to the
William street depot and thither 1 went,
taking the train that night. I reached
Xew York Tuesday morning, having
completed the journey in less than twenty-four hours.
My free life began on the third of Sepon the morning of the
tember. |s:K
fourth of that month, after an anxious
and most perilous hut safe journey, I
found myself in the big eitv of Xew York,
a for man -one more added to the mighty
thnmg which, like the confused waves of
the troubled sea, surged to and fro
between the lofty walls of Broadway.
Though dazzled with the wonders which
met me on every hand, my thoughts could
not have been much drawn from my
strange situation. For the moment the
dreams of my manhood were completely
fulfilled. The bonds that had held me
to “old master” were broken.
Xo man
now had a right to call me his slave or
assert mastery over me.
I was in the
rough and tumble of ail outdoor world, to
take my chance w ith the rest of its busy
1 have often been asked how 1
number.
felt when lirst 1 found myself on free soil.
There is scarcely anything in my experience about which I could not give a
more satisfactory answer.
A new world
had opened upon me.
II life is more than
breath and the “quick round of blood,” 1
lived more in that one day than in a year
of my slave life.
It was a time of joyous
excitement which words can but tamely
describe.
In a letter written to a friend
soon after reaching Xew York, I said: “I
felt as one might feel upon escape from a
den of hungry lions.” Anguish and grief,
like darkness and rain, may he depicted;
but gladness and joy, like the rainbow,
defy the skill of pen or pencil. During
ten or fifteen years 1 had been as it were,
dragging a heavy chain w hich no strength
of mine could break; 1 was not only a
slave, but a slave for life. I might become a

husband,

a

father,

an

aged

man,

but through all from birth to death, from
the cradle to the grave, I had felt myself
All elforts 1 had previously
doomed.
made to secure my freedom had not only
failed, but had seemed only to rivet my
fetters the more firmly, ami to render my
escape more difficult.
Baffled, entangled
and disoouraged. 1 had at times asked
myself the question, -May not my condition after all be Hod’s work, and ordered
for a wise purpose, and if so, is not submission my duty ? A contest bad in fact
wen going on m my mimi lor a long time
between the clear consciousness of right
<md the plausible make-shifts of theology
and superstition. The one held me an
abject slave -a prisoner for life, punished
for some transgression in which I had no
part: and the other counseled me to manly endeavor to secure my freedom. This
contest was now ended ; my chains were
broken, and the victory brought mo un-

speakable joy.
Hut my gladness
was

not

yet

out

short-lived, for 1
of the reach and power
was

of the slave-holders.
1 soon found that
New \ ork was not quite so free or so safe
a refuge as I had
supposed, and a sense
of loneliness and insecurity again oppressed me most sadly, i chanced to meet on
the street, a few hours after my landing,
a fugitive slave whom I had once known
in slavery.
'1'hc information received
from him alarmed me. The fugitive in
question was known in Baltimore as “Allendor’s Jake” but in New York he wore
the more respectable name of “William
Dixon.” Jake, in law, was the property
of Doctor Allender, and Tolly Allonder,
the sou of the doctor, had once made an
effort to recapture Mr. Dixon, but had
failed for want of evidence to support his
claim. Jake told me the circumstances
of this attempt, and how narrowly he escaped being sent back to slavery and tor-

He told me that New York was
then full of Southerners returning from
the Northern watering-places; that the
colored people of New York were not to
be trusted; that there were hired men of
my own color who would betray me for a
few dollars; that there were hired men
ever on the lookout for
fugitives; that I
must trust no man with my secret; that
I must not think of going either upon the
wharves or into any colored hoardinghouse, for all such places were closely
watched; that he was himself unable to
help me; and, in fact, he seemed while
speaking to me to fear lest 1 myself might
bo a spy and a betrayer.
Under this apprehension, as 1 suppose, he showed signs
of wishing to be rid of me, and with
whitewash brush in hand, in search of
work, he soon disappeared.
l ins picture given by
“poor Jake,” of
New York, was a damper to my enthusiasm.
Mv little store of money would soon
be exhausted, and since it would be unsafe for me to gw on the wharves for work
and I had no introduction elsewhere, the
prospect for me was far from cheerful. I
saw the wisdom of
keeping away from the
ship yards for, if pursued, as 1 felt certain 1 should be, .Mr. Auld. my “master,”
would naturally seek me there among the
calkers Ev erv io>. a seemed closed against
I was in the midst of an
me.
odpm of my
fellow men, and yet a perfect stranger to
I was without home, without
everyone.
acquaintance, without money, without
credit, without work, and without any
definite knowledge as to wliat course to
take, or where to look for succor. In
such an extremity, a man had something
besides his new-born freedom to think of.
While wandering about the str ets of New
York, and lodging at least one night
among the barrels on me of the wharves,
1 was indeed free froi i slavery, but free
from food and shelter as well.
I kept
my secret to myself as long as ! could,
but 1 "as compelled at last to seek some,
one who would befriend ine without taking advantage of my destitution to betray
me.
Such a person 1 found in a sailor
named Stuart, a warm-hearted and generous fellow, who, from his humble home
on Centre street, saw me standing on the
opposite sidewalk, near the Tombs prison.
As he approached rue, I ventured a remark to him which at once enlisted his
interest in me.
He took me to his home
to spend the night, and in the morning
went with me to Mr. David Haggles, the
secretary of the New York Vigilance Committee, a co-worker with Isaac T. Hopper. Lewis and Arthur Tappnn, Theodore S. Wright, Samuel Cornish, Thomas
Downing, Philip A. Bell, and other true
men of their time.
All these, (save Mr.
Bell, who still lives, and is editor and
publisher of a paper called the “Elevator," in San Eraneisco) have finished their
work >n earth. Once in the hands of
these brave and wise men, 1 felt comparatively save. With Mr. Haggles, on the
corner o! Lispemud and Church streets,
1 was hidden several days, during which
time my intended wife came on from Baltimore at my call to share the burden of
life vviih me.
She was a free woman, and
came at once on getting the good news of
We were married by Hev. J.
my safety.
W. C. Pennington, then a well-known
and respected Presbyterian minister.
I
had no money with which to pay the
marriage fee, but he seemed well pleased
with our thanks.
ture.

papers

I

Mi Haggles was the first officer on the
“Underground Railroad” whom 1 met
after coming North, and was, indeed, the
only one with whom 1 had anything to do
till 1 became such an officer myself.
Learning that my trade was that of a
calker, he promptly decided that the best
place for me was in New Ledford, Mass.
He told me that many ships for whaling
voyages were fitted out there, and that I
might there find work at my trade and
make a good living.
So, on the day of
the marriage ceremony, we took our little luggage to the steamer .John IT. Rich-

mond, which, at that time, was one of the
line running between New York and Newport, R. I. Forty-three years ago color-

ed travellers

cabin,

wheels of

were

not

permitted

in the

allowed abaft the middle-

nor

steam vessel.
They were
whatever the weather might
be—whether cold or hot, wet or dry—to
spend the night on deck. Unjust as.this
regulation was, it did not trouble us
much ; we had fared much harder before.
\Ye arrived at Newport the next morning,
and seen after an old fashioned stagecoach with “New Ledford” in huge yellow letters on its sides came down to the
wharf.
1 had not money enough to pay
our fare, and stood hesitating what to do.
Fortunately for us. there were two (.junket gentlemen who were about to take
Friends William
passage on the stage,
C. Talier and .Joseph Rickorson wheat
once discerned our true situation, and, in
a

compelled,

peculiarly quiet way, addressing me,
Mr. Taber said: “Thee get n.” 1 never
obeyed an order with more alacrity, and
a

we were soon on oar way to our new
\\ lien we reached “Stone Lridge"
home.
the passengers alighted for breakfast, and
paid their lares to the driver. We took
no breakfast, and, when asked for our
fares, 1 told the driver 1 wonlu make it
right with him when we reached New
1 expected some objection to
Ledford.
this on his part but he made none.
When however, he reached New Ledford
he took our baggage, including three music books---two of them collections by
Dyer, and one by Shaw -and held them
until I was ablt to redeem them by paying to him the amount due for our rides.
This was soon done, foi Mr. Nathan Johnson not only received me kindly and hospitably, but, on being informed about our
baggage, at once loaned me the two dollars with which to square accounts with
the stage-driver.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan
Johnson reached a good old age, and are
now resting from their labors.
I am under many grateful obligations to them.
They not only “took me i:i when a stranger” and “fed me when hungry,” but
taught me how to make an honest liv ing.
Thus in a fortnight after my (light from
Maryland, I was safe in New Ledford, a
citizen of the grand old commonwealth of
Massachusetts.
Once initiated into my new life of freedom and assured by Mr. Johnson that i
need not fear recapture in that city, a

comparatively unimportant question arose
as to the name
by which I should be

known thereafter in my new relation as a
free man. The name given me by my
dear mother was unless pretentious and
long than Frederick Augustus Washington Bailey. I had, however, while living
in Maryland, dispensed with the Augustus Washington, and retained only
Frederick Bailey.
Between Baltimore
and New Bedford, the better to conceal
myself from the slave hunters, I had
parted with Bailey and called myself
Johnson; but in New Bedford 1 found
that the Johnson family was already so
numerous as to cause some confusion in
distinguishing them, hence a change in
this name seemed desirable.
Nathan
Johnson, mine host, placed great emphasis upon this necessity, and wished me
to allow him to select a name for me.
I
consented, and he called me by my present name—the one by which 1 have been
known for three and forty years—Frederick Douglass. Mr. Johnson had just been
reading the Lady of the Lake,” and so
pleased was he with its great character
that he wished mo to bear his name.
Since reading that charming poem myself
I have often thought that,
considering
the noble hospitality and manly character of Nathan Johnson—black man though
he was—he, far more than I, illustrated
the virtues of Douglas of Scotland. Sure
am I that, if
any slave-catcher had entered his domicile with a view to my recapture, Johnson would have shown him-
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self like him of the “stalwart hand.”
The reader may be surprised at the impressions I had in some way conceived of
the social and material condition of the
people of the North. 1 had no proper
idea of the wealth, refinement, enterprise,
and high civilization of this section of the
country. My “Columbian Orator,” almost my only book, had done nothing to
enlighten me concerning Northern Society. I had been taught that slavery was
at the bottom of all wealth.
With this
foundation idea, I came naturally to the
conclusion that poverty must be the general condition of the people of the free
States.
In the country from which 1
came, a white man holding no slaves was
usually an ignorant and poverty-stricken
man,and men of their class were contempt
uously called “poor white trash.” Hero
1 supposed that, since the non-slave-holders at the South were
ignorant, poor and
degraded as a class, the non-slave-holders at the North must be in a similar conI could have landed in no part
dition.
of the United States where 1 should have
found a more striking and gratifying contrast, not only to life generally in the
South, but in the condition of the colored
people there than in New Bedford. I was
amazed when Mr. Johnson told me that
there wns net In n<r in tlie lnws or e 011 rt i t u
tion of Massachusetts that would prevent
a colored man from being
governor of the
State, i*' the people should see lit to elect
him.
There, too, the black children attended the public schools with the white
man’s children, and apparently without objection from any quarter.
To impress me with my security from recapture
and return to slavery, Mr. Johnson assured me that no slave-holder could take
1 a slave out of Xew Bedford; that there
j were men there who would lay down their
lives to save me from such a fate.
The fifth day after my arrival, I put on
the clothes of a common laborer, and
went upon tho wharves in search of work.
<)n my way down Union street 1 saw a
large pile of coal in front of the house of
Kev. Ephraim Peabody, the Unitarian
minister.
I went to tho kitchen door and
asked the privilege of bringing in and putting away the coal. “What will you
charge f’said the lady. “1 will leave that
to you, madam." “You may put it away,"
she said.
1 was not long in accomplishing the job, when the dear lady but info
To unmy hand tiro silver half-dollars.
derstand the emotion which swelled mv
heart as 1 clasped this money, realized
that 1 had no master who could take it
from me,—that it was mine—that mil
hands were mi/ own. and could earn
more of the precious coin,—one must
have been in some sense himself a slave.

My

next

job

Uncle

was

stowing

volume to the series, and the newest, whoso title
is given above, deals with the Yorktown and Newport of a century ago. Like “A Nameless Noble

a

sloop

mau," of the

same series, there is a
blending of
French and American scenery, and it is hinted
that the two books are by the same author. That,

they were all devoted exclusively to what
their hands found to do.
I am glad to
be able to say that, during my engagement in this foundry, no complaint was
ever made against me that I did not do my
work, and do it well. The bellows which
I moved by main strength was, after I
left, moved by a steam engine.
England’s New Advance Law-How

it

however, is a matter which need not concern the
reader, who will find the present volume interest
jug and thrilling enough to satisfy the most exact
ing.
The Prince and the Pauper. This is the title
of “Mark Twain’s’’latest book, to be published
by
J. E Osgood A < o. iu December, for the
subscription trade. It is a romance for
young people, and
is marked by qualities which the
popular humorist

is

had not before been suspected of

possessing. Tho
supposed change of places be
tween the son ot Henry \ III. and a low-born
youth whom he resembles. The subsequent his
tory of the false prince and the false pauper af
fords opportunity for many striking contrasts, and

Avoided.

story

The Liverpool (Lug ) Mail of Sept. Jotb, contains
lengthy article upon the workings of the law re
cently passed by Parliament prohibiting the paya

j
!

turns

upon

a

ment of advance to merchant seamen, and which ;
took effect August 1st. The Mail claims that the I
law fails to accomplish the work for which it was
there is a vivid historic realism in some of the
enacted, viz
To secure the sailor against robpas
bery by the sharks along shore If sailors were sages. The dialect of the period is pretty well
like other people and possessed sutiieient good sustained, ami tho New York
Tribune describes
sense (or exercised what they did have) to
accept the humor as C'ervanteau.
though witli a teuder
the laws passed for their benefit, and strove to
ness that Cervantes could not know.
have them vigorously enforced instead of throw
ing their intiuence in the oilier scale, their condiNOTES.
tion would be much better than it is now. and the
Mr Allred Tennyson has published in the Ninenew English law would not be, as it stands at the
teenth Century a dramatic monologue entitled
present, a dead letter on the books.
The sailor will have money while he is ashore, •‘Despair.” It is an account of the suicide of an
no matter by what means he
may procure it. so
unbeliever
long as it is not by criminal action, and this V
The November number of the Boston Journal of
friends
are well aware of, and are
pretended
ready
and willing to assist him, knowing full well tlie peChemistry has been received. This is not a tech
culiarities of the class with whom they are ioalMeal publication, but one of interest to all classes
iug, aud that they will reap trom no to bO percent,
aud professions, and merits a place in every house
protit for the use of the money they have advauc
ed.
The Mail, in connection with the article hold
Its agricultural matter is particularly
good.
which it publishes, gives the manner in which the
The November number ot the Illustrated Scieu
law is being evaded, and t.iat too, by many of the
titii News, Munn A Co., New
merchants who were foremost in ’lie request to
York, publishers,
have such a law passed They issue what is called
illustrates the removal of Flood Rock. N Y
by
a bonus note, which reads as follows
tunneling, an article on cotton future and many

‘•T..

■thersubjects

In consideration of your sign ingarth iesand sailin lln
hci next > o\ age fromundertake to pav to you i* i" such person as you
-hall name by writing an iudo •-ement on this agreement. the -um of £-by wav of bonu-. and not on
account of wages. Such sum to be paid ten davafter -hip’- -ailing.
1 >ated iiis --t.h «lay of-, iss
(Signed; < hvner or agent nfab# vcmentioned ship.”

ing

-hip-oy

1

Now.

The season

was growing late and work
plenty, ships were being fitted out
for whaling, and much wood was usedjiu
storing them. ’The sawing this wood
was considered a good
job. With the
help of old Friend Johnson (blessings on
his memory) 1 got a saw and “buck,”
was

a

tomato-catsup Monde. He looks

been shotted with Worcester

as

This face had

He has red
Liverpool,
Kerch ed from captain of -hip-the -um of
hair, a short, stubby moustache and imperial of the
£--in cash, clothes, hoard, ete. The sam> to be
same odor, and a brow not lofty but
deducted /mm my wages ace,amt.
bulging u h
Witness:
wit and humor, llis shape s short and stout, with
(Signed.'.'*’
hi the above note and receipt the words italiciza tendency to stubbiness.
He is slow of speech
ed will show how contradictory the two state
aud quiet of demeanor.
incuts are ; and that they are nothing more nor
less than the old advance note and receipt tor the
Our Little Ones, a monthly magazine for chilabolition of which the act was designed.
dren. edited by “Oliver Optic” and published by
As the Mail expresses it a comparison will
the Russell Publishing Compauv, Boston, is real I v
show that on the face of the note a direct.y false
u work of
statement is made, at least so it would appear to
art, pictorially and typographical!'
ai.y ..ne not versed in the line drawn subtleties of while its' reading matter is pure m tone and we i
dodgery." On the note the “bonus” is not paid on calculated to
please those for whom it is written
wages accounts: the receipt gives the payee the
W ith the beginning of the now volume that excel
A bonus
power to stop such bonus out of wages.
is a gift, but the payment as above is an advance
lent periodical The Nursery will be
incorporated
in as naked rea dy as ever one was before August
with Our Little Ones, and tin* publishers promise
1st.
that the best features of both magazines shall be
For a long time it has been the object of many
of our merchants to have such a law passed in
retained. Liberal inducements are offered for new
this country, and it looks as though something in
subscribers,
\ddrcss Russell Publishing Co Bo*
that line would be accomplished during the com
ing session of Congress Now such a law is ex i ton
eellent in theory, and should such a law lie passed
and properly enforced it would be of great benefit
SniiTiNu Itk.ms. The recent passage of an Act
to the sailor, but wo fear that iu practice it will
resemble the English. We have long maintained
by Legislatures of New York. Massachusetts and
that the custom of paying advance money was a
Pennsylvania, exempting from taxation vessels
bad one, that it was a:i injury rather than a benefit
owned and built in the States, has stimulated the
to the seaman : but until you can prevail
upon lmn
to look at the matter in the light of Jus
higher in- shipping interests of California and Oregon to the
terest instead of his present enjoyment, the aver
procurement of like action. *Tf successful, the
sailor
will
do
all
iu
his
to
check its
age
power
operation. Many years ago Enoch Train endeavor e fleet will be." says the San Francisco Journal of
ed to abolish the advance paying system. He re
Commerce, “to encourage the purchase of building
cvived the proflered assistance of rnanv of the
of shins here by our citizens. Then an efl’ort
and
for a short time it looked
leading merchants,
as though Boston
shipowners would carry the should be made by our Representatives in Conpoint. But when oue day two or three of Train's gress to have the tonnage law of BO cents per ton
vessels were lying in t, o stream loaded and ready
lor sea. with a strong northwest wind blowing, I repealed, or at least as far as regards American
Enoch Train was the first man to break the faith,
shipping With such local and National lau Cal
ami offered large advances for men to man Ills
’.forma might be expected to take high rank
ships
[ Boston Post.
amongst the ship owning ports of the world "_

and went at it. When l went into a
store to buy a cord with which to brace
up my saw in the frame, ! asked for a
“lips" worth of cord. The man behind
the counter looked rather sharply at me,
A Memorable Debate.
and said with equal sharpness, “You I
don’t belong about here.”
I was alarmed,
Near the close of the w.»- there w.s a memora
and thought 1 had betrayed myself. A hie debate in the House of Representatives over a
introduced by Speaker C dfax.to expei
lip iu Maryland was six and a quarter resolution,
A lexander Long, of Ohio, for treasonable utterances
cents, called fourpeuce in Massachusetts, which astonished
and angered his associates
In
But no harm came from the “ti’penny- tin coilrso of a
speech on the question. Mr S S
bit" blunder, and 1 confidently and cheer- ( ox to >k (ieneral Garfield to task tor declaring
if necessary, he was willing to transcend tin*
fully went to work with my saw and that,
buck.
It was new business tome, but i written Constitution for the sake of saving the
country. General Gartield responded by sending
never did better work, or more of it in
to the clerk’s desk, to be read, m extract fr- in an
the same space of time on the plantation opinion of Thomas Jo (Verson on the subject
Mr.
for Covey, the negro breaker, than 1 did Jefferson, in a letter to J B Colvin, Sept. dOth.
j
Isid. said
for myself in these earliest years of my
The question you propose, whether circum
freedom.
stances do not sometimes occur winch make it a
<
Notwithstanding the just and humane duty in dicers t high trust to assume authorities !
1

pub

whose last work for the magazine was an editorial
tribute to the murdered President.
ndo Remus, alias Mr. Harris, is described n-»

as

iss

ings.

excellent

an

The December number of The Century
Magazine
‘1 be devoted chietly to memorials of President
Garfield, which have been in preparation for sev
eral weeks, and of its late editor, Dr
Holland,

tins note is issued to the s *aman. it is
that the captain, age t or owner should
have a receipt showing that the money lias been
paid, which receipt is veiw ingeniously constructed, and reads like this

at

It is

w

necessary

(lid. Howland's wharf with a
I was
cargo of oil for Xew York.
not only a free man, hut a free workingman, and no “master” stood ready at the
end of the week to seize my hard earn-

of interest.

licatiojj in all respects.

<

The Boston Post says:
arrived at San Franciso

sauce.

The
t.

ship

B. Walker

J

J| after

passage of
which may be considered excellent time
from “port to port.
The J B W is owned billon. Kdward O'Brien of ThomasL-n. Me, whose
a

1 OS days,

vessels owing to their light rig and superior model,
accredited the fastest crafts hailing from New

are

Kughiud.

They

are

built in such

a

manner

as

to

enable them to carry l i> more cargo than the aver
age vessel: which fact, together with their speed,
should render “O’Brien's line"
able-Croat Britain has

exceedingly profit
forty-nine percent, of
world, and actually car

rli* carrying trade of the
fifty two per cent, of all merchandise.
steam tonnage of the world she owns
ries

Of the

bcveinl tlic law. is easy of solution in principle,
sentiment of New Bedford three and fort)
but sometimes embarrassing in practice.
A strict : tons, against I,.*>B0.000 owned by all other nations
years ago, the place was not entirely free observance of the written laws is doubtless one of ; combined... .The Bangor Commercial says it is
from race and color prejudice.
The good the highest duties of a good citizen, but is n •* the
1
thought that the New York Steamship Hue will
influence of the Roaches, Rodmans, Ar- / •/-.•■ The laws of necessitv. of self preserva- be revived next
lion, t saving our ountry when in danger are of
spring-S Watts A Co. launch
nolds, Krinuells, and Robesons did not higher obligation To lose our
ed from their yard in Thomaston Oct. Jo a tine
country by a scruall
classes
of
its
The
adherence
to
written
law
would
be
to
lose
prevadc
pulous
people.
ship of lflBs tons named Joseph B Thomas. She
the law itself, with life, liberty, property, and all
test of the real civilization of the comis to lie commanded by ( apt Win J Lermond. ot
Hios who are enjoying them with us : thus abso
munity came when 1 applied for work at lately
Thomaston. ..In the ease of Sebcus C. Maire vs
sacrificing the end to the means."
1
my trade, and then my repulse was em
When the reading of the remarks or Mr. .Teller
the Portland Packet
in which the plain
piratic and decisive. It so happened that son was concluded General Gartield said “That ; ti'f who is a Boston Company,
lawyer, sued the owners of
Mr. Rodney French, a wealthy and enter- paper states more ably and more eloquently than 1
can tl o
doctrine which I have uttered, and
the steamer J m Brooks for injuries caused by
prising citizen, distinguished as an anti- for,whichvery
the gentleman condemns me
the falling upon him of an upper berth, the Superior
slaver)’ man, was fitting out a vessel for
Court. Boston, on Thursday awarded the plain
a whaling voyage, upon which there was
Nkwspai’kk Noiks.
The Argus having said
till'
He sued for rlfl.ono
a heavy job of calking and coppering to
damages
that it is currently reported Solon Chase is t«■ start
The Bath Times says the eeutcr board schooner
he done.
I bad some skill in both
another paper with money contributed by Ri*pi:b
branches, and applied to Mr. French for
building at the Hagan yard, is from the same
licau otlieo holders, the Portland News (Green
work. He, generous man that Ire was, told
model a.** the Fannie
Millikei:. known for lieback) says, “The Argus has never heard any >ucb
me he would employ me, and 1 might go
fast sailing qualities-Work upon the large ship
rumor
as it speak- of, an i never will, irom anv one
at once to the vessel.
I obeyed him, but
at the yard of C. V Miuott. PlLpsburg, is
progres
who dare give his name to the public
Henry ! sing finely her square frame.** are up. and mam
upon reaching the tloat-stage, where
other calkers were at work, ! was told Ward Beecher has sold his interest in the Chris
| bilge keelsons are being put in-In the Linted
tjrat every white man would leave tiro tian Union, aqi retires wholly irom connection Stales Court in New York. Friday. Judge Barnard
ship, in hi r unfinished condition,if 1 struck with journalism-' The National Inquirer" is (jHashed the indictment against W 11 Tower
a blow at nry trade
upon her. This uncivil, what Solon's old paper 1:as been re ebr.stoned.... tor casting au
ay the bark Brother- Pride. ..Sell
unlruman, and selfish treatment was not Mr C. U McCleery. formerly the Augusta corre Sc.hm er Colfax of Til mcester, :• ashore on (iott
so shocking and scandalous in my eyes
spondent of tin* Lewiston Journal, ha- accepted a Island, now Southwest Harbor, Me and will
at the time as it now appears to me.
as reporter for the Lowell,
I permanent position
be a total loss. ..SirJames Auderson. an
Slavery inured me to hardships that made Mass, Morning Mail-The American Register probably
old Cunard apt a. u makes the startling assertion
ordinary trouble sit light upon me. Could printed weekly at Washington, I). C is an able
that m> ocean steamer which has been stranded m
1 have worked at nr) trade 1 could have
exponent of Democrat k dociiiuos. It is a paper bis time need have been lost had the lead
been
earned two dollars a day, hut as a one can
respect while differing from it. which is
freely used, lie cites three recent wrecks by
common laborer I received but one dolmore than can be said of a good
so
called
many
which Bjh lives were lost, and says they might all
lar. The ditfereuee was of great imporDemocratic papers-The board of directors of
have been averted by a frequent and timely
tance to nre, but if I could not get two
the Inquirer Publishing Co., say in the last issue
the lead. Soundings at long intervals arc i- up!
dollars, I was glad to get one; and so I of that
paper That the paper “now passes over to
went to work for Mr. French as a comto-mislead as to give warning... Western bound
fusion management" is a mistaken notion on Mr.
mon laborer.
The consciousness that I
steamers have experienced very heavy weather of
Chase’s part,
it is not iutended that the paper
was free—no longer a slave—kept me
late, and numerous ice tields have been seen oil'
shall be an advocate or supporter of ‘•fusion," socheerful under this, and many similar
the coast of Newfoundland.
called ; but it is intended that it shall be a stern
proscriptions, which L was destined to
and
advocate
of
Greenback
j
supporter
meet in New Bedford and elsewhere on
principles*
Fish ani» Fisiuno. The sentinel reports the
the free soil of Massachusetts.
For in- irrespective of any clique or faction.
little fishes scarce and high at Fustport, so that tho
■

J

....

**

j

stance, though eoloieil children attended

the schools, and were treated kindly by
their teachers the New Bedford Lyceum
refused till several years after my residence in that city, to allow any colored
person to attend the lectures delivered in
its hall.
Not until such men as Charles
Sumner, Theodore l’arker, Ralph Waldo
Krnerson, and Horace Mann refused to
lecture in their course while there was
such a restriction, was it abandoned.
Becomiugsatisfied that I could not rely
on,my trade in New Bedford to give me
a living I prepared myself to do any kind
of work that came to hand.
1 sawed
wood, shoveled coal, dug cellars, moved
rubbish from hack yards, worked on the
wharves, loaded and unloaded vessels,
and scoured their cabins.
I afterward got steady work at the
brass foundry owned by Mr. Richmond.
My duty here was to blow the hollows,
swing the crane and empty the ilasks in
which castings were made ; and at times
it was hot and heavy work. The articles
produced here were mostly for ship work,
and in the busy season the foundry was
in operation night and day.
I have
ouen worked two
nights and every working day of the week. My foreman was a
good man, and more than once protected
me from abuse that one or more of the
hands was disposed to throw upon me.
While in this situation I had little time
for mental improvement.
Hard work,
night and day, over a furnace hot enough
to keep the metal running like water,
was more favorable to action than
thought;
yet here I often nailed a newspaper to
the post near my bellows, and read while I
was performing the up and down motion
of the heavy beam by which the bellows
was inflated and
discharged. It was the
pursuit of knowledge under difficulties,
and I look back to it now, after so many
years, with some complacency and a little wonder that I could have been so
earnest and persevering in any pursuit
other than for my daily bread.
I certainly saw nothing in the conduct of those
around to inspire me with such interest;

Life-Saving Apparatus.
Capt. Creasy. R N' says the Glasgow Herald of
the Irtth inst. has devised a life saving raft which
serves a double
purpose. The construction of the
now apparatus is based on what the captain had
seen in Chiua, and is
simply a slight frame of cork.
The center is tilled with corrugated iron wire, with
an open space in
the centre through which the
head passes.
When a man in the water seizes the
raft by the side, it is capsized, ami his head
passthe
ing through
open space, he is like a horse with
a collar on.
A slight etl'ort enables the man to
get his arms through, and thus resting he can keep
himself Uoating for a longtime.
It is calculated
that it will be even more effectual with three—one
in the centre, and one at each side. The raft was
tried m the swimming pond of the Arlington club
on
Saturday, and was very ollicacious; but of
course its real usefulness could bo best tested in a
heavy surf. It cau bo used as a mattress during
the voyage, and thus save stowage.
Mr. Blaine's “vigorous foreign policy," as uiaui
tested in several directions, will make him a hard
man to follow in the state
department in the minds
of those who admire dash, decision, and self-assertiveness in the management of our foreign affairs
The manner in which he has made himself
felt in that office, and his admirable bearing under
all the trying circumstances, from the terrible ‘Jd
of July to the present time, have
unquestionably
strengthened Ins hold on the party and raised him
in the estimation of the country. The question,
What is to be done with Blaine ? will be a very interesting one as time goes on. lie will be arathcr
formidable personage for the President to turn
loose; and, outside of the state department, it cannot be learned that there ;s anything he wants,
liis projected southern tour does not look as though
lie had determined to retire from politics.
But
there is no occasion for worry. The gentleman
from Maine always had the faculty of taking care
of himself. I Boston Herald.
Patents have been issusd to Maine inventors as
follows: L L. Curtis. Capo Elizabeth, atomizer
for coloring pictures; E S. Goodale, Saco, manufacture of food extract offish ; C. Bundlett. Farm
ingdale, machine for lowering ice; L. 0. Allen,
Gardiner, loom shuttle; J. 0. Brown Bangor trunk
fastener.
A

glucose factory,

said to be the largest in the

world, was burned in Peoria, Illinois, on Thursday
last. Estimated loss, $500,000. As glucose is used
to adulterate various articles of food the
proprietors of this factory need not look for much
syrapa
thy from the public.
Lewiston will pay off a good slice of its municidebt this year, and is soon to have additional
mills.

pal

cotton

factories find it difficult to obtain a supply,
it is
this scarcity may enhance the price of the

hoped

canned

article.—Young A* Stimpson have closed
Jonesport for the season.
during tho season_The

their sardine factory at
They had plenty offish
Sentinel says

a

very large amount of freight, con

sitting mostly of sardines, smoked ami pickled
fish is being shipped from Fastport this fall
Six
large vessels have loaded and sailed during the
past ten days for Boston and New York and one or
two

others

are

now

loading

Fine with three steamers

on

The International
the route

can

hardly

their freight house clear.... Bristol **porgy
men" are arriving home-The Bangor Commer
eial says- A great quantity of canned lobster pass

keep

through

this city in the course of a year on their
way from the Provinces. There is no duty on the
lobsters but a small duty has to be paid ou each
can.

As

an

indication of the amount of shipments

informed that #3,300 has been paid into tho
Custom House ou this account during the present
we are

season-Some of the

Round Pond fishermen
have gouo to Virginia to follow their calling_
Of a shipment of seventy five Fuglish soles and

thirty

live turbot tor the American fish commis

siouer, by steamer Parthia. only three soles and
six turbot

survived the voyage.
Prof. Baird
the survivors in the water off
Coney Island-Tho Telegraph says that Mr. Coffin of Brunswick, last spring took about sixty four

Thursday, planted

pounds of

fish from bis trout pond which readily
cents per lb
the largest fish
He has one which he
weighing *J lbs. *2 ounces
often sees, that he is desirous to take, weighing as
commanded 7o

he estimates, '-2A if not 3 lbs too largo lie believes
safely remain in the pond, as trout eat trout_
The recout gale ou the coast of Newfoundland
to

caused great loss to some of tho western shore
by the loss of net4. etc_Tho Phono-

fishermen

graph

says that the reputation of tho Raugolj
Fakes for large trout has been maintained the past
season.
Several have boon taken of six and seven

and one of eight pouuds. The early
all that could bo desired, but for some

tishmg

was

reason

mid*

yielded tho poorest results over known
the oldest habitues
This refers to the big
lakes. At kennebago and Seven Ponds tho sport
has been all that could be desired.
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savs is the guilty
party. It would be unjust to repeat the name of the accused party, especially as
Montgomery goes on to relate the movements of
the murderer before Mrs. Meservey returned home
and while the house wa9 in darkness, indicating
that if there is any truth in his story he himself
was the murderer.
While the authorities are
making some iuvestigatiou to test the story there
seems to be no good reason tor
attaching* much
credit to it. It is probably simply the wild talk of
a half insane or idiotic
person.
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State

Fair.

sorry to note that the

question

location of the State Fair has
evoked a spirit which may prove detrimental to the association, and to the success of future fairs.
The Bangor Whig
anti the Portland Sunday Times have
as to the

BELFAST, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 1SS1.

meeting of the members of the Maine State
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE
S ciety was held in Lewiston on the
inst to decide u; -n the ijuestion of a location.
The committee reported oilers from Lewiston,
Bangor. Augusta, Gardiner. Orouo. Portland. Rock
land and Auburn, as follows
CHARLES A. PILSlil'RY.Editok.
•The committee on the part of citizens of LewIN GENERAL
iston and A iDurn to negotiate the-ale of the LewRUSSELL G. DYER, j BCSISESS MASAGEn AS1> specifically charged sharp practice on the
The Biddeford Times says that a York woman
ist -u Trotting Pa;k grounds tj the Maine State
part of those who desire to have the fair
l'*.
n
last
birth
to
three
Sunday
gave
boys
Agriguttural Sc. -ty. propose to give sai 1 associa- aged
Subscription Terms. In advance. $J.0o a year;
The Dingo Rural says: Men are now hiring out
located in Lewiston, and the
.on good legal title t• > a'i ot said gp-amis with all
within the year, $*2.50; at t!;e expiration of tin*
t
w.>-k n the woods this winter. Wages are
<ii tin* improvements thereon u r the sum ot live
$3.oo.
Commercial
intimates
that if the State
year,
about S> per cent, higher than last year.
th u-.md di llar-: said grounds t<> be us*-*! for the
Advertising Terms. For one square, (one inch
Two unoccupied farm houses and barns of T B.
Fair is not located at Bangor there will
annual fair < f said society."
of length in column.) $1.00 for one week, ami
Fi ller, at South Olden, were destroyed by tire Sun- cents for each
subsequent insertion. A fraction of he a move made to
Bangor through Mr George R Lancaster pro
got up another State
day night Loss. $2600; insured for £1700. It a square charged as a full one.
poses to give to tiu> Maine State Agricultural So
was clearly incendiary.
Fair at Bangor. The Portland Times
ciety the sum o:' Twenty Thousand dollar.-, pro\« an evidence of returning prosperity, the fact
The followingare authorized agents for the Jour
vided that it will permanently 1 < **at>• at Bangor.
be .stated that between $15,000 and $10,000
proposes a similar step, and asks. “Why
nal:
! '.r eligible
There a
.n s. viz
The W- odward may
were collected at the Bangor Custom House in the
S. R. Niles, No. *>.v> Washington St.. Boston.
Pa;k.
The
Muster
The
cannot a grand manufacturers’ and farmField,
Trotting
Egory place month of October.
T. C. Evans, Rooms 2, 4 A S, Tivmont Temple,
[Commercial.
Mt Hope road and bn ith Farm, either id' which
h.s wife (a fortune teller) her Boston.
Peters,
ers' fair he held in this city next fall."
Joseph
will be sold to the society at a moderate price
S.M. Pettengill A Co., lo state st., Boston, and !
daughter and two Indian girls have been arrested
The Presumpscot Park Assoc .tion at Portland,
37 Park Row, N. Y.
The Lewiston Journal denies the charge s
in lhd ieford as being connected with recent rob
Horace Dodd, 205 Washington St., Boston.
through Mr. Charles F Libby, propose.- to lease to i 1 r « there. Peters
confessed and a portion of the
made by the Whig and Times, to the efthe S aiety the Presumpscot Park ground and
Geo. I*. Rowell A Co., 10 Spruce st.. New York.
have been recovered.
J. H. Bates, 41 Park Row, New York.
buildings for the term of live y.-ar- .* a rental of good*
fect that Lewiston had quietly bought up
I
The steamer Lewiston on a recent trip from the
sh\ hundred dollars per annum : and in case the 1
Hast ha 1 on board a very large stag which was reSUBSCRIBERS remitting money or desiring to
ba controlling number of
let} desires to purchase the \ ark propert) a
killed in the vicinity of Milbridge. The
have the address of papers change*!, must state the
meet,: g «»t the stock!:• biers win be called at an | ivntly
and proposes to rule out new voters by
i animal wili be stuffed in Boston.
Post Office to which the paper has been sent, as well
h
r
the
<T
a
for
the
early lay
tlx:r.g price
purpose
Poet Beale. No 1*2. of Bangor, is the banner post as the office to which it is to go.
property, which will be sold at reasonable figures. of Maine,
doubling the entrance fee, and says—
having the largest membership of any
Mr < d.arles Miliiken. of A igu.-ta. ••ilers t lease
Grand Army organization in the State, and it is
Administrators. Executors \ni> Guardians
The proposition to permanently locate the State
the Augusta Trotting Park t v the t rm ot three
still growing, hardly a week passing without at
desiring their Probate advertising published in the
Fair here, or elsewhere, did not come from Lewis;d) years, free of rent, to ‘he Main-- S\d«» Agrieul
will
so
state
to
the
Court.
Journal,
least two new Eames being added to the roll.
please
ton or from Androscoggin county
it was first
rural Society.
A man named Rowe, residing at Sturgeon Creek
suggested by dozens of gentlemen living east of
The committee were not instructed to :u»e rtain
Subscribers are requested to take notice <>f the
m Kliot. has been arrested by the agent of the Bid
this
to
our
who
came
citizens
-'
county,
■.
during the
Port
date on the colored slip attached t<> the paper.
It
det ru and Saco Society for the Prevention of Cm
late State Fair, and urged on them the desirability
wBangor and Augusta. bu‘ have received tic1 f
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
to Animals, charged with tearingouta horse's
of
on
the
eliy
locating
permanently
15 May si, means that the subscription is paid to
grounds in this
ing propositions from towns other than those and
tongue with a stout cord.
that date. When a new payment is made, the date city, where such unparalleled success had been
repel the facts tor your cm-iderar.om believing
Frank Pease, who is in jail in Boston for shootwill be changed to correspond, and >1 l»s< RIMachieved at three different Fairs.
that tli** spirit of tlie vote warrants us in this
ERS ARE REQUESTED TO sFI. THAT THEIR
ing ’.is wite. has written to a friend in Rockland
course.
As to the selection of any one city as a
DATES ARE CORREC T. Subscribers in arrears
that if he had never drank liquor the sad
saying
The proprietors of the Oakland Trotting Park
affair would never have occurred and expressing arc requested to forward the slims due.
A'elation situate1, in Gardiner oiler to sell their
permanent location for the State Fair we
——■—:—
’no hope that his friend and all in the house will
park and buildings for the sum <d twenty-live hunsee
no reason to modify the opinion exquit drinking.
Voortiees’ Views
dred dollars
Governor Plaisted has fixed upon Thursday,
last week.
We still regard it as
R"cki. thri ugh Mr. Jo! u T Berry, offers to
pressed
N vemher 21th. as Thanksgiving day. but has not
The Democratic party of to-day is conlease to the 5oeiety f«>r a term «d years, tree ..f
unadvisable.
Hut* howe\er the matter
issued his official proclamation yet
A meeting of
rent, the gr- unds -i t..-- !! ickland lb i\ :ng Park, |
! the Fxecutive Council will be convened, probably sistent in but one thing, the desire to he
furnish a public hall, p* lice force a:: i gas without
decided, the Journal will do what it
on Mondav. November 28;h.
The Council will be
obtain office. <>n financial and other
to
b
the
charge
ciety
in session
can to make the State1 Fair a success,
during the greater part of December,
t iti/ensci Ani urn. through l»r
b Uakes. wjho
the year's business
public questions it is everything by turn because it believes that a well conducted
-rated that they did m
desire to compete with j closing up
Sheep raising will pay in Aroostook. R W j and
Ee-wist. :
ll- r *. give a perpetual leas-* to the b
nothing long. A few years ago. the exhibition of this kind is calculated to do
! L well. Lsq.. one of our thrifty farmers wintered
am’, properly fene* d eight feet
ciety of oil nc'i
»>•’ 'oason <1
has sold wool amounting to j Democracy, with the exception of a very
sheep:
L.gli. situated
Auburn between the Grand
and $150 worth of lambs, and has on hand 70
great good.
i ruuk i. i Maim- Fe.itra
small minority, were committed to the
...; ids. ;m-.- .»f rent,
sheep and iambs for which he has been offered $1
so
>..g as it shad be u-i-d !
’! e societv f* r t: e
A nice profit as one will see at a glance,
a; i. e.
"Mr Hearts." said Sir Hdward Thornton to a
liat money fallacy, and Senator Bayard
holding of its annual Fair and ore thousand d-d
f C.-.ueer.
friend, "is a good lawyer, who Uniters hiim-rlt that
i.irs in money.
for
was ostracised and declared a traitor
Hon. Hannibal Hamlin, Minister Plenipotentiary
he is a statesman, and sometimes imagines that l.e
-I
rn•.. gn
:: u ^D-vr.
m;-.
! to the court ot Spain, accompanied by his wife.
is a diplomatist
I-, deed to tie
>
m'v twenty hve acres of
making hard money speeches. '> et within
!t-f* the State last week for Philadelphia, from
land in <»roi]o. together wit:, a hall mile trotting
The HathTimeseommentson the above
v, hi
;
a few weeks we have seen the Democrats
port they sailed N'ov. 5, in the steamship
park, well feared, prow led tii S »ciety wii. hold
lllncus." ot the American line, for Liverpool,
now going the rounds of the
there :ts annual fairs
paragraph,
in
the
of
the
Senator
chair
Bayard
place
whence they will reach Madrid via London and
The matter was re committed to a committee
“We do not believe Sir
as
follows:
Paris.
President of the Senate, with onh one press,
w;t:i mstrue* uns s- examine th
several localities ;
The N rth star says.
One of the beneficial
mb rej«.*rt deiinitely Decernh--r 1st. at another I
Ldward
ever used the language attributlife between him and the Presidency.
.if the read from Dexter, will be forcing the
; !■
meeting to be 1 d leu ::: '.tv Ha.!. L n-t< n
| wild lands int.» the market, when immigrants Free trade has long been one of the car- ed to him, for the simple reason that we
>cveral ch u ges were made in the m laws T:
wil. ome lu re and turn the wilderness into fertile
price of a lire membership ticket was increased I fields. This will not
believe that lie is a gentleman." The
only help the county but the dinal principles of the Democratic party,
>i > to >
;.
af*er J an l.-\ ISw*
The .-aiarv
whole State
is right.
Sir Ldward I’hornton is
Times
•f t!:e trustees w a- raised from the former limit of ;
for the reason, principally, that the
Hunnewcil s point at the mouth of the Kennebec.
riot* to >•- 1,1
Th
treasurer's salary was raised
a gentleman, and lie is a diplomatist as
where Fort P qd.am is situated, has been taken in
Southern element dominated in that
hand by a .stock company ; and another fashion
If lie held such an opinion lie
well.
I'AMAitiN'Ul IA AND Nt.Wi ASTi.K
able watering plate is to be established ou the
party, and the South, until recently, lias
\
coast
of Maine.
The company is composed of
The
illage Herald naturally takes umbrage at
been for free trade.
But now. with a would not express it, and there is no rea_-ontvn.cn Iran Augusta. Bath. Boston and New
a statement which has had a;, extensive ciicula
son why lit1 should place such an estimate
V rk. and they start with a capital of $75,000.
growingmanufaetiu mg interest, the South
tu '•
thr "gn the newspapers, to tile eflcet that
v'
i:
tl
Neal, of baco. seventy years of age.
oil
Mr. Lvarts.
The ex-Secretary of
is changing its views, and the indications
He has
1 himariscoita and Newcastle resorted to build- z.r.g ; committed suicide N*>v. *2d, by hanging.
is
a
State
and makes no
great
lawyer,
bc-r-i. sumewhat deranged since the de-tli of his
are that the Democratic party will also
to see are th.* ex <
mange <•: iheit outstanding six
wire a year ago. but exhibited no alarming oondito being a statesman or a
pretensions
rent, railway bonds for four aud foiiran 1 a half
front on this question. Senator
j ’ion tn.til the day m question. After tie had eaten change
diplomatist, though he is well equipped
p -r crisis. The J•»urn ti >iul not publish this aecm-a j| his dinner, a? he passed through the dining room,
erst a pronounced free trader,
Voorhees,
he exclaimed*. My Cod. Jane. how can I stand it."
i-i.t it ; ike> pleas.ire in giving, m substanc.*. j
The item quoted
of
as well as a champion
soft money, ap- for either position.
; II' then went directly to the barn and in less than
t iie llerah; s
reply. That paper say- of Damans- i fen minutes was found dead
He leaves two
does great injustice both to Mr. Lvarts
the
who
is
to
lead
his
to
lie
Moses
pears
sisters and considerable property
eotta and Newcastle—
and to Sir Ldward Thornton.
They opened their ledgers an 1 asked those they j The Greenback State Committee, chosen by the party out of the wilderness of free trade
owed to scan the debit arid the credit sides Coni- ;! Lewiston Convention in September, organized at
land
of
into
the
protection.
promised
\’ibun. Nov. 3d
John White of Levant, was
The Kennebec Journal thinks the proposition t
ment was unuec- s.-ary
And wi en the l*urdi*:ird
■hosen < ;.a;rman. and R M Springer, ot Portland.
Senator Voorhees made known bis establish the State Fair permanently r.i any mu*
towns said t > the iiofders of their bonds
--Wii;
S rp tary
Eleven
counties
were represented.
H.
city, is ill advised It may result in the pceuniaiy
you relinquish the .-.x per cents and take four and.
conversion to the principles of protection gain of the managers, and of the
S H<bbs was appointed a member for Knox, vice
community m
one-half- m tile mu-.- : New east !*• :«or- per cents.
I "niton, resigned
An address will be issued for
the response was prompt and ii !• !!:ger.t.
in a speech delivered by him at the open- which :t is heated, but the Journal thinks it will
contributions to purchase Solon Chase's press and
not be for the advantage of the agricultural inter
Tin* great majority I the creditors ui d.-r-ti -ni the
type f»*r a new paper. Wendell Phillips sent him ing of the Atlanta, Georgia. Imposition. est of »he State at large The show, thus localized,
situation. he aim-.-t ulx-d-i’e m*«v>sity ot t!
.1 check for twenty live dollars
must
inevitably become a local fair [Portland
movement tuii as eb-arly a> ini tire debtors
On that occasion, w ith the evidences and
The Roultun cheese factory has closed for the
Advertiser
There was no •bull dozing about it: no repudiation
cd. n-Oudy was threatened l season, during which there weremado 634 cheeses,
triumphs of American industry before
Nobody was
The article referred to by the \dver
weighing in the aggregate 3J,000 pounds
The towns (i d Lot. have let and will not ••deedl.e
The Lincoln Count} News reports a number of him, lie spoke in favor of a discriminating tiscr was
to pay interest unless the bond is exchanged
original with this paper, and
Had that policy been adopted how many of the typhoid fever cases in Aina, and several deaths
and protective tarilf. This position Innwas copied by the Kennebec Journal with
have
occurred
original bond hoi iers would preferred new b mds
The Journal says that Mr Fred H Scruton, of ing been criticized and condemned by
to cash
How inanv new b inds w-mhl it have
the caption "Sonic Sensible Suggestions
Augusta, has sold his five year old colt to A W
hem possible to sc.! for rash to redeem th<- six
some of his party organs. Senator VoorBrackett, of Pittsfield, for >'>00. The eolt was
h\ the Belfast Journal.’'
The last i»'c
rents
is
The
fact
so
that,
was
tiie
eon
p-r
great
sired
Eothair. and is of Knox stock
He can
hees wrote a letter defending his tarilf of the Hallowed
:i ioLce uf the humaue creditors m the
wc notice, ap
honesty show by
Register,
a gait that is better than forty.
ami integrity of their debDu-. that m-urlc two- !
utterances, and lias since further reiterThev
have
been
in
the
same
good
article
for its leading
enjoying
sleighing
thirds
the holders of Daiuaru-cotta s.x per !
propriates
Aroostook eouniv.
A surveying party numbering
c cuts preferred the new bonds »o cash, and what !
ated and elaborated his views in an inter
without
a
word
of
editorial
redit.
I'he
fifteen fr<»m the Maine Central, left Fort Fairfield
readj u-:ed" bonds it was n eessary to >el: br ,.ght
ist week, on a sled drawn
by six beautiful horses view published in the New York Herald caption of the following article, "A Bold
it *r St
N
;
g
over eight inches of snow.
operations did not begin until August sth. last,
of Saturday last. <>ne reason assigned stroke of
The Calais Times says
There is still abundant
Villainy" appropriately characbut n;. io this time one quarter of ber bonded inMr. Voorhees for his new departure is terizes the theft.
debtedness has been refund' 1 into four p-*r cents. | ,jnij icyment in Calais for all save those who prefer
by
As to our esteemed
to
be
idle
The local labor market is even scan
’.'id about three quart' rs of this latter amout t ha- 1
that the Democracy lost Indiana during
tilv supplied.
of the Advertiser, he must
Carpenters and masons are yet in
"*«-:. taken by the holders < f the sixes
And it is ;
eontempoiary
a< five demand at increased
prices for their services. the last three weeks of the campaign lie- have mislaid his
further the ease that many of T use who held the
M id men are doing better than fora term of years :
spectacles while reading
old bonds of either town, did not stop with ex
cause of their position on the tarilf queswharf men find plenty to do. and all other mehis
but
nn.de
i
increase
:
chases
exchanges.
ot
the
changing,
chanics and laborers find ready employment at
new issues !
tion, and he says his “purpose at Atlanta
advanced rates
The outlook for woodsmen is
The' Merchants Shipping \ ot," passed bv the
a
nkw «;<n UKV’i:
good, as they are receiving on the leading rivers of was to aid in securing a sound position
British l'urliauiuni. prohibits deck loads : puts
it will be more than a }u
tiie State about *J5 per cent higher wages than last
fa-lore M.dne lias a
for the party hereafter.” And Mr. Voor- load-line about tint hull, where it must bo seen o'
new Dovernor. and yet we have a tew words to ; year.
all men : orders that grain must he sacked, or se
sav to the voters of Oxford bounty in regard to the
H >race W. Tabor, the mining millionaire and
hees
further declares that the policy ad- j c tired by shifting hoards or bulkheads : puts it in
1 ex L
matt* r
It
understood
that
ut.
of
sou.Governor
in
Colorado,
the
1S54
general:’,
peryear
vacated by him “will make the South the the power (d aily tour of the crew to stop the v- s
v:n-.iving aspirations alter the distinction cm:- : was a stonecutter at Augusta. He is now' reported
se! on the eve ot a voyage, and to cause the cargo
ferr-d by being Governor of Maine, hav.- already
to he worth $.'>.000.00(1.
richest part of the globe and promote the to he unloaded at the expense of the shipowner,
The Cape Elizabeth Sentinel make6 the following
The Kepub- j
begun to “look after their interests
and without pecuniary redress, ill ease the vessel
lican party must not be a machine throng:, whicii
ineiiti'-ii of the shipping and fishing interests of
best interests of Indiana." These, of is declared
|
seaworthy after all
nominations can be secured in advance, by man- ! that town
There are in our midst some forty
be
should
sufficient
inducements
!
The
last
course,
and
men
of
-hcining
foroflicc.
vessels
between
and
provision of this act practicalaging politicians
aspirants
plying
foreign
attains
The party is going to have a big light on its hands
domestic ports, (exclusive ot those engaged in the
for the Democratic party to fall into line ly takes the control of a slap front her
next tail to elect a *1* cent id>vernor and Suite «.11‘. ! fishing business.] managing and
controlling vessel behind
the Senator from Indiana, whose
eials It will not do for us to go into a cut and dried
master and owners, anti places it in the
property valued at least at half a million dollars
'Hie larger part of these vessels are engaged m a
convention, coming from which all would lack <•::
name
is The Tall Sycamore of the hands of any four of her crow, at a time
pet
thusia.-in except the per-.: al friends of the noun ! lucrative business and are paying their owners
m*e
We must .-end d-h-gites to tie*
Vabash.
nveu:; »n i from ten to twenty per cent, on the money invest
when most crews are drunk and mutiwho are ready to act with its best elctm-ut- t,> seed.
There are also over twenty vessels engaged
Rat
aside
from
the
of
for any real or fancied grievance
nous.
questions
expocure the nomination of tin* most di.-iingm-h- 1 and
in the fishing business employing the two hundred
available eiti/.en of Maine who can be tad u*ed to | aide bodied men that comprise the larger half of dienev, and the
for keeping an they may, under this act, detain a ship,
necessity
accept the position Oxford bounty v iters shot.Id our community
be careful not to pledge their stipp .rt to any ; ar
Mrs > mhia Hammond Brown, relict of the late
eye to the interests of the State of Indi- put her to large expense and perhaps
ticular candi-eau at this early date.
Deacon George W. Brown, died m Bangor Friday ana
If she wil'i go
which a few years hence will he break up the voyage.
As to deck-loads
into the convention unitedly on a candidate, ^.,e
evening at the Court street residence of her son.
will make ln-r in.biei.ee felt tor the best interests i !>r William II. Brown, ex Mayor of Bangor
called upon to elect a successor to Sena- and a load-line they are comparatively
The
«d !>.*• State
1 oeased had reached the advanced
11 her delegates are tor this man
age of ninety
tor Voorhees—the Senator declares that unimportant matters.
But we doubt if
and that, she will lose pr»*.-tige ami power whb*h
no years, and the debility of
age was seriously inmight be hers in the new adininistraiion A word creased by a fall in her room several weeks ago by the Democratic party never was a free this act is continued in force any length
to the w ise is sullicieut
w inch she received severe
(<>xb id Democrat.
injuries.
trade party.
This assertion lie bases of time.
Mr N athan nills. who fell from a wharf at Rock
Although the Democrats words to the wise have I
m
a few days ago, died from his
Weddetached
injuries.
utterances from the mesa local meaning
upon
they have also in a great part a nesday.
At the end of the war the national
wi n r significance* and for this reason we publish
of
1 he Gazette says that the amount of Rockland
Washington. .Ictl'crsnn. .Jackson debt
sages
per capita was *7'.do and the anand endorse them.
We th: : 1:. however, that the ! city bonds paid or exchanged for municipal four
and Madison.
Wc had supposed that the
cents, up to this time is about $307,000. Of the
nual
interest burden SI.go.
Now the
per
Keptiblieaus of Maine may be depended upon, not new
of a party was proclaimed in its
municipal bonds, at 4 percent. $160,000 have
debt per capita is S:S7.74 and the annual
only to choose j ldiciousiy i.i -electing a candidate been soid or exchanged. Holders of railroad bonds policy
platforms, and if Mr. Voorhees will take burden si.AO. This reduction has been
l.»r Governor but to elect him after he is nominatwho have nut accepted the new fours have been paid
m cash, the money for this
the trouble to consult the platforms of his
ed. And it is none too soon to be thinking he
purpose having been
obtained on temporary loans, at rates ranging
brought about under Republican adminmatter over.
from 3 to l per cent. One sum of $50,000 was party lie will find that they declare for
It seems as though the well
istrations.
MKAN-.H ! A 1 [•. OK A 1; I' 11 M ► N i» S11XI*.
obtain*- l at 3 per cent, and somthing over $‘J0,UO0
free trade, and the recordsof Congress will
a’ >3.05 percent.
Little has been done in refund
meaning liut misguided Republicans who
Commander Wadleigl: .f the Cnited States
show further that his party has proceedfor some weeks past, owing to increased strin
steamer Alliance, has reported to the navy
depart- ing
went over to the (ireenhaek party, which
geney in the money market.
ment from Iceland that il.e ship Jamestown ot
ed upon that theory down to the monBoston, loaded with lumber drifted on shore June
to pay oil’the debt as rapidly as
proposed
The report states that on the tMith of June a
strosity of Is7<i, known as the Morrison
Clippings.
and make the (ireenhaek as good
possible
merchantman
stranded
on
the
rocks
out
large
just
taritf bill, which was “manufactured in
>ide ot i; irshaveii. midway beteen Keikam-s light
as gold, might now return to their former
There's going to be a political funeral in this
New York by order of the Free Trade
and ISkager.
Iler crew 1.ad deserted her. Ju the
State, afore long. The question is. whether the
allegiance. The debt is being paid off
governmental examination and investigation it
rag baby will be the corpse, or the coffin will be
League, under the inspiration of the with a
was found that the mizzenmast had been cut awav
rapidity that amazes latrope and
occupied by the Democratic party. It'll be one or American members of the
close to the deck, and there were axe marks on
English Coh- is
'other, sure's you're born
even to Americans, while the
fSolon Chase.
the mainmast, indicating an intention to cut awav
startling
deu Club." This measure, which aimed
this mast also. The rudder, with all its attach
Uncle Solon's cowhide boots threaten again to
party has made the (Been
Republican
monts had entirely disappeared
On the bows
reverberate and the elick of the press at Chase's
a death blow at many of our
important hack as good as gold.
was the name "Jamestown." and near it. in almost
Mills is again to be heard. The Fusiouists now
industries and was
to cripple all
obliterated letters. -Boston, Mass." On a brass regret
they have not been more skillful and tenplate over the cabin do< r was the name -James- der in manipulating the sage of Chase's Mills. of them, was defeated
by Republican eftown' again,and on one of the three windlasses
The ITesque isle North Star hastens
[Lewiston Journal.
found was the inscription: "Improved Isd:», u.
forts. as was the equally dangerous Wood
to
assure the Journal of the existen 'e of
W
The
C. T. U. has split into two factions on
W Stone," and on another, Edison's
patent. AuTaritf Rill of I.-7S.
It is evident there- rank treason and a
Die question of woman suffrage
It always was
gust Jl, iso.', U. \V Stone. Boston." All the
deep, dark, plot tin* culiim at i-»n
difficult for two women to live in one house and
hatches were open and all loose articles removed,
fore, that as an historian. Senator Voor- of which will allcct the whole civilized world.
it was not to he expected that one organization
with the single exception of a small
The
liberties
of
the
of
people are menaced and the
piece
spoilhees is not to he trusted; and if his fore- wheels of business are
would suffice to accommodate the talking women
ed pork
Before the ship stranded her decks ha t
to lie blocked, the snowy
<>f the whole country.
sails of commerce are to be folded and wholesale
grass growing on them, which led one to believe
[Bridgton News.
is not better than his hindsight, lie
sight
that the ship had drifted about for a long time on
ruin to come upon us all
'I lie Maine l-’usionists (tireeubackers ami Demo
will prove but a sorry leader.
11 is statethe ocean.
crats) talk of setting upas a civil service reform
The North Star thus unfolds, we preThere never was a Boston vessel of that name.
ment that the Southern Democratic Senparty, hoping to catch on to popular favor thereIn October, INSO. the ship Jamestown, of liiehBut they forget, apparently, that the friends
the policy of the (ireenhaek party
by
sume,
mond Me was in Boston harbor
ators are in favm of protection is no
The iast records of the
English article do not believe in machines
of this vessel show that she sailed from fc*.t. John.
which its editor should
concerning
or bosses—unless
they are themselves the bosses doubt correct,7 but when lie soars into
-V B for Liverpool November !". lssn, was abanand sole manipulators of the machines. [Indepenj speak by the card. Still, we are not
doned at sea in latitude IT IM. hVbruarv 11. !^<l.
the realms of prophesy and intimates that i
dent Statesman.
and again seen drifting April
The vessel was
alarmed, for we recollect a conspiracy’
New Englanders may hereafter advocate
loaded witli lumber. This mav be the ship spoken
\ ar ey’s (iazetteer of Maine
that
the
official
says
of by Mr. Wadleigh
against the people of this State in which
u.ap of the State gives 5151 stroams aud 15‘IS lakes free trade we are reluctantly driven to
ami ponds, and this does not include tho
our
Aroostook contemporary took a promTHE M. *J. R. R. SrKYEY.
very
the conclusion that the lowly rye has got
small ones, nor those in forests, which are not on
inent part, and which ended disastrously
The engineers under the charge of Col. Wildes,
the map. Maine has a mile of pond or lake for the
better of The Tall Sycamore of the
have completed their work in the village, and the
every 1 1 ti miles of land. It does not seem that
for tiie. conspirators.
middle route, so called, has been accepted. This
Wabash.
any one need go dry in Maine, even were the
route enters the village near the cove,
crossing the Maine law strictly enforced. [Ilome Journal.
The letter by Mr. Blaine regarding the position
pond and swinging around to the right will strike
The lapse of time has been sufficient to abate
The Boston Post contemplates with much satis
the B. a 1*. near the trotting park, where the
the passions ami animosities of the war. yet the of the I'nitcd States on the Panama Canal is re
depot will be located. From this point the line is .'action the proposed extension of the Maine Central radical
clamor and abuse of the Southern people,
ceiviug universal commendation. Mr. George
being surveyed iu a northeasterly direction in the railroad from Dexter to Presque Isle. Theoponing the
argument of the “bloody shirt,” is as rife and William Curtis in
valley, passing near Marshall's place in Foxeroft. of tins route, the Post sajs. will place tho rich
Harper’s Weekly says:
as it was the first
vociferously
Aroostook
proclaimed
two
hundred
miles
year
nearer
Bosthence on to Sebec via Garland's pond
valley
We
“The letter is a temperate and dignified docuafter the war. [American Hegister.
ton, "which must eventually take all its products
understand that where the}’ are now surveying it
our position with blended spirit and
aud furnish it with
is a very easy route to build
This is a very gross misstatement which ment, stating
supplies." That being the caso
upon, being comcourtesy and decision. It is capitally adapted to
Boston will doubtless furnish the money to build
paratively level for several miles
meet any such
we arc surprised to find in a journal of
the Hue.
proposition as a joint Furopeau
This great movement on the part of the Maine
[Portland Advertiser.
protectorate, had it been advanced. But whether
Central It It Co if successful, will not only be a
the
and
fairness
of
the
ability
the
professed
The columns of our exchanges attest that the
project was merely a tentative rumor or a de
benefit to Aroostook county, but this county as
of the State is awaking to the fact that
The bloody shirt was laid sign seriously entertained, the letter has sufficed to
Register.
well, and the projected road will supply a much press
arrest it, and it is another illustration of the skill
Aroostook contains something besides -‘bears and
needed want in opening up to the settlement a
snow drifts."
Our young men have been so long
away long ago with the insignia of the and ability with which Mr Blaine has managed
vast amount of farming lands
through wlneli it taught that -‘out west"
the department confided to him
He has what
was the goal towards which
Ku Kins; and, speaking for this State
will run. Another great source ot wealth which
their hopes aud expectations should be directed,
may be called the American instinct, an essential
our county possesses is her vast mines of slate and
in
our
that “a long pull, a strong pull and a pull all toand section we can say that abuse of the quality
Foreign Secretary, yet restrained in
iron which would greatly aid in supplying freight
its official expression by an equally American tact
is required to keep the bone aud muscle
to maintain this railroad
There is an immense gether"
Southern
is
now
unknown.
None and good sense.”
people
of cur noble State at home, where it is so much
water power through the entire
country which the needed aud where ample opportunity aud reward but the
blind can fail to sec the
road would pass, which is a source of great wealth.
wilfully
await its exercise
[Aroostook Republican.
The vast forests will furnish material to employ it
The assessors books show that Massachusetts
evidences of a growing fraternal feeling
for many years to come, and capital for manuThe Republican Journal remarks: Altogether
1G, 101 polls in the year ending May 1st,
gained
between
tne
two
would
sections.
hud
an
Northern
the
Star shines for New Brunswiekors and not for
facturing
capopportunity for profitable
investment. This projected route is the natural
1881, over 18fit, and there was again of $R3, 183Maine people and enterprises.
ital
is
the
South
to
rebuild
its
aiding
outlet of the Piscataquis and Aroostook trade, and
As the Journal was speaking of a railroad to
171 in valuation. The present valuation is however
we are pretty confident that the M
C Company
Aroostook we beg leave to explain that Maine shattered fortunes.
industrial $200,000,000 less than in 1875 The highest rate of
Georgia’s
mean business, and the road will be built at no
people have not heretofore given the Star any exhibition now
distant day. [Piscataquis Observer.
open in Atlanta is the tax in Massachusetts on each $1000, is $32, in the
opportunity to shine for them. This Star will
beam upon aDy person or corporation that builds outcome of the
suggestions of a Massa- town of Monroe, county of Franklin ; and the
THE ST. GEOHGE MUKDEK.
a railroad to Aroostook, hut
upon those who can
chusetts man, and the leading spirit of lowest, $3, in the town of Groton. The rate in
It will be recollected that three or four years and wont build, tho Star will throw a reflected
Nahaut is -M .'>0 and in Milton $5. Ten cities and
ago an old lady by the name of Sarah Mesorvey
light and its reflections will be very true hut very its
managers is a native of this State. A 122 towns
was found murdered in
her house at St. George,
unpalatable. [Presque Isle North Star.
report an increase in rates : 2 cities and
and that Nathan F. Hart was subsequently conregiment of Connecticut militia has just 35 towns report the same rates as last year
victed of her murder, and sentenced to State prison
Communicated
had a royal welcome in Charleston, S. ('.,
for life.
There has been doubts in the minds
Citizens of Belfast: We noticed in a recent
ot some people as to the correctness of the
Mr. Milliken of Belfast stumped New York, year
and of late years visiting military from
issue
of
tiie
Journal
an
item
attention
to
an
conclusions ot the jury, many believing that Hart
calling
after year, under the direction of President Arthur
obstructed sewer in tills
and to the work of the
is an innocent man. This week's Rockland
and Louisiana have as chairman
Maryland,
Georgia
of the Republican State committee
Opin- street commissioners. city
Now, when a channel is
ion contains a somewhat remarkable story alleged
opened up and this lllthy accumulation 1? sent on been handsomely entertained in Massa- His personal relations with the President are very
to have been told to the warden of the State
prison its way to the proper place, won't you please, gencordial, and if lie wants to be a naval officer at
by a convict named Montgomery who belonged in tlemen citizens, to turn your attention to the many, chusetts. Such statements as those put Boston, the New Hampshire crowd will not bo
St. George and has been iu prison a year for rape
many sewers of moral pollution In this city, the
forth by the Register are not only untrue able to defeat him
| Portland Advertiser.
Montgomery, who is weakmiuded from epileptic pestilential vapors of which are far more to he
The Bangor Whig and Commercial agree as to
dreaded.
If
what
will
the
not,
harvest
he?
For
states
that
he
fits,
was uear tho house of Mrs
but are calculated to bring about the very
we have only to direct you to our State
the strong probability that Mr. Milliken will re
Mesorvey on the night of the murder and saw the examples
I’rison and Insane Hospital to show the
product of thing it deprecates, the perpetuation of
crime committed. The murderer, ho says, was
ceive this appointment, and the Whig says “bis
their seed sowing. As in the past, If neglected, so
not Hart, and ho gives the name of a man who he
In the future.
sectional animosity.
A I,a 1 >V.
qualifications will not be questioned.”
A
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The Boston Journal says: A correspondent in
Transcript revives the old controversy regard-

ing
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designed

>f Washington with the Maand asserts that there is nothing

fraternity,

record to prove that \\ ashington was
during or after the Revolution

on

not true

The Grand

dressed

Lodge of Massachusetts ad
Washington on the death
which they say

letter to Mrs.

a

of the General, in

"As Americans, they have lamented the loss of
tlu* chief who had led their armies to victory, and
their country to glory : but as Masons, they have
wept the dissolution of that endearing relation by
which they were enabled to call him their friend
and brother."
This is signed by Jihn Warren.
I’atil Revere and Josiah Bartlett.
Is it probable
that these brothers did not know whether George
Washington was a member of their order or not (
George Washington also addressed a communication to a bulge which commences, "Brothers of
tlu* Ancient York Masons of Lodge No. £2,” etc
etc

In a communication to the Grand Lodge of
Mas>a:-husett$ George Washington speaks of "My
attai hmeul to the society of which tee ere inanln rs?
This is
ended

controversy that might be speedily

a

The Masonic
member

was a

lodge

Virginia, and has

Washington

of which

still in existence

is

Alexandria,

in

records bearing his
name but many relics of the Father ot his Country.
These are facts within the personal knowledge of

only

not

the

Ex-Editor.

Tuesday’s Elections.
OFF YEAR IN POLITICS.

AN

News

of

Belfast

and

Vicinity.

MEAGRE EKilKNS.

The National Thanksgiving tiny has beenapp b
Elections were held on Tuesday Nov Sth, in
cd for Thursday, Nov. 24th, ami the same day wil
eleven states, as follows
BLAINE'S LATE DIPLOMATIC CIRCULAR.
l>e observed in this State.
Massachusetts chose a Govern* r. Lieut Gover
nor. Secretary of State. Attorney Genera!. State
Washington, Nov. 7, iKSI
The packet yacht Kdith, (. apt. William-, of 1-1,
Editor Journal The Capitol, which 1 remem- Treasurer, State Auditor, Executive Coi.ucidors.
boro, got ashore in the fog on Thursday of ;
H) State Senators, and an entire House of
Repre- wet k. while
ber in the days before the war. as one of the most
attempting to beat out of Belfast hai
sentatives. The State went Republican by over
unattractive of cities, has since arisen, not from its j lib,000
bor, and was obliged to remain over one night.
majority. The Legislature is overwhelming
ashes, but from its abounding mud. Broad, well ly Republican.
Mr. Lorenzo Dow, Belfast’ »*gg man, has bough;
j Now York chose a
Secretary of State and other the
paved and asphaltum covered avenues, airy and State officers,
present year between ho,non and .>>.«mk» do/.
four Congressmen, twu Supreme
well lighted streets and attractive
buildings make Court Judges, 32 StatoSenators and l fit) Assembly of egg-, for which he has paid from thirteen
the renovation most marked and
In this State, owing to complu at ions in
twenty-six cents per dozen. The eggs arc shipped
gratifying The men
both parties the result was regarded as doubtful,
to Boston and Providence.
city, too, is rapidly acquiring a reputation as adc
and the official figures will be required to tell cx
»irable place (or winter sojourn. There is
(.'apt. Charles T. Dilniore will tab* commau«l<-;
how
matters
stand
The
very
Democrats claim to
actly
much to gratify the curious and the
elected their state ticket The Tribune gives ! sell. Florida, the coming voyage, < apt. Fred \
pleasure have
Senate, Republicans, (Jilnmre remaining at home. It5- understood tli;;!
seeker, commencing with the assembling of Con- the Legislature as follows
lb. Democrats lb
Assembly. Republicans (Y>. when the latter has hi- new v« --, l ( apt. (dharlegress and continuing to the return of summer
Democrats b3. The Lieut Governor. (Republican
will permanently take command
>f the Florid
heats. More than over before of this latter class
has the deciding vote in case of a tie. Astor. Re
The schooner has loaded hay for .la k-onbilh
is defeated in he lltli Congressional
are
reported to be coming this winter, and hotels publican,
district
No returns from the other Congressional
File telegraph pole- for the Mutual Inlon <
and boarding house keepers are
preparing for a districts. The Tammany candidate for Surrogate
have been erected in this city The wire will eross
harvest.
in New York was badly* defeated by Rollins.'Retin* lower bridge on the opposite side from tn
publican. Brooklj n elects a Republican Maj or.
One thing which strikes the travelled
stranger
Pennsylvania chose a State Treasurer There W< -torn I'nion, and follow Bridge street t iihere is the liberal spirit towards those from abroad,
were two Republican candidates in the field ,u.d
junction with High. Here it branches off t<» the
w hich
pervades all classes A gentleman who lias they may possibly have so divided the vote as to ti *-at the American Kxpres-«*ompauy'-. The .nai
A largo vote was polled in
travelled much tells me that while educated and elect tlu* Democrat
lim continues up Bridge street and on m er \\ il-<■!.
Philadelphia but the result is not known and r.o
hill following the -tage road to Augusta.
apparently well to do people in other countries returns from the State are at hand
*
will accept and even expect pay for the most
Virginia chose a Governor. Lieut Governor and
The Baptist -oeiabh* and Yveo at Hayf.ud Hai',
General,
half
f
the
State
and
the
Senate,
Attorney
service,
here such things are unknown.
trilling
on Thursday evening of last week, wa- a
very
entire House -f Delegates
The tickets in the
Strangers arc politely shown the way. even at the field were Ueadjuaters
ivable oeea-bm. < »wing to the storm the ompan
and B< i.rb» : Democrats.
of
much
the
trouble, aud the resident feels Cameron,
wa- small, but t!."expense
G ver: r
who came out w.-r>* well
Readjuster candidate :
is elected by PJ.i'Oo majority, hav.
m
:red the
insulted should pay be offered.
paid. The anti .tartan supper c msDte'l "f bake
solid colored vote.
Both sides claim ga-ns
nearly
THE STATE DEPART MEN I.
beans, Indian pudding, pumpkin ph* and ;wi-te
ITS < T'KIOSI IT! S
in the Legislature.
doughnut**, and
While killing a little time the other dav. I went
Minnesota chose a Gov cm •: and other State *il
heartily enjoyed. The tain
articles -old well] and tin* ll-hing pond was v.
cers and voted upon several constitutional .men ;to the tipper stones of the State
being
Department,
ments
No returns received
The gr— receipts were a;•. ut .**‘.n.
patr-mi/.e 1
thereto introduced by Jl r. Sherman, the verv atNew Jersey chose eight State Senators and a
A d-*spal«‘b t'
\\
gJui i 11 l 1
tentive and polite gontleinau who acts as
full House of Representatives
The
Legislature
private
"tali
w
that at New tp\. ra pie- e **f a ve--d wa fo
Senate.
ai
8
its.
to
Rej
Blaiue.
Mr. Sherman is a
secretary
Secretary
Assembly. Republicans fid ; Dam crats ‘js ‘Phis on tin* beach whi* h b:el painted on it the \v-*nls M
native of Buckaport. Besides the
large collection ensures the election of a Republican to tin* V >
W. Di u i. ike
I; v Mb:-. Fieri'1
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of rare and valuable books which this librurv
to succeed Senator Mi Pliers* u. D. nim rat
Senate
nthe wreck of a ves-,-1, apparent!'- .v*
tains. there is much of great historical valtc and
Marylatul rhos*' a State t omptr* Her. om* hair seijncntly
1
toils lu.r-len, wa- di-covered about tv- n
the Senate and eight} four me mbi rs f the H< isi
no small amouut w hich interests the
curious The of
'Hit from the inlet, bottom upward,
"in- waDelegates N** returi s received. lit r.i. ! n't t
General Washington collection of
broken up and Inn cargo of ! nil!" r wa.- raj
mantisciipts, edlj Democratic
Connecticut elected State Senat-rs .n f. u- rG-en
bound in about one hundred and
washing out of her and '.rifting oil'. I n. wafifty large vol- districts The
Legislature will remain Repu'
umes aud
doubtedly the hull of the ab.and-. a- I -<*i M \\
carefully indexed, include all the j .tpers can m both branches. Last year t!ic Senate
stood
!>rew. -f Belfa-t. whica >" ,u ier
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1 was shown the
original letter written by Major Republicans, elected sheriff f Vo-ksburj
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Andre Get. 1st, 17K0, asking to be shot instead of
Wisconsin chose a Governor,
ne l.aif of the
monument
to he .ourteen feet
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p
dying upon a gibbet—a most gallant gentleman, Senate, an l an entire II use of Representatives. on a
granite ba*e. The monument it-<• ir i- p.
an*l voted upon several Constitutional amen
but a spy, nevertheless
Mo reply was mad", aud
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next day Andre matched to an
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fiti*
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In the

of the speech by Hon. Hannibal
llaiulin. minister to Spain, at the banquet given
course

in his honor in Boston last work, he said—
1 shall bend every energy of my mind to strip
away the useless, the formal, the obstructive reg
ulatious that have hindered commerce with the
colonies < i Spain, particularly with the Island of
< uba. that lies almost under us
It will be ray
best effort to do this—and to do it in that way
which shall be tor the mutual benefit of both gov
eiuinents.
(Applause ] 1 donut know what may
be my ability to impress upon the otlicials of Spain
tlu* views which I entertain, but they look so plain,
so clear to me that it w ould seem to me that broad
er commerce and exchange, vastly increased, of
prut 1 etioi> that shall increase actually her treasure ami bring tlu* two governments into still closer
relations of amity and friendship may. or might,
and ci rail ly sin mid he accomplished.

■■

••

1

A cable despatch c-r the 1th says that many of
the Madrid papers have commented favorably on
this speech and express the hope that the reform

of th*

poii<-\

Madrid Government, both in Penin-

mil Cuban tariffs, will induce the American

sular

G.ivrMimei't to facilitate trade between Cuba an l
Fulled S’l.tes bv some counter reduction oil

tlu*

tlie tl tg and tariff duties of America. Sagasta and
e•
and colonial ministers are very well

his fiuai

d t« meet the Americans half way.

disp.oM
can

V<s

i iti.at Sir.itogi in September last, has
published : a diiuty little volume by J U
Osgood A C.Boston. This essay ought to be
rea l by a great many people, among whom may
be nimHl'Micl tfiose who demand gratuitous advertising, those wi;.> think they have a right to

been

grind their1 i111
and

in the columns of

axes

a

The original manuscript of the Declaration of
is shown -the ink faded, oulv the
bold signature of John Hancock

Independence

being really legible

1'hey

opecially by

the

those

and dig» <*. Mr Warner's ideas of what the
pa,

<

as a

A
ions

news

irginia for reiigio < freedom, and father
1'uiversity of \ irginia

the v.csent time sliows the marked advance in ag
rieuitnral product* In October. 1SS0. No -Spring
■a heat
sold ai >| per bushel. No J corn at JP4
-its :>,’4 cents No
cents, No
rye S! cents,
No
B(»
baricv
In Oc
cents, lard per cwt.
toi-,-r. iss| \
spring wheat is selling at £l hi*
ili't
cents. No J oats. -II
per Sn'diel N" .’corn at
cents. No
lie r 1 ••(>. No
J barley £l Otij. lard
s.i
cwt
>11
per
A comparative statement of the prices of conn

produce

tins

last year,

time
B

sum-

ndi

1
Si

ei.r

York,

a

is about the

bushel higher, pota

the Humboldt

ot

name

of

Library

arc

suggestions

memories of

dead and gone past but a a*t how|
rich with deeds that make men immortal.
I ei.vv
not the man who can stand in
presence of these

W e
leading scientists ot the day.
have received from the publishers No *Jt> of this
series entitled “The Lvolutionist at Large," by

works

.t

tl

ic

Among the other

curious and
interesting objects
the massive silver vase presented
by the citizens of l’hihulktjphia to Commodore Hull
after his victory in the trigate Constitution r.t or

in the

this character have heretofore been so costly as
accessible to the general public, and the

not to he

of

the Humboldt Library

deserving

are

!.»;•

I'lie Providence Journal says the wine bills for
the Fieneh visitors at Ncwpoit will be paid by the

the New; orters entertained some British naval
officers, and the\ have been squabbling over the
ag

It looked at

since

time

one

if the

as

gi'c.-ts would be called upon to pay for the enter
similar controversy has arisen
N«>a
taiumenl.
concerning the
to be ash.lined

awarded to the l nited States as the grand prize
of the Emperor of Germany at the Beilin Fish
Exhibition.

Newport ought

French visitors.

Fiji

department many years ago. ns a token and
pledge that he would pay a large sum of dionec
fora whale ship which he I..1.1
captured and de
stroyed. This tooth was sent mainly because an
United States ship of war was there
showing A.
teeth at him
And the money was religtouslc
paid, lit this department is also an elaborate vase,
two feet high, richly ornamented,
which was

o’lld seem to be a good place for forNi wpoit
eign visit us t" stay away from. A year or two

ever

is

state

State

bills

library

the British frigate Guerriere. in IS|?
Alsoasu. rd
and pistols presented to him
by the state of C -u
neetieut. There is a curious and elaborate! > can
ed w hale’s tooth, which the
sent t. tInKing f

their efforts to bring this class of
wr:Burrs within tlie reach of all.

praise

ot

a

relies, and not feel his heart stirred
by
ijuii ker
throb, and his patriotism therein- reiined aud
exalted.

Craiit Allen, whieli comprises a charming series
of natural hi.-iory studies, which originally appear
e-1 in tin- \ L-unl.inl St. .lames (iazette. Works of

publishers

Washington

"The sword cf the here..
The stall’ of the sage.
W hose valor and wisdom
Were stamped on the age
Time hallowed mementoes
tif those who bate riven
Thfdsceptre from tyrants
The lightnings from heaven."
There is also the original
commission, signed bv
John Hancock, which Congress gave to
Washing,
ton as Commander :n Chief
'These are a!!, to be sure, but
ot’

Fi'/.eiaid A Co. I IB 4th Avenue, New
publishing in cheap pamphlet form

.1

•.

?

a ease

stirring lyric beginning—

higher than at

pound

herself.
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Howard Uwen is to be “licked at sight." unless
he is a bigger mail than tire senior Morrell ot the
Home Journal

relating

After

"Mr

Morrell was taken in. Howard says—
Morrell was so badly swindled that he will here
after look with grave suspicion upon all patent
We don’t
right schemes to get rich suddenly.
suppose even it is of any use now to try to sell
him one ot Swan's celebrated adjustable corn shel
lers or double hack-action knife sharpeners

think of it. what’s the

good

not

-although

tried

the

seeing concerning

the needs and the rights ot this
country, and so alert and unflinching in thenassertion. lias rarely if ever exercised the otlice of

premier.

a

sentatives abroad is
interference with
be tolerated that
—

,tu

sutlering

\ <>rk has been

here than iu

from

a

has to be boiled be

very bad indeed. But in uoue of these cities is
much used as a beverage.

When certain editors have their fallacies

exposed
refuge be

the

on

no

It

1st, trom

Alliance arrived at Halifax,
fruitless cruise in the Arctic

a

no

renewed

uses

tho strategelieal

points and | laces of
world over, we shall
them practically pos

renew

with

point,

not

to

I need not say to you what is so
apparent to all
observers of public sentiment—that this 1'tier of
Hie Secretary is delighting the country.
Pliere is
in it a mingled discretion and audacity which Iust
tits tho case in hand. It will in tune bear good

steamer

having learned

sens.

a

in peace, and to be feared in war: that we have
interior linos of railway that can bo touched bv
no enemy, however powerful at sea.

is just

S

shall oppose to it

tion right. There is more than this in Mr Blaine's
circular.
He who is thoughtful enough to read
between the lines, may see indicated a conscious
ness of the wonderful growth of this nation in
pop
Illation, wealth, industrial development and all
resources that make a nation
great and powerful

be used, and Boston's Coehituate water

labor at all to dispose of small fry of that sort
as easy as falling otV a log.

the isthmus will

emphasis tho declarations upon ibis
only because these have been the I raili
tioual policy of this (ioverumont siuoe Monroe's
time, but because they are of first and last inten

scant

and their arguments upset, they take
hind the phrase ••labored rejoinder." But it is

on

be the great highway of commerce between the two shores ,.f this
continent. They are given to understand thill we

water

The C.

we

rights

importance tho
not sit cpiietly down and see
sess that which is some
day

sup
chronic complaint in

ply ot water, which is a
Washington Chicago water
is

their

to

Richmond.

can

our

on

repre
lie gives
all hands that no

instance of this,

not something more forcible
In other
words, while the powers, and especial!? Kngland.
have seized upon and are seizing and
converting

do
cost any
Our advice to the Bee. however, is to
let such things severely alone.

they probably

fore it

an

our

protest, if

.in
tin* .Journal give us the cost of a faucy
drink in Belfast ! [Richmond Bee.
But
We cannot, as wo never use the article.

New

His recent circular letter to

commercial

more

no

for

statesmanship,

were

not

worse

spared

timely aud sutlicient warning

were

of labor that

tidings of the missing

fruits.

Jeannette.

And among the best of these will he a
juster appreciation of the ablest mail of

fuller and
lion. Hannibal Hamlin, Minister to Spain, was
a reception and dinner in Boston, Nov.

this country, and
office in their

tendered

1st. by bis Massachusetts friends, a well merited
tribute to this distinguished citizen of Maine.
‘•Boston Herald, moderate
Republican.” is the
way the Hartford Times classifies us. Now lot
somebody else guess. J Boston Herald.

Suppose you try

ir

yourself.

est
:

seek at

an

one

gift

whose services in the
the

people

are

early dav.

Newspai'kk Notks
laud Courier contains

high

certain
w.

u

to
s.

The last issue of the Hock
characteristic

four

live

days-There
The W)inau factory at
Oeeanville is to he enlarged and leased by other
part it s next season-Between forty and fifty sail
of vessels were engaged in the (Jraud Man an her
ring fishery this fall-Secretary Folger comes of
old fishing stock on N antucket, and he has a liking
himself tor summer liskiug on the lakes-_The
past

or

factories at

are

four

fish

Deer Isle.

Deer Isle mackerel fishermen expect to do as well
as usual this season_The Cape Ann Advertiser
says the October Fishing Record is noticeable for
the large falling off in the codfish receipts as com-

pared

with the

previous

month and with October

of last year, and for the increase in the mackerel
catch.The l'cmaquid correspondent of the
Dainariscotta Herald reports hake sounds quiet at
a few changing hands and mentions a

tit) cents,
rumor

that there will bo another canning factory

the Beach next season, and a new fish firm at
the Harbor-The total receipts of mackerel for
the six fishing months up to November 1st. at all
New England ports, including Boston, was 3x11,1116
barrels against MO,‘.Mil last year.
at

of the 5th the Home Farm

completed

its first vol

Mr. Bcarduian has given his patrons

an ox

cellent farmer’s paper, anil will, we are confident,
make succeeding volumes even more interesting
and instructive than that just completed_Our
valued Now

Yrork contemporar}*, the American
Ship, a staunch advocate of the shipping interest,
has entered upon its fourth volume
May it have
prosperous voyage.The Greenback State
committee which met at Auburn Thursd »y, took
measures to provide a new
paper for Solon Chase.
a

is said that Postmaster General James has approved a plan for sending small remittances at a
t-hcap rate through the mails. Cards of two denominations will be issued, one for all sums within $2.5o,
the other for sums within $5. Figures specifying
the amount of remittance will be punched out by
the postmaster selling the card, which will be transIt

mitted in

a sealed envelope, and the receiver can
any office; the $2.50 card will sell at a premium of two or three cents, and the $5 card at four or
live cents; the possibility of fraud on the part of
the purchaser of the card is effectually guarded
against. These cards will he a great convenience,
something of the kind having been badly needed
ever since the fractional paper currency was called
in.
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place for the tittle waif in a pri\e
family. Tie.- people her.mir *o atta- li'1-1 to r tie
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Thanksgiving Day
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Secretary Blaine now ham in n go d poOii :
the wall of one of his parlois. a tun et.grav : g >:
< iladstone.
1
sent him hy Mi
la Is
with an autograph. The huge pin Yogi, ph of <.«
oral Gartielil, which was displayed on :.- cuta
fahjiie in Cleveland, also hangs in Secretary
Blaine's parlors
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NY Herald special despatches
N«*wt« ;;m:
land give particulars of serious d.sasters : >!.
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ping during recent gales. The
both went down with all on board.
A large limn
her of craft wrecked and abandoned. The list of
casualties, it is feared, is m-t yet comp’..'ted.
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The Atalauta is broad., has a venter m-om
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The Valiant expert.me, d r.-ugl:
was bl-ovi;

weather and lost sails and rigging She
off the coast and abandoned Friday,

difficulty

crew

re-1'actively. A before -t ited th<
shipbuilding in this district another > e
bright... The now ho,mer nearly iv.a iv :

Cam

was

mouth of October

was \MS; tonnage, till II": men
l.mO. The number of clearances, I"
tonnage. Bo,77 0; men, I.V).Schooner Schuyler
Colfax, from Gloucester, reported ashore at Gui;s

is to

preside. He was formerly president <>i A\
l niversity in < 'onneetieuf, w a- eloeio 1 I;i-11 •.
in May |s>l,and is one of tin mo-t popular m
elo.|iienl of Bishops_Hapti-m at tho Alefl." U-:

employed,
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ehureli next Sabbath.

Island, near Southwest. Harbor, Me has been got
oil. and sailed for home....It is said there will be
eight vessels built in Thomaston next year_
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additional particulars e U'WM.
loss of -eh. AY alter C. Calmer. are from

The following
ihc

ships of about JOimi tons each arc nearly
ready tor launching from Bath yards. ...Seven
vessels, having an aggregate tonnage of 10I J tons,
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Daily Telegraph,

urvivor of the
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I'd'I vaim Wilson, a colored sailor :u d
alivi
Na-sail, who was landed at Kalmoiiti I n I nid. •
Hth, give- t l,o following narrative ol' t ho h> ,.|
the crew
\
xceptiug Inn-elf, of the American
AY a Iter K. Calmer, of st. „-k|,«n. t apt C!ii,•
from Wilmington to Hayti
The AV'alter F l’;ihi.
left A\ ilnilngton on Sept. .Id, and on the tIt eneou
tcred a gale, w liieli increased to a burr am
At
i‘. At. the vessel labored
heavily, and the crew..,
the gale did not subside, cut away the mainma

have been built at Bangor this year
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of the Courier establishment, and, what is more
gratifying, announces that the proprietors are en-

umo.
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The Bail of Dunraven has been arrested in Nova ] joying a well deserved prosperity. If it were not
Scotia for shooting moose without a license.
for fear of making Fuller blush we would say right
out what we think of his paper_With its issue
Why didn't they arrest the moose
Fish and Fishing. The Eastport Sentinel of
the -Mid inst. says
Immense quantities of herring
have been taken from the weirs in this vicinity the

irlegation

tin- Maine
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ami is none the

! in various paper* that
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po-ntment ot II.>n.
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The interest account of the Government has
been reduced the past \ ear nearly fifteen millions
of dollars

Secretary's

He has yet an unfulfilled destiuy, and he will
to accomplish it.
A man so grounded
in the broad principles of
s
far

Before he died. John Brougham, the actor,
boasted that no member ot iiis profession had ever
Poor John, he forbeen tried for a capital crime.
got how many a time and oft members of his pro
tession had murdered Shakespeare. [New York
Commercial Advertiser
Y«s. but then

is

It is

The Government receipts men all sources tor
October. amounted to >d7,-l<K.),00<>. ex .«■ :; ..tures.
> 1 b I
>00.1.10(1

The counsel t\ r Guiteau Friday nude a
lion to the Court f.»r more time ur which t
t are his defence.
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Boston's net debt, exclusive <>f water
*lo.77d. M'» on the 1st of September ...st.
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But,
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"Mr

tho remarks that

through duily with an
ailing man could stand,
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to

is in ill health.
are

cordial greeting and l'eel the strong
pressure of his hand, know that this is all idle
talk. Mr. Blaine is in vigorous health,
goes

ilautier. the celebrated French savant has just
shown that human saliva is highly poisonous, and
is only a modified form of the venom of the cobra
I'wenty grains t salivary fluid were purilied by
M <i uiticr for twenty four hours and then inject
The bird died in half
I under the skin of a bird
an hour
come
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wore at the battle of I’rince
ton and also Franklin's cane.
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comparison ..t the prices id grain and proris
prevailing in Chicago, in October. 1SS0. and at

is

unsigned original

read, with the emendations by Adams ami
Franklin. Beside it is a pen sketch of ;he modest
monument which Jefferson wished erected over
his grave, stating that he was
Author of the
Declaration of Independence, of the statute f

might to he and of the ethics of journalism
profession

try

have used inferior ink

easily

r

ter

must

in sinning, p.r
f the Declaration, as
Jefferson wrote it. which is framed ami shown, is

news

who fancy they
can run a
newspaper better than the editors
And it w..uld not harm some editors to read, mark
papci
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lley Warner's essay on Tlio Ameri
Newspaper, rea 1 before the Social Science
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The Maim* Parmer makes mention of a untie, >i tin
death of Mr*. Hannah Smart, reliet of the late 1 >< a
eon

Johnson

she

was

Smart, of Swanville, puhlUlu d in I si it
ehildren grnndm<>t;ier of

the mothorof six

forty-live, great grandmother of seventy-live, and
great-great-grand-mother of one. The Farmer also
publishes the following interesting communication
from
from

Edward Smart, one of the sons, who writes
North Dixmont under date the gsth tilt

Mu. Eiurou.

The

writer,

one

of the

sons

of the

lady above noticed, moved from lielfast to tin* town
of Plymouth in 1S25, where he commenced fanning,
from the income of which principally he supported
and raised a family of eight to men and w omen,
from whom emanated twenty two grand children
and two great-grand children*, thirty two in all. M>
father belonged to a family of twelve children,

>

eleven of whom married, and all hut

one rai>ed
large families. In September, the writer on a i-i!
to friends in Waldo county, dined with the wife of
the youngest of the original stock, mother of lion.
E. K. Smart, late of Waldo county, where I met
representatives of live generations, who had met to
celebrate her ninetieth birthday. In June, lssn, the
writer, with bis companion, now more than eight\
two years old, left Plymouth, and in eon<e,|in*nei
of ill-health and lntirinlties, unwed into Dixnnmt
with their youngest daughter, the wife of Charles
A. Allan, who proposes to take care of us during tin*
remainder of our days. Our ages are sdandsg, hav
ing lived together sixty-three years last September.
Of tlie eight children, live have passed away.
The
one with whom we now live is the only one living
in Maine, two sons being in Minnesota. 11 you have
any correspondents who can show a belter record
let us hear from them.

the mainsail had pre\ nui-lv been blow u :nv;i>
an
then lot go the port anchor
a- to keep her head !•
the w ind.
A big sea, however, eapsi/ed tin vo--,
The crew, -j\ in number, -uceeedcd in e-eapiim
fi 'in the wreck P* the mainmast, w hich althoiig1
cut away, w a> attached to the csscl hy the riggim.
ami lay in the water alongside. The poor fellow
did not slay there long, for in about t\venl\ min
utes an aged Irishman was washed overboard an
drowned, and soon afterward a voting \inerien;
followed him.
\nother wave carried awa\ tin
captain, and -o.m two others,the mate and the cook
were wu.-dJed oil, locked in each others arms, Wil
»ii onl\
being lefl. lie says that the night was in
tenseh dark, and tha* he did not >ee the ill fate,
men after they fell into the water.
The Imrrieam
moderated at t \. m. Wilson eontrlved to fastei
pieces of \\ ood together so jis to form a kind of rat t
and lie used some torn canvas as a shelter for hi>
head, and as well t*» wrap Ids bodv in, and lo pro
tcet himself from the numerous sharks and other
voracious fish w hich were constantly attempting 1
reach him. In this state he continued to Ii\« w ill
out food tmlil Sepl. litli. when the wreck wa» ol»
served b\ the er-w of a passing vessel, the Swedi-h
brigantine < ni l l{< -eunis, of lU rgen, w ho made ft 1
the ve~
to see her name. They observed Wilson
on the '•j. n and rescued him.
Wilson onh saw on.
vessel heiore during the ll\e day*, which elapsed
between the time of tin* >hipwroek and his rescue,
and he made signals by waving canvas, etc., hut
they were unnoticed, lie gave up all hope of being
saved, and was in such a state of exhaustion that In
was not aware of the approach of the Tart Uo-enui
until a boat from her was close to him.
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President Arthur has issued

pointing
prayer.

Nov. 21th

as a

proclamation up
day of thanksgiving ami
a

terrible tale of shipwreck, such as rarcl>
a sailor.
The Walter V.. I’alnn
foundered in the same hurricane with the M. \\
I M ew of llelfast.
a

falls to the lot of

Frederick's wharf, in this city, lias undergone
1

pupils

of the Belfast

High school

taking

arc

increase their library.

i’i- to

Hon. 1.

lift r-three Saturdays in this
hristmas and New Year’s day fall
upon
I here

(

Sell. Edward Johnson,
Capt. E. s. McDonald, of
Belfast, arrived at Pensacola on the sth, forty
days
from Santos, s...\. A good
passage.

repairs.

some

are

E. Uichards, Bank
Examiner, has ex.
the Saving Bank in this
city. A statement
of its affairs will lie
published next week.
amlned

vear.

Sunday.

bark

The

merchant* and traders of this city arc com.
against juinched coins and will not receive

The
; ong

them

Bote is making arrangements for an ex
version to Bangor on the 22d, to the
great (lerster
Concert. The company gives but two concerts in
Maine.

itiue David Babcock is the second Bellost this year in eonnnand of the mate.

ves-el

r i-t

"

The 1 '.is* of lloffses, mate of ship Louis
Walsh,
did not come before the C. s. District Court at Portland, on Monday, as announced. The captain and
second male were summoned to Portland.

change.

a-

-h*aa li. Faunee, who recently died in Lewis
ihe age .»f -i year-, wa- a cousin of Asa
and
Hamel FauneCi of this city.
Mi

he Boston Evening star /f Saturday, contains a
very flattering notice of Eariui’s operatic concert
in that city on the
previous evening. One of the
1

David Babeoek. of Belfast, reported lost
week. near Mnranham, Brazil, has bad part of
her irgo beached. The crew were all saved.
Bark

la

<

singers

I.ai ie-

<

apt

!

1

Baker, of till- ity, .sheriff, raised
eighteen s.piare rodsof land, si\t\
oni.m, and twelve bushels of

meeting ot tb.-tru-tf
»f the Belfast
Savings
’"‘hi Monday o< t. Ttb, Id ward Johuson was
mmou.-l,
leetedatrust.ee in place of Wm. it.
»r deceased.
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-0*1 "C subdued the il-uucs
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examined advance sheet- of a little
:.d for ls>a vvhieh Braekett A
Co., of this citv,
lo publish for
holiday distribution. 1:1criiii,

1!,
liuvly illus trail'd, and will prov
lo-al advertising medium.
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Friday evening, n
AP-ral I-.<11ion."
»ther subject- will be pre•ntod by teachers of !i ( unty. This will be the.
-I proilt.ii.i. meetm^
the kind ever held in the
inly N• t«•;i -I;er• *i’ friend <‘f tln‘'‘i'iimioii school.-,
d m:-- p. li i- lo b. hoped there will be a
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The entertainment by the High schoo
pupils, mentioned last week, has been postponed
iH>itll Tuesday evening of next week, at which time
a paper will also be on sale, edited and
published by
the pupils—A sensational article about the Hart
Meservcv murder case of St. George, which appeared in the Rockland Opinion last week, created
considerable interest in this place, but the statements are received with a good deal of allowance.
Prof. Cushman, a horse doctor, advertised to
give a free lecture in front of the Bay Mew house
on Monday last, at one o'clock, but took offence, at
there not being a crowd ami left in disgust, but not
until he had made some unbecoming talk about
—

people-M. »J. Dow, of Brooks, state Dep
uty «>f I. o. ofG. T., was in town last week-The
following officers oi Twonibly lodge, I. o. of G. T.
for the ensuing quarter were installed by the E. D.
( apt. Geo. NV. Thorndikt : \' (
T.t EdOgier; \V.
R. If. S., Susie Ogier; NY. E. H. S., Canio Russel:
NY. V. T., Nellie Collins; NY. s., Mallard Bean; NY.

••opp.,*r

Kalish, lb lfa-t.
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M
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meeting of the eitv go\ eminent \\a- held on Monlav evening last. The monthly robot' aecouuts was
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month in tin* council.
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ai refunding
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was granted further time
The bdlowing resolution was t. hied—“Resoh cd, Mia! tin president and
directors of the B. A. M. L. R. R Co. be and are
red

to

hereby re-pretfully reoueste-l
all the net earning-

-aid railroad remaining
aftei paving its running •expenses and interest on
th
debt, and discontinue the sinking fund.
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-od.ed that
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following

are

the

-late, in Waldo county, for the
<»eo.
ending
Arne-, .North]>ort, t *
tinuel B. V oleinan and al., Lincolnvillc. osw.-li
ikinson. M »nt'. i..< to Win. .Kv ksou, same town.
•

-1 er.s in

r«* i.

Nov. sth-

k

W.

'din.
•olra.-t.

U

Aiibott, Belfast,

liradstr*!

i.

kind

i.

M -rrill.

Howe, same town. J.din
'bins, Waldo, lo Alvesia M. Hatch.

<

ampbell, Wlnterp*»rt, to Joseph O.
Albert II. « lark, I’nity, t
-Wy month, Morrill, iiettie A I>«»dg l»leloun

A
o

a

i

•v

Pat -ons

1

Ma
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till,
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to
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air:
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tree
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II.

<. rosbv

Wood

I'nity.

< diaries

A. M<-

Searsnumt.

Haskell,

John

same

J.

town.

P

I

H

>.

scarsporl. to Wav''haw. Winter"haw. Winterp >rt. Almeda I.
port, to \rthur U
md Mary .1 "l-.aw
Winterport, to same. Eben
t
riiomp-on and al., Unity, Lo Edgar L. Wood,
inn* l"wn.
James B. William-, Islcsboro, to Nina
Ki.-w!: >:i, Bclia-t.

\

Pars*ms,

same

Tl

Hi'-'ok-, i-

M

sever,

Ueuben A.

an

> J > 111 y M J. Dow,of
leeturiug and instituting

lodge- in Kiio\ and Lincoln counties. The towns of
Hop, 1 iiion. \iijdetoii,.J* n\ rsni Whitvlici i.Wush
vton iiii• t other-, arc being actively cama-sed by
hi friend-oftemperanee in the interest of tin* < >rder
(-■•i.-ideraf'le interest i.- manifested at Searsmont,
in nir own <mntv, and efforts will be made to institute a lodge there soon.
Very line temperance
organizations have been maintained in this town,
nd there i- good material left for another—Bel■

l-o !>•

; i-t

N

;to, opens the quarter vigorously.
v. ral members have
lately been initiated_The
tir-'t Lodge to send in the new quarters tax to
‘'land Secretary wa- Salus No. 1of Kennebunk.
The second to
160 of Foxrroft, with 144
N ■. 211 of ( harleston, In

uie.h mnnlKfrs 211 live members.
r*

ort

j

Ifarmony.

was

member-... .Oak

Penob.-eot
li

ve

<

o.,

lliil

No

reports '*2 members and says they
in their little

used all the available material

a thousand inhabitants.
What lodge
.A new lodge named
better report.?.
r. i-it rn >tar N".
has just been instituted in No.
ii. Range i, Aroostook, with Hi charter liicinlx-rs_
A letter just receive*I from Robt.
Thompson, G. W.

town of

only

make

a

—

T. of

California says he is a Waldo county boy,
m l feels much elate*! that California with
17,non
<»*mm1 Templars is
nearly up with Maine. They
raided over $:in,ooo tax last
year, an*l support an
lphan asylum besides paying their officers and
1

maintaining

six

organizers in the Held. Their per
apita is 2o **ts. which accounts for it all....A dis-

tn*
wi
t*

t l*»dg«* was
organize*I in Franklin county last
.-k-Belfast Lodge will have its regular quar-

rlv supper next
Monday evening at the Lodge
.The lodges in the whole world have lately

r M*in..

b*

**n

voting

on a

proposition

change from pres
metallic badge. The vote
to

nt member's regaiia to a
will be counted at the session of li. W. G. I.. at
Charleston, s. r., next May-The following are
the principal officers of Belfast Lodge of Good

Templars

for the

present quarter: J. W. know!
T., Mrs. ! >. Alexander, Vice T.. Miss Hattie
ton,
Furbish, Secy; N. M. Miller, Financial Sec. Mrs. L.
L. Brackett, Treas.; Rev. .J. A. Ross, Chaplain;
Chat*. I Burgess, Marshal; Harry Clifford and J.
s. Feruald, Guar*ls.
Picnic supper next Monday
C

evening
expected.

at 7 o'clock

build-

a new

N\

store- of

II.

».ray

cargo ;

ready

her«

one

House, is about
Harbor.

of li

son

Alt.
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e
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of the

.-hipnient.

proprietor-

to remove \\

iili isiI

Iv-ert_Dr.

L.

Philbrook, who graD

<■

the Bo-Doll l

l or

i1

t

-ehool of Ml

li-

1 :if»t

ill h. gin r gular practice in
-wring.
Taunton, Ma--....Mr. K. !’ Walker has iveent'v

sight

b

of W

Acadian H

11

enlarge the
<

u-ti

I"! of land

adjoining

his

reported that lie will

-end

Tii.

KD’e:;i

<

a

during the coming winter.
titty P. sixty delegate.- to the
H -tit me in Bella-1 thi- week.

Tea* le-rBt

gel it.

lot. ami .t i-

n*-.,

a

will

ne

sa.

>i.-e

W hit*.*, of

tin-

•«

ma-ted seimouer

Henry

Bin

k.-port, is on the marine railway.
>he is t.. be new
caulked and coppered
(apt.
JStover, ina-der of ship Dauiel Barnes is on
Ills passage fmiii Hong ivmgto New York, and i—

arrive at the latter port in
per ted t•
His large ep
friends in Buek.-port

cx

him

a

w

sence.

heek

wi Tome

home after

for
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PROIMA’K MARKET.

NEW FALL GOODS

BOOTS & SHOES!
With

small amount of money, is at

a

and invite you to examine our stock, consisting
in part of

F. II. HUMS & CO.

Announces

Large Purchase of Fall & Winter

a

>

have

We

great variety of latest style goods,
such as

a

Dry & Fancy Goods, Cloaks, Dolmans, k,

LADIES & MISSES

FreicP American KiflBittou,

II is

our

PLUSHES, VELVETS,

intention to offer these goods to the trade at aslow prices. We are resolved to increase
already large patronage, hence we quote the

tonishingly

Hens, Bovs, Youths ami (’liililren’s

our

25£Yu
l«Y
dried, F tt>
Beans, pea,lair-h "..0033.2Y
Medium
Yiia.i.ou
Yellow-eve- noa2.2Y
Blitter F III.
Beef F tb,
7«U
YOjjUO
Barley F bush,
Cheese F ii>,
IU3I2
Chicken F lb,
12 al 1
Calf skins F tb,
I2G
Duck Fit*.
050
20
Kggs F do/..,
Fowl F It.,
l()uI2
Geese F fb,
O3O
RET

January.
will give

to

for the benefit of the organ Hind.
Youreor
indent was surprised the other day when in

re.-p

by Postnia-tci

-kinuer of the very large
eireidation tne Bepubliran Journal has in this town.
And

we

hope

it

will not

cause

lished in the Mate.
Waldo corsn Cor\ il P. of H. held their
regular monthly se-<jon wit li Morning Light (Grange
Monroe, Tuesday1, Nov. 1-t. There was no meeting
held during the month of October, owing to the
.stormy weather prevalent the lay appointed, .-<»
The

wa-

day

really’

was

the

warm

one

and

designed for Oet<*
bright, with very

good traveling for the time of year. Nine grangewen' represented, and their reports showed them
to be in a vigor..ii- condition.
The forenoon waoeeupied by the reports ..f granges, lecture by
Wormy Master < iiaries Bellows, of Dirigo Orange,
Freedom, subject -“Our Agricultural Shows au I
h airs,” followed by an interesting discussion on the
same, an essay by Sister H. B. Neal ley, -"tig- and
music, by the excellent choir. The noon recess was
devoted to dir. ussiug the basket picnic, earing for
the teams, for every patron goes armed and (‘quipped with “luncheon ba-ket and bag of hay"—entertainment

sharp, and all the members

are

t>

an

man

and beast—and these council

<

>ats F

lillsll,

Potatoes,
Round

Ilog

7
7s
Slant.! ■*.’»
7<is

IY3Y0
s'YfjOO |

Sub
F 1H
>traw F ton,
S»;.oOuS.oo
Turke\ F lb,
12a, 1Y
n o;
V cal F tb,
Wool, washed, F It-,
Wool,umva-he 1. F' H». 27
.*l.n.i,17..iu>
Wood, bard,
Wood, soft,
.-y2.Yn .< :!.«m

Yub Oat Meal F tb,
Beef, Corned, F It.,
Butt* r, salt, F box,
2o<>nion- F tb,
,, 1
< "in F
nY ()il, Korosem •: _:d .iG/27
biis.li,
Corn Mral F bush,
s.Y l'olloek F It.,
t dices.* F tb,
Ida IY Pork F tb,
li'.ii':
( odllsh,
sl.on
~nj(i Piaster F in.h,
dry, F tt>,
Cranberries F qL, !2<ill Rye Meal, F tt»,
1
• lover seed, F
12a21
Shorts
e\\
s|.lU
F
tb,
m, 11
Flour F bbl., $s..Yoalu.Yu Sugar F tt»,
li. G. seed F bush, *d JY Salt, T. J., F hu-h,
I«>
i.ard F tb,
1 IG y 10 S. Potatoes F tb,
I
Lime F bbl.,
«1.25 Wheat Meal, F t1»,
1 y,
<

interesting

programme

consisting

of

an

brother who would be drawn in, or arose to a point
of order, or a confession, or was driven t<« a defence. Sister Dyer favored tin* council with one of
her good songs, well rendered, as she can do so well.
The choir did ample justice t*> this session, and
Miss Flora Haley gave a solo that was received
with much applause. A committee of one from
each grange wa- appointed to report feeling of the
regard t<» holding a county fair under
auspices of the count}* council next autumn, at
some convenient centre.
The programme for next
meeting which will beheld Dec. bth (Tuesday) with

granges in

Comet

Grange, >wanville, Is, lirst, opening

exer-

cises; second, report of granges; third, lecture by
W. Overseer, dames Wallace; fourth, essay by
Sister Emily Smith, Dirigo Grange; filth, song by
Sister James Nickerson, Comet Grange, Swauvillc;
sixth, question, “Resolved, that the patrons of
Waldo County ought to organize a fair to be held
at some convenient place in the county,"opened

by Bro. Durham. Morning Eight Grange, Monroe;
seventh, select reading by sister Fletcher; eighth,
question, “Resolved, that the sisters generally do
not make their homes so attractive for their famias

they might.”

Sister

Grey,

all'.

Sister

Lang,

remarks for good of the order. Sion ly
as it were, the grange is doing a powerful work in the farming community, and no good
farmer, or he who desires to become such, can afford to stay without the gates. Socially, educationally, and practically, its teachings arc like good

some an

hundred fold.

FULL

Splendid

values can be obtained. We sell
for 75c. a silk worth
#1.00; for #l.oo a
silk worth #1.25 :
in value to

quality, in Bronze, Green, Blue and
Black, Id in. wide, only 50c, worth 75c.

Read This!

-to in.
<>ur

wide, only

increasing

Castaare,

t!7c.

M

KID BOOTS

Lot No. 14.

Sold for 75c.

STOCK of Dress Goods
marked down in proportion

Satins,Velvets & Mr!

Flushes #2.50, sold in Boston for #.‘1.00.

100 Prs.White

J. N. SMITH'S

I)REST

FRENCH

Which

|I
BUTTOii

KID

elo-luR oul
price $1.00

weare

former

a:

It)-1,

$:(.00 per pair,

A

LAKiiK J.i »T

<

in

Blankets,

sd.OII per

Blankets,

1, only $d.50 per pair.

Momie Cloths!
!

>F

warm

LADIES
BUTTON ARCTIC

Klegant style, only

DRESS.”

These

A L><

Mrtt

LINK

A

<

**

u

.•

Button Fasteners.

shoe Wax,
Nhoe Buttons,
Heel Irons,

perfect, only

for shirts,

li)e per

(Inly

yard.

one lot

from .'17c to 15c, (rare

CO.,

“

bargains.)

“

BELFAST,

MAINE.

Lot No. 5.

4\vi:.

I CASE HONEY COMB
wotijkh laip.i; i\ \ oiCK <>l

QUILTS 11-4,

fids U
!•*< 1

•

the third L»t opened this fall, and
mitidonl we can now rdmw as ehoin*
li>

as

"t:

hr t'mii

in

11 \ \ i:

was

\ iso

I'lii.-, gnat
missionary in South

Lot No. 6.

1 Case
(

oi*i:n f.r>

Kxtra

5 Hooks, Black and Colors, SI.25.

25 Do/. Alexandre
3

MARRIED.

I.,*

Wa have

immense

an

-o f

".on.

Belfast, Nov. 3d, Mrs. Lydia R., wife of Alfred Walton, aged 69 years and 23 days.
In Belfast, Nov. 7th, Mrs. Mary A. McCarty,aged
75 years.
In Belfast, Nov. 8th, infant son of Mr. and Mr-.
Alfred \. Small.
In Wald". Nov. 2d, Ida 1
McKenney, daughter of
F. A. and M. I>. Patterson, aged 32 years, 8 months

and s days.
In .Swanvlile, Nov. 7tli, Mrs. Mary II. wife of
'dimuel Smith, aged 7!* years and 6 months.
In senrsport, Nov. 5th, Mrs. Celia, wife of War
ren B. Woodman, aged 34 years.
In Liberty, Oct. 30th, Mrs. Jessie U. Folsom,
daughter of Chas. Bradstreet, Esip, aged 26 years,
3 moi ths and 11 days.
In Belmont, Oct. 28th, Mr. William Cunningham,
aged 77 years, 9 months and 15 duvs.
In Lowell, Mass., Mrs. Cythia Ik Carter, formerly of -Jackson, aged 31 years and 6 month-.
In Troy. Oct. lsth. Jessie Smith, aged 7 \« ar~, in
months and 16 days.
In Camden, Oct. 31st, Seth Stone, aged 77 w ars.
In Camden, Nov. 1-t, Diana Boardmnn, wife of
.Josiali F. Boardman, aged 54 years.
In Rockland, Nov. 2d, Mr. Nathan Hills, aged 61
years, 1 month and 6 days.
In l&oekland, Nov. 1st, Martha E., wife of the late
Dtivid Cross, aged 58 years and 4 months.
In Rockland, Nov. 1st, Mr. David Boyd, aged 71
years, 5 months and 5 days.
In Rockland, Oct. 31st, Walter Ernest, Infant son
of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Rising, aged 3 mouths, n da>
In Thomaston, Oct. 23d, Mrs. Sally Davis of Wal
doboro, aged 70 years and 10 mouths.
In Thomaston, Oct. 24th, Margaret, wife of J. >.
Linekin, aged II years.
In Waldoboro, Oct. 21st, Willie Merton, son of (..
W. and Lucy A. (dowse, aged 7 months and 17 days.
In Camden, Oct. 17th, Mr. W. L. Plummer, aged
21 years and 5 months.
in Hope, Oct. 16th, Mr. Joel A. Hark ness, aged >'■'
years and 2 months.
In Warren, Oct. 24th, Mr. Lewis Spear, aged so
years and 8 months.
In Ellsworth, Oct. 29th, Rev. Joseph Trew orthy,
aged 65 years, 5 months and 17/lays.
In Bluehill, Oct. 4th, Thurston (L Douglass, aged
39 years and 6 months.

PORT OF BELFAST.

Florida, Oilmore, Portland.
5th, srhrs. A AV. Ellis, Ferguson, Ellsworth ;
Tahmiroo, White, Bangor.
Nov. 8th, schrs. Fannie A. Oorham, Welsh, Boston; d. Ponder, dr., ltyan, Ellsworth.

Piques, Checks

&

yards length only

fe.

Inly * 1.25,

75r.

Morrison’s best Hall Yarn Ide.

Shirts, Coventry, Scotch, Germantown & Andalusia
Yarns

worth * 1.75

on

hand.

Lace XTeck Ties!

Ready Ma e Cloaks fidolmans

t5c

Id 1-do. to sdl.oo.

Only

bargains

From *5.(10 to i*25.(l(), the best assortment in Belfast. Call and examine them.

for

doc.,

Look at the

worth oil.

Whh'h

w aiv

selling

at

'UprLin^ly lew prices.

Read our other column and then call
and convince yourself we have
the
r»
Mdse, at satisfactory prices.

T. W. PITCHER
BLUE

Best make in this country, medium
liitht colors, only be., sold everywhere at He.

Huy

our

I-’our Hutton Kid at * I do, every
pair warranted.

&CO.,

Lot No. 23.

Teachers’ Institute
on

Friday

and

Saturday,

1!'-' Association.
The exercises will consist of
I -ay- and Papers upon practical educational
with discussions thereon, by members of the
A -ociation. and of Lecture- h\ (
c. Hounds, I’h.
I
of I nrmington, IL Woodbury. A
M., of Castinc, and Kev. A. W Burr, l’riu. llallowell Classicul Atadcmv.
Ladies attending will he furnished
with fr.-c entertainment. Cordial and earnest invitation i-extended to all Teachers School < Miters
and friends of the Common School.-, to attend and
participate in the exercises of this meeting.
!%’. .t. Ll'C K, Stab* S;ip’t of Schools,
educational Dep’t. Augusta, Oct. la, issi. tfwM

topic-,

—

Administrators’

Sale.

3 Bales

1>l

Cotton

Damaged by water, only Sc.,

!

worth l(»c.

Only $2.(IU.

Splendid goods.

Lot No. 10.
Lot No. 24.

CLOAZSZXTCS
In all the late designs at I5RKAK DOW N
We can give you an elegant assortment to select from, and have in connection with our store,

SHAWLS!

prices.

MISS

Ksl A NT to a license from the I Ion. J udge of
JTohale for the County of Wahlo. I shall sell
at public auction on tin* Pith day of Deceniher, A.
D. IS.-1, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at tin* dwelling on the premises, sc. much of the following described re 11 estate ol tile late dt DA II CILLKY, of
Mmiror, dc<*ca>ed, including tin* reversion of the
widow 's dower therein, as will produce the sum of
one thousand dollars, to wit: Being the same premises conveyed to -aid Judah < illev hv Dudlev C.
.'-limp-on, I>v hi- deed dated May isth/lsTh, and recorded in Mu- Waldo County Hcgi-try of Deeds,
Book 1 »<', 1'age I ID. towhieh deed reference may he
had fora more particular description.
Dated thi.- Huh d iv of November. issi.
;w-i:.
>!M L< )N Cl LLJ-: V, Admix

weight

INDIA

MARRINER,

the popular and successful Cloak
Dress Maker.

STRIPED AND PAISLEY

and

From $5.00 to $100.00.

WOOLEN

SHAWLS
Look at

Lot No. 11.

our

Double Shawl

wool

Only $0.00

■

GARDNER

MOUNTAIN

Copper SViining Company
annual meeting
r|MfK
Cardncr Mountain
1

the election of officers and to act upon any other
business that m:iv legally conn* before said meeting,
s. W. CDFFKLN, Asst.
to
Secy.

LOST.
(1ST (IN Tl'KSIIAT. NOV. Stll. I.i'twrni (Jimmy's
J mill ami ih.- .-if \. II ItKAIIV VIAIIK HOVS* STlf M.
The tinder shall be suitably rewarded by returning
them to >. In viasn, Is Main street.
Mils. C. A. L1TTLKFIKLD.
Belfast, Nov. *.», issi.—la*

I

DIPQ
■
|
*2 win

Cr<»s- Berkshire ami
weeks old, onlv $2.
FHKD
■

Poland China,

■’

ATWOOD,’Winterport,

FURNACE FOR SALE.

A
to

Lot No. 25.

JEWELRY!
Lot No. 12.

Splendid

Whitby

CTJRTAI1TS!
NEW STOCK JUST RECEIVED.

and
1

a

stock of

Jet Bracelets. Ear
general assortment
style goods.

of

Rings
new

RFMFMRFR
IlLIVILIVIULIl

0ur Store is No. 83 Main Street, painted
“White throughout, well lighted. We shall
spare no pains in making this, our fall campaign, the most active known in the history of Dry Goods In .Belfast.

Me.

SECOND HAND El'IJNAcE, roihI make ami
in complete orilcr, will be Solti cheap.
Apply
JOHN B. WADDIN', Main street.
|

STACK OK M A INK.
>1

*ll

<

W \I.I>o
< >«

s>.

TKHXI, ISSI.
I’pon the fore^oin^ lib.*1, Ordered, that the libellant irive notice to the libellee of the pendency *»f
the above libel, by eaiisinjr an attested copy thereof
an 1 of this order thereon, to be publi-lmd in the
d\ 1
Republican Journal for three week- -in'
tin* last publication to be at least thirt
dav- n
a
to tlie lir-t Tuesday of .January next,’that*In* m.-v
then and there appear ami show uiusc, if am. ae
hits, why the prayer of the libellant should n it be
Attest'W it i.iam Bi:ki;v < I. t
granted.
A true copy of libel and order f < *urt then
3vv4a
Wil t.i\m Rbitm Clerk.
Attest
I*.

l'.

nt'KT.

I

.Justices of the Supreme .Juhi*
«•;* 2»1 !?*‘! f:i-l \v|(|)|n
and for the Fount) of Waldo, on the third Tiicnof
October
:
da)
\ LONZO 11. II Ainu.M AN, of Frankfort, it: -ai 1
il founty, hu-d.and »r FANNIF A
HARM
MAN, formerly of said Frankfort, now of part-unknown, respectfully libel.- and gi\os this honorable
L'ourt to li<* informed that he was lawfully married
to said f annie A. Jlarriman at Rockland, in the
County of lvnox, on the Uth day of September. \.
IV 1*71. That since their said intermarriage y.mr
libellant has conducted him.-elf as a kind and faithful husband toward the said libellee, and ha- pro
vided for her suitable maintenance and -upper!;
that prior to the 1st day of April, A. 1> 1*77, with
out eau-e on the part of your libellant the -aid libellee became alienated in affection from your libellant and neglected ami refused to cohabit with him ;
that contrary to the urgent request of your libellant the -aid libellee abandoned your libellant and
resorted to places of ill-repute and habitua.lv kept
the company of lewd men and lewd women’, that

CEO.
83

W.

goods, believing

our

8. C. DINSMORE

& SON

i H

X

Soot !

BTJRKETT,

Main Street,

ney Sc Liver Complaints
and all Diseases aris-

divers days and times since their said Intermarriage and prior to the tir-t day of April, A I >. I<77,
the s.tid libellee resorted to houses of ill-tame and
remained away from her home in the night time in
the company of prostitutes ami lewd men; that the
said libellee was possessed of a very violent temper, and it \\ as impossible for your libellant and the
said libellee to live a life of peace and quietude to
getlier; that there exists such inrumpnlihilitv of
temper and disposition between your libellant'and
the said libellee that they cannot longer remain in
the marriage relation in peace and harmony.
Your libellant further shows that on or about the
l-t day of April, A. 1>. 1*77, after the said libellee
had been absent during the night in the company of
lewd men and lewd women, against the earnest’ requests of your libellant, your libellant abandoned
bis home in Rockland aforesaid, and came to his
father’s home in Frankfort aforesaid, and has there
resided e ver since that time.
Your libellant further shows that helms never resided with the said libellee since the 1st day of
April, A. IV 1*77. and has never seen the said libellee since that time, ami the residence of the said
libellee is not known to him and cannot he ascertained by reasonable diligence.
Wherefore Inasmuch as it would be reasonable
and proper, conducive to domestic harmonv and
consistent with the peace and morality of sdcictv,
your libellant prays that a divorce from the bonds
of matrimony existing between himself and the
said libellee may be decreed, and as in dutv bound
will ever pray.
ALONZO II. IIARR1M AN.

City Block

83

MAINE,

A

Druggist

as

1,000 Bottles.
Mi.. April j: 1 --1.
thousand l<ottIps of Klixii

lias 'sol<1
Bim'ki.

over

\si►,

1 have sold over one
of Life Knot, and Have in er !1
it failed to gX c -nii-lneiion.
WM. II.

Nearly Dead

and One

nn

1

a ease w

lu

re

K 1 1TKKIMJK.

Bottle Cured Him.

Wl -ill ill *. M \". March
mi
\\ Km i:i i><;i:. Agent Klixirnf Life Hoot
hear >ir: -Having -u!l\-r»*« 1 intensely f..r i<m;i
years with disea-e d the Kidneys after having
luring that lime tried \ arnor- ini dh ine- aith-oit
obtaining relit i'. ! wa- imim-e ! i.. try ;i h-.ttle d
I i! alb a ds nn
!;'>«»T
your El.IXlK 'd 1.11
i• U ••f it completely
-av that "in
plea-mv t
'.
'.
in
I
ree..mi
n
eurcd
«
niy alunb:.
;•
and certain arc td ki d
I have c\cr
i v ii," a id that ’••••••re taking your iiiedi
see!
w enk ! ant 1 w a- about to
ine 1 had f’ome
i .•
Hoping th.M others w ho have -uIT. red
up work.
like mynd' u.ay he
fortunate a- to try your
Tri ! v v our-.
valuahie mnlieim
l
I
MeM \1V
4*

-••

4
4|*ltn(, TONK
TI/fK M IB l«* AO

ONE

J

VAD 4 1*1*1HH II

DOLLAR A BOTTLE.

W. 14 ITT It E DO

ly rJn
Jtfe A 1.1.

E,

40i:AT,

]IU( li 1. 4 3k IT. n 4 14' E

1HU th.lSTS

>

K1. L IT.

Mr

“SPENCER’ REPEATING RIFLES
ton

MOOSE & DEER SHOOTING.

Mo bo-ralilnv. «• ■!tii i-1> new “>/<( /ii'i r" Jivpniti/>//
I'iflt s will in- oilVred ai r« *tail at 812.00 each, torI’iie-.c are the latest model made
price, 8bn.no
tm* late spencer < ompain. bo.calibre and not lxold b*;, and have the patent "-taMer cut "il"‘ to
magazine, by which the;, can be u-ed as a single
leader or repeater, ;;i will.
Barrels, Jo inches,
weight, > 11 is. r, o/.. Sighted up t" ‘.ton aids. F..r a
thoroui/hfff >ervieeable weapon for mou-e or deer
shooting, aeeurale and not lia I• !<> get out of order,
we recommend these a- -*e..nd t<» nom
and at tinlow price named, which i- about one halt tin <>rigi
mil cost to manufacture, tin
are preut'■ bur>niinx.
If sent (
>. I >., 8 hoiMmisi aeeompan\ order; but
if whole amount i< sent, a >wab brush and thong
wili he included
Waterpi u .Metalie artridges
for Pities, 81-Jb per hundred.
Vise, one lot bu **lutlhtrd" breeeh-loadiug Pith
•JS-ineh, M-ealihre, line nickel plated mountings, etc.,
at 81 l.oo entirely new and superior shooters.
out

by

■

■

WILLIAM READ & SONS,
t;{ Fam uli Mail Square, Boston.

-wla

CEPHALINE.

('< H'N’l’Y OK WALDO.

Invaluable Nerve Food lias
sted and approved by more
hundred New England
inns. It is an immediate,
u nt and infailiide cure for
ervous and Bilious Head

Then personally appeared the above name I Alonzo H. llarriman' and made oath that the residence
of the above named libeller is not known to him
and cannot he ascertained by reasonable diligence.
Before me.
J. s. Hakkiman,
Justice of the Peace.

lie

Epileptic Fits, Dyspepsia,

'I'roubles,

STATE OE MAINE.

WALDO ss.
Sit. dri*. Coi.’KT, Oct. Tkkm, issl.
1’pon the foregoing libel, it is Ordered that notice
of the pendency thereof, be given to the above
named libollee by publication of an attested copy
of said libel with this order thereon, three weeks
successively in the Republican Journal, a public
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County of
Waldo, the last publication to he thirty days at least
before the first Tuesday of January, A. D. lss-2,
that she may then and there appear, and show
cause if any she have, why the prayer of said libellant should not he granted.
Attest— William Bkkkv, Clerk.
A true copy of libel ami order of Court thereon.
3w4f>
Attest:—William Bkkkv, clerk.

such

ing therefrom,

DKOPM t«U VVKL, IM \BETES, INFLAMMATION 01
Til K 1*1. \ MMKII, BKHk HIM
DEPOSIT. 15111-1MVT1SM, DVsPEPSIA. FEMVI.K 1OMPLAINTS, AND Ul DISEASES OK
THE lIUNAia Oltt.ANs.

on

STATE OK

Sold cheaper than by competitors.
Just returned from the market with
a new assortment.

of the stockholders of the

( opper Mining ( o. will he
held at the office of FHKD ATWOt H>, in Winter
port, on Tuesday, Dec. sth, at *2 o'clock r. m., for

shoddy

them to be profitable to nobody, and we shall seli the best
goods at such low prices that
no
person need buy shoddy
shoes. For every day wear we
can furnish you with Boots &
Shoes of OUR OWSi IftAKE,
goods that are made specially
tor us
Turner, rate., on which
we ha ve spared no pains or expense to make them the most
serviceable gooas made. They
comprise strong, Thick & Kip
Boots for Men and Boys, and
Womens and Children’s every
day shoes. We have the finest
assortment
of 3V!en's Dress
Shoes and some for every day
wear, that could be selected,
and we can show you the prettiest Ladies' Kid Button Boots,
cut from New York patterns,
tor $2.00 and $2.50, that can
be found in Kiew England. We
have a full stock of Ladies
F rench Kid Button Boots, and
ai! the latesfstyle shoes made.
We have one of the largest
stocks in the State, and if you
will call on us you will be convinced that we are selling the
BEST DUALITIES at the very
LOWEST PRIIGES POSSIBLE.
And we want to impress this on
your mind, that our aim is to
sell the BEST GOODS we can
have made, and warrant them
io be just as represented, and
we will stand up tG the warrant
in every instance.
We want
you to take heed of this advertisement and when you are in
need of anything in our line be
sure io give us a call, and we
chilis Ij C pfcctscu <11 CiJlon
goods and prices, and if possible, sell you something, but
whether we sell you or not, we
! shall be just as pleased to
show goods.

1

Kid Gloves !

2 Cases Cocheco Prints

Lot No. 9.
Belfast,

STATL OF MAINL.

To the Honorable the
(llri:ll Cnurf. II1‘ \ ? to

STORE-

OF TWO DAYS, WILD BE HELD AT

>1 K K
HAT* lIKI.hKK,
; Keih.-t, a for*
said, wife of <, Id )|{<, K
R\T< 11 Kl.l >KI{,
former lx of Prospect, in said Couniy. now of partunknow n, libel- and .uives ibi- honnrable ('• >urt !»
be informed, that on the Sth day o| Auyi.-t, A 1*.
1-77, -lie wa- lawfully married’to -aid un_n >.
llab helder, at Lawrence, in tin- ( out tv of |
\
and Commonwealth of .Mussachuseti-. that imiue
liatcly aft. r tlieir marriage she and her -aid liu-band in*'Vo 1 io. Prosper! aforesaid, wlwi. 11 n*\
live*! and cohabited as lea.-band and wile foi about
w-» year- ; that y our libellant ha- a'.wav
n*v
their -aid intermarria.yc behaved tow ai ds tlie -aid
libelle a- a kind, faithful and chaste wife, but dial
the said libeller wholly reiranile-s of his n .irriaiM
V'iw< and duty
1 i• 1 on or about the 1st day *•! < -j,,
iirr.
\. 1>. 1'7‘n wilfully d'*seri and a >amton vour
libellant w ithout ivumiiuIi't ej*.u-e, or ii tent on the
part of your lib, Ham to pr*.*mv a divoreo, and :iuneglected an l rel used to prov ide f« hi t
time, although beinj? of -ullicient ability thereto;
and your libellant flirt iier states that -lie lias not re
sided with tin -aid libellee -iucc the tir-t <la\ of
tetober, A ! >. H7P.
Whereupon inasmuch a- it would lie re.—mjd.le
and proper, conducive to domestic harimm. and
consistent with the peace ami moralitv of
your libellant pray- that a divorce from the b mdof matrimony exi-tiiur between her.-.-if and tin -aid
libellee ni.t v be decreed an 1 in duty bound w id \er
And your libellant alleges upon i# jt11, 11 i;it
pray.
the residence of t!ie libellee :ifore-aid i- unknown
to her. ami that the same cannot be ascertained b\reasonable diliiremu.
ADI>1 L L. HATCH KM >KR.

•*

Lot No. 22.

Lot No. 8.

Yarns,

SS.

M 1‘. dl l.. Cui’IM (h r. TKKM, iv-I.
1 poll tin- foregoing libel. Ordered, that notice
the libellant be gi \ en to the lib.!lor of the pen.ini
thereof by causing an atte-t(d n.pv of -aid lihr!
and this order thereon to or published m th.- lie
publican Journal, a new-paper printed ii- Bolfa-i.
in said Cotmty, the !a-i publication to br tnirtv
days at least prior to tin* next term of this < mm,
next to he holden at Bi'lfa.-t, within and lor u.r
( minty of \\ ald<>. on tin- lir-l
Tuesday of .ianuar\
next, that the librlh*e may .brn and tln-re appr:
and .-imw
iu-i\ if any -lie lias, w hy the prav« r
!
the liliellant shouhl m»t b» granted.
\\ ii i.iam Bi:;;m « ierk.
\ttr-t
A irue copy of libel and onh-r of < ourt then m.
:*w45
\\ ii.i.iam Hf itnt, ( flerk.
Attest

< nrvn «>t \\ ai.in>
Nov i. i->;
Then per-oually ai»peareil the abe\ e named V. ;• ii«*
K. llatclu bh r and made oath that the re- dene
>f
the above named libellee i- m»t known to her, an l
cannot be ascertained by reasonable diliiremu*. It*
d. s. Hakuima.n,
fore me
.Justice of the Peace.

Lot No. 21.

$1,000 WORTH

Jackets,

WALDO

you may no* rethat in our advertisement of last spring, we declared that we were heartily
disgusted with cheap shoes,
and that in the future should
keep the best goods we could
have made.
Well, during the
past season we have adhered
closely to that determination
and with what result. We said
we would warrant our goods
and make the warrant good,
and we have done so in every
instance that has come to us.
We have given several new
pairs, for such as were not in
our customer’s estimation as
desirable as they should have
been, and we have sold more
good wearing shoes than ever
before in the same time. Our
customers appreciate this,and
we have consequently had a
constantly increasing sale.
Now in the coming Fail and
Winier we shall renew our exertions, and can say that
Having just put in an unusually large and well selected stock
from the best manufacturers—
all of which was bought for
cash down—we are better than
ever before, prepared to suit
every demand for any kind of
BOOTS, SHOES, RUBBERS or
LEATHER.
We have bought
or

may,

<di-iety,

YARMS !

Mantles,

RAILED.

Nov. 4th, schr. Lillian, Ryan, Boston.
Till, selu*. Tahmiroo, While, Provineelown.

Read!

to s

FRLNCIL

VIM

Stock

ARRIVED.
sc hr.

heavy, only

All-Wool Scarlet

—

>.

SHIP NEWS.

yard

■-

To the Honorable the Justice* of the Supreme
Judicial Court, next to he lioldeu at Belfast
within and for the County of Waldo, on the first
Tuesday of January :

Lot No. 20.

Lot No. 7.

Mittens,

DIED.

2d.

■■

Kids,

Button. Black and Colors. H2r.

Xomnbrr // amf /?♦ /S.S'/,
uder Mu* auspice.- of tin* Waldo County Teach-

In

Ladies Vests,

inly 75e.

ONE CASE GENTS

<

Hoods,

In Penobscot, Oct. 16th, by Rev. S. .M. Dimbm,
Mr. Frank E. Blake of Brooksville,and Mis- Abide
l cray of Sedgwick.
In Liberty, Oct. 17th, Mr. John
Pinkliam and
Mis.- Anna SliaUuck, both of Washington.
In Liberty, Oct. 29th, Joseph <.. Wentworth of
Appleton, and Miss Lottie E. Mierman of Liberty.
In Lewiston, Oct. 19th, Mr. Wm. (
Bradbury of
A uburn,an«i Miss Minnie C. Wadsworth of Camden.
In Roekport, Oct. 24tl.‘, W. Edward lvingsburv
Medfield, Mass., and Miss Mary K Southard of
Rt ickport.
In Boston, Oct. 26th, Edwanl A. Martin and M>
Julia A. Shuman, both of Camden:
In Boston, Oct. 26th, Francis o. Smith of Boston,
and Ada F. Burrows, daughter of Jerome W. Burrows of Union, formerly of (Jamden.
In Providence, R.
(Jet. 25th, Mr. William 11.
Hall formerly of Camden,and Miss Angie L. Tucker of Providence.
In Rockland, Oct. 29th, Mr. Charles Bennett and
Miss Annie Moore, both of Rockland.
hi Rockland, Oct. 29th, Mr. Alfred U. > oung and
Miss Cora O. Barrows, both of Camden.
In Rockland, Oct. 20th, Mr. E. I). M< Cau-lin and
Mrs. \n»ie Crague, both of Rockland.
In Warren, Oct. 17th, Mr. Levi A. Boggs and Miss
Mary II. Anderson, both of Warren.
In Ellsworth, Oct. 30th, Mr. Henry L. Mmch and
Mrs. Adelia L. Macomber, both of Ellsworth.

from l-d

KIDS, 1 Case Gents "sMirts,

6in44

Nov.

1.50.

^.r>o

we
a

America.
1(1 A.

I d5.

*•

worth Id 1 -2 and doc.

in this State.

:

25 BOZ.

HAUOL.

di»co\ered by a
Send a self addressed envelope to the
Ioski’II T. I\M v\, Station I), Ac to York fit//.

remedy

“

d.oo

Half Bleached Cottons

CARD.

FREE OF (

•'

I Case Remnant

only dde., sold for 75c.

1

■

you,

for si.no.

1.50

Read!

Heavy, sl.50. sold for *2.50

3 Button, Black and color!., #1.00.

all who an* suffering from the errors and indiscretions of youth, nervous weakness. earl> de
ay, loss of manhood, Ac., 1 will send a recipe licit
cure

“

Lot No. 19.

I CASE 12-4 MARSEILLES QUILTS,

20 Doz. MEoD'S',LLE Kids,

T<*

will

worth s|,d5

S. A. Howes <fc Co., Main St.,

Mamet-

SPECIAL NOTICES.

A

!

50c per doz. all linen

“

<

Knox
Fune 21, lss
Then personally appeared Francis <;. French an i
made -rtlli to th.- truth of the abo\ r. Before :m
J. II. Mon h.o.mhv, Justice "f tin* P. ,..

Lot No. 18.

I Case HII-Wool flannels,

I .Y It A'A .1 V l V A’ COOPS

FRANC:l>

STATK OF MAIN!

•'TALK OF 31 A INK.

doc per yard.

only

Bron/e.

F, H. FRANCIS &

Flannel,

of
Waldo, respectfully libels and
the Honorable Court to
informed, that n
married to hi- wife NKTT1K P. FKFN( 11. mi
the l-t day of February. v. 1). 187;;, and h.a> Iron,
that time until the lir.-d day of April, A 1>. issi, .»i
thereabouts, resided with her in said l.incolnville,
a- her husband as aforesaid.
That sii re his -aid
marriage your iihellant has behaved himself to.
wards hi- said wife as a kind, chaste ai i all'emam
That the sab. Nettie P
ah', faithful husband.
From-h. disregarding her marriage covenant, on the
-aid 1-t day of April, A. D. jstsl. or thereabout-,
eloped and ran away from the h »mo of your 1 i 1 >« 1lant with C1IA>. L. A NN1 s, port Huron, m the
"late of Michigan, and your libellant wa- obligm
to follow them to that pla< v to obtain
pos-c.-.-ion of
hi- little boy, Llewellyn P- Frem-h, aged -even
where*
he found "his wife, the -aid Netth P.
years?,
French and the said E has. L. Aunts, living together
as man and wife, under tin* n tine «»f Bird, and ymr
Iihellant believes said Nettie P. Freueh ha- <-ommit
ted the foul crime of adultery with said Annithat she ha -lure mn\ ed from -aid place lo parts tin
known to your iihellant, and although y «*ur libellant
lias made diligent search he doe- i■ know where
-lie now is or where -lit* may I)" found.
Wherefore '.'itr libellant" prays tie may be -;i
vorce<i irom the bond- of matrimony "xi-iing i
tween him and the .-aid N< ttn- P. I*n- l;. it the
Court deems it reasmiabii and proper, con.(m i
to domestic harmony and eonsi-ient with peace and
morality of ,-oeiety.
Halt'd the 24th day of June. A. I>. Issi.

Tablings!

I Case Checked C & W Flannel, KTapb-ins

( ounter Supporters
limlinirs constantly mi hand.

<\\LL AM//A)

Opposite

all

Markins',
Bres-diii',

Blacking Brushes,
Button Hooks,

•tod '''.lies

Red

One lot sl.OO for'^7 !-xic.

I Case Best Gray C & W

scllinsr |.n\V f.*r CA>II

aiv

Thread.

wide, s 1 .do pei yard.
specially new and elegant in
design.

>F

(ioss<nnfr Italttni' ('oats.
liaftfa )• ('ajts with (’a/a s.

‘*

in.

One lot line, lor 45c. one lot 75c. for

Lot No. 4.

( hcrh'fti licrcrsib/r ('oats.
( omatoa Iittbbcr ( oats.

s

*•

Mine

>

do

are

Turkey

Rubbers‘'Extension Heel

black

Lot No. 17.

doc each.

LADIES

Pure Gum

wide, in colors and
1-dc., former price sl.no.

Id 1-dceaeh.

Only

LADIES’
ALASKA
"BELLE.'’

CROQUET

All-wool 111 inch

All-wool

100 Dz. White Dainask Towels

f the above bouts ,vii! lie* |> our feet
In Die
-1<le-i of weather. ’ii\- ih.-ni
ami >ee for yourself.

tfIKANCIS
County

BROCADES!

IIFV^ Wool Lined Grain Boots. Lot No. 3.
JlljJn All-Wool Warm Boots.

w

gives

Lot No. 16.

lower than ever before.
ami examine them.

selling

Onr Stock of Millinery Goods is Complete.
H. H. JOHNSON & CO.

YOU
member,

no

was

tid

From .'?M.tMl to slll.Ot) per pair.
I*o not tail to examine this assortment
ami their prices.

RICH OSTRICH FEATHERS.

To tin* Honorable the Justices of the supreme
Judicial Court, next to be* hoidvi in Belfast,
within and for the County of Waldo, on tile dd
Tuesday of October, 1 ss| :
ti. FULN( 11, of l,in- olm illc, in .-.i,d

Lot No. 15.

pair.

50 Prs. White Blankets

American Kid Button!
u e aiv
< all

only

50 Prs. White

$4.50.

ami

JUST RECEIVED!
'Vbi h

i he assortment is
complete ; all shades in
stock
Fine qualities at #1.00 and #1.25

w

money*

Straw, Felt & I leaver

Flowers.Flainj Shaded Plumes

LARGE

Lot No. 2.

m, ami it they <lo nut prove a> rep re
will jLfivf you a new pair or re
ml the
\ few pairs of

win r,

senleO
f

OF

HATS k BONNETS!

-A I.L <)I K-

BEST

LINE

#2 on. worth #2 50.

■

neg.; ninth,
hut silently,

seed sown by the hand of the great Husbandman on
good ground, and though some may fall by the
wayside, or on unfitted soil, the great mass will
spring up bearing, some forty, some sixty, and

Sliialis,

5 Pieces Black

FANCY RIBBONS!

Black Silks!

Kino

tier

essay

“Resolved, that a man supports his wife,” opened
by Sister Bellow-, all', and Sister Atwood, neg
This question elicited much interest and was ably
handled by the -isters, aided now and then by a

10 Pieces Fucli

——A N D-

..

S UTRDA V, N..\
-Northern creamery ,33{j3Ye: do fair t
■.
27a.de, summei made, 2Y»j27e ; sj. Albans, .An
Ni'W Y.-rk and Vermont. fresh made dairy, 2*.;no.
hmg dairies, 23o.2Y<*; fair t- good. P.bc2n.;; wesieri.
creamery, 33adYe; tlo, daily packed, 2d 320c: do.
fair to good, is<p22e; ladle packed, choir.-, P.iy2e-;
fair to good. lTyl^e; common, lYyin*.
HEi>i;- Northern factory, 11m- St.-ppmlicr ‘•bn <•
id.yldGe; fail’ to good, lbjl.' ;,r. halt ekim, 0 y‘.»e;
full skim, 3i$.Y
western faetoiy. »*li* >ier, 12 a 12 ye ;
do fair to good, in311 1.*•; Worcester count\ ,<*»>■ i<.
12 y d;i',c.
H< a ;s— Fa-b ru egui< are quoted al 27 yJ-e
New
York and Vermont. 2732s.-, limed, 20y22r. nearly
stock, Jim 33e, and higher.
P»E \ns— Hand-picked pea an .-elling in b
al sd
in3:1 4Y; fancy mediums, £3 40; yellow eyes, £2 703
2 So.
Pol V i-'ES—Choice Aroostooks, i»Y«• F bn-ii. and
!aney lots higher; Maine Central, nuo; northern
rose, *jo<*; Jacksons, tC>e; prolilies, Hue; peerless,
"Y-•. sweets, $3 7Y 34 25 F bbl.
A ppi.es—Common range from £1 20al You2 on F
>*!.! choice, $2 5o ad 2Y*j3 Y0 and higher, for s«dntlons such as the snow apple and the kings.
II a v \nd Straw -No. l timothy, .*23 F I m: fair
to good, $2Iy22; fine
hay, :?lsy2n; medium, tI'DJ
<•
17; poor, £11 aid. Rve straw, £22 F ton ; oat,
Jo F ton.

Bi

sold

Rubber Bools!

lop

sjcyoou lr...»tJ
•,

ever

From men'sto rhlhlren's, the prettlesi boot m;n!<
amlat Uie same prhe a> tlm omimm bunt-,

PRODIA EPS.

\IE MARKET.

Boston

Pebble

3

an*

by Bro. -T. W. Lang entitled “What crops shall we
raise for market in Waldo County,” a report of
which will he found in our agricultural coluimison
lirst page, then a discus-ion of the question,
“Why
ar< not farmers equally represented in
Legislative
bodies with other classes,” opened by llro. Frank
Dolif in a very able manner, and followed
by an interesting discussion. Then the woman's question,

lies

Lamb F It.,
Lamb >kiu-.
Mutton F In,

Thai will outwear the le ,t lluhber Hoot
'a this eitv.
Ms., a line of

to

you to blu.-lt when

we tell you that your subscribers here vote solid
that the Journal is the be-l weekly newspaper pub-

meeting

Hay F ton,
Hides Fib,

FOLLOWINC ATTRACTIVE PRICES:
Lot No. 1.
Lot No. 13.

Men’s Rubber Boots

Filin

two

give an entertainment at their
vestry on Wednesday evening Nov. PHii. There
will be litcrar. exercise- of a very iuterc-ting
character. followed b\ refreshments. Tin* proceeds

'■huivh propose

formed

PAID

CALF & KIP BOOTS.

as a

organ fund

are

hi- <-argo on
protest it

PRICES

Apples F bush,

contribution t
the Methodist
The Ladies Circle of the Methodist

$2.r>

m”-Capt.

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT
Corrected Weekly for the Journal.
Bv C. II. Sargent, No. s, Main Street.

years abH. P. Brn k of New York la-t week sent a

nnn

s

damaged

Rich A

exceptional bargain

days when they take counsel and enjoyment together The afternoon session was devote'I

State 1

at work

tie

-.mi

Jon«*s, latclv

Bass

to

Hated fro: 11

<iuys

town.

1. A i<-

now

erecting

com-

barber

I».

Philbrook,

her.

<

Hunt, Houston. Th<»> B

\

famiiy

1

-aa«

1

of tiie Castine

*Pditi-oi

-;.

bel\\

"1

and there i.- aunt her

this

Liberty, t" John M. Simmons,
Lil.lpv, Burnham, two lots, >
i;
L. \n .od. P ity. -f »>}
p, s’iehols, SearsI" -lot U H
1
Lane,-ame town. Lmerly A. and
ddanie
P.-ndleton. Northport, to Wm. 1. Bet k*\
'inc
s;lrah <
Preston. Belfast, to Emma
Mar ball. Hoston. Mary Ann lleinlell, >tockton,
Itufus L. Mudgetl, same town. Jason K., Jas.
IP- c. L. am' Nancy ttyd -r, Islesboro, !•> A. (i.
n

d- d

(diaries

apple- this

Hay

a-tine.

dgar f.

Sarah

:•»

»e,

I

alifornia

<

Appleton, lard
Monr

>

Weseott,

.j ■:-»«-p 1:

Ingraham,

e-r

m

tow:,

ill.-, to t\, due. \. Howe, •aunt
Harriuian. Pro-ja-.-t, p. Frauds Al

da-t. to

IP-

same

lia-. Idli-.p

*lnv
i

p

P.

(

sane- town.

Until F. Flliot.

{•■

Lin
o

Burt ram. the

<

town.

-amt

••

to

to Wn.. L.

i.

md Wo

M.1;

Tcrrema* Uwetis.
Brat 1st i\>et, Paler: no, to Fret lie
town,
t.dward M. Coleman,

1

in c

Water

on

•"■ne

jail for
Henry Preiiti--, of Brooks
ourt on Tuesday for drunk

ia

u!

•■

Jiiuu barrel- of

11. \. 1 tod well is

its i;.

Wj|herle and M

-iifi \\ hiteami Th*»tna-

drunkeane—.

f.a

t■.

a

.gentle

-ntean-n

Mm..-

'i-*

It ap
time •me *»f

Saturiiay.

was

ii

and

(as

Mr

Palermo,

ged to havt n-c-p,

i in

c

Ali-’e

io-lg.-l

un-:

1

mg

bead,

:,«•!■

-r

-om.

a

mow

-■ii”
'■!

purelia-ed

i-

partly

Furniture

In-ur-i STuu_Mr

fa!!, for Bo-t an panic.--I la* cheer,- factory
pany ha- live fens of ehee-i yet 1»» Dispose of.

Ml!

two complaints

ina*le

»•

■

n.

-•

on

«>n

-Mipanv.
ii! Hak

war-

of it, 1 faai.

ail.

1

^’.ci

>(

pi.

r:

ita- inuabiictl f
where

-.

w .iiTaiji

c

—

Pitcher.

i

-••>■

\v.ing
tin- latter on

;tnd <nsb.

Monday

to.

and

>r. tin- second

:i.it- i
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to be .eeupied by Walter
...The Methodist -upper in
Town Hall, Friday evening, was a sueec-s, notwith-tanding theinelenieii' of the weather ...Sell.
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loading ore at the Hosier mine
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Moose and Deer Hrnters will find the S, .m<•« r
Rifles, otfered by the well known house of \Y
liam Read A Sons, Boston, an excellent w< upon at

•;

copy of the.-e resolutions he forwarded hv the ebyv«*h*rk to the directors of -aid road.*’
Wim

“C.

The peanut crop this vear will mly amount
)0,000 bushels, against 2.B.70.000 last year.
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Elegant Cards
John A Haddock.
1 Arch
street, Philadelphia, Pa., the original wholesale
card manufacture, is sending out for the benefit .d
card collectors, U packages of 1.73S elegant cards,
which lie will mail postpaid to any address tor \!Y
cts additional.
He will also furnish complete sets
of samples of all the series which he sells, <.f B.7
cents : comprising over 100 neat cards—as well as
a finer box of HU
elegant cards, for FIFTY cents,
postage paid. This is an excellent op| -tiunity to
increase one's stock, as Mr Haddock s designs are
many and extremely beautiful. Postagi stamps
may be sent

exempt by order of
tipper board, but was

council

out

his last trip, and neglecting to note a
thought hi-; owners may be liable_(’apt. John
Haley ha* been confined to Ills house for mie two
weeks-Mr. Higgins mentioned ia*d week a
sick In Chicago, died on the doth tilt
He leaves a
wife and three children-Mr. NYm. S. '■diaw who
keeps our fish market, has sold hi- iiouse at ('•»le‘Conier to Arthur NY. '-haw and will reside in our
village.... Mr. 11.0. >anl»orn has sold his house
F-Try street to Mr. NY. O. Tainter. Mr. >anborn
has moved into his new purchase, the Thomas
iiouse on Main street.

su7s.l'» ..f the amount is
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hoot and -h
dealer in this city.
Tin* ^••niieincu keep first eir*.good-, ar reliable,
and we havt no hesitation in referring oin* friendt*> tin in ...In a ; iilion !•» their
regular column T.
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olio wing Bracket t prizes to veiing people
awarded in exhibitor-* at the Jackson town ! T., D. IE Bisbec; NY. F. S., Airs. D. F. NVardsworth
NY. C. Capt. Amos Heal; NY. M.. John Tallin: NY.
( hester Wallace lor trained
fail
steers; Walter j
D. M., Hannah Philbrook; NY. I. G., Emma CampCroxford for specimens of wood work ; Katie Warbell; NY O. ( «., A. Fitzgerald. The lodge lias about
ren for September Butter; Birdie
Hasty for fancy
100 members In good standing.
work; ora Morton and J.tilw Hasty fi»r white bread.
NY ini hi:pout. To an item in the Journal of o«-L.
\ recent number of tin* Alexandria,
(Ya.) (Ja- 27th, In regard to the Avery House, at Oastine, !
'-'tie * ontaiiis a notice of tin*
marriage of (ieorge would like to add that the only stirviv ing ehiid oi
1. Simpson. K-|., and .Miss
Virginia Robbins, ( apt Thateher A very, who owned the hou.-e at the
laugh.t- r of tin* iate J. i Robbins, of Northport. time the British were
there, is Mrs. Elisha ( liiek <»;
I he (...izeite -peak- of Mi-s Robbins as “one «
thi- plae ■, and although in her eighty seveiuh year,
Alexandria'- iairest young ladie-.'
The newly
she retains all her faculties and steps about as
married couple started immediately on a southern
<1 uiekly as any of her grandchildren.
Among the
tour.
valuable relics in the family is a beautiful set <«l
chin with the monogram of (apt. Avery and wife
A h ait one hundred of < ol. Mersey's friends
dropped in upon him, at his re-idenco in this city on on ttarh piece. Also tiie veritable old style cups
from which the British offu-ers often drank their
M *md:t• evening last, tin* occasion being the forty••office-Mr. George Carleton, "iir supervi-or «*t'
fifth anniversary of hi- birth.
It was a surprise
schools, has been sick with typhoid fever. lb is
partv to the ( oioncl. Mrs. Hcr-ey having successstill quite feeble but is convaleseent_C. P. Ri*-li
Tin < olonei says one
fully 1‘g'iut‘ered the sehem
has moved into his store «»n Main street, ami has
of tin* most convincing tacts of advanced
is

la,ul*'« hi- gin' 1.11 at Iter' stable in this city,
'.-■In ci cuing last
the oil ran out and
ig
1 "i liic Malili;
ilnur, tile boy very heroicallr
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from the steamer
Katahdln, on Friday evening at Bangor, murderously assaulted with a razor John Nolan. The a 11 rav
b>ok |da<v in a drinking saloon. Nolan was
rut
Irom the back of tin* head down across the shoulders and to the small of the baek.
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Searsport. A cable dispatch from Singapore
the death of the wife of Capt. O. G.
Eaton, of Searsport, on board bark Penobst i from
New York via. Angier. Mrs. Eaton died after leav-

announces

Nervous

Pros

.Sleeplessness, Vertigo and

•vous Disorders.
It |\ an
tiled Tonie for the w hole
and nourishes the Nerve Th--ues
and Imparts lasting vital force.
It should la- at
hand in every household. I rge your Druggist to
or
will
il
we*
mail
get it,
postpaid on receipt of
price, bo cts. per box, t! boxes, 82.bo. Send for \u
thiuitie Proofs.
Address
iyeow'Jb

system;

renews

H. F. THAYER &
i:i Tomplf Place,

CO.,
Boston, Mass.

LOST.

A I’UOM issom N< >TE for $114 and some cents,
jTJL payable t«» MILES S. ST A l*LES or order on
Pocket Book Lost.
demand, dated Oct. IT, lssl,and signed by All\'( >LI>
subscriber lost bis pocket book, containing llAltlils, L. II
Said note was not endorsed, and
r|AHE
A. some ilftccn to twemv dollars in bills and payment has been stopped, and all persons are
change and an order bearing his name, in Belfast cautioned against purchasing saitl note. Said note
about noon of Monday last.
A reward will be paid ! wasiriven in payment of insurance policies.
the Under.
Mil l s s. STAPLES.
ROBERT BRAY.
1»L- :>wl.v
Belfast, \’oy.
Waldo, Nov. 10, issl.- t:>
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Syrup.

They did not know, they could not know,
That candy sticks like gum or glue:
Aud to relate their touching fate
Is why l sing tho 'lasses stew.
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“Here we are met,” said Jessy Bell,
“Three busy maids without their mother
With naught to do but watch our stew.
Away from boys aud other bothers."
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So with many a solemn taste
Aud “tryings" in a cup of water.
The bubbling mass cooked crisp as glass
And six small hands were greased with butter.
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A minute more, and how they screamed.
With Angers burned and none to bind 'em;
They flew about, iudoors and out.
A id left a sticky trail behind 'em
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But well they worked to cool it down,
Aud pulled it to its utmost tether
Till—who can tell how it befell l—
They found themselves all stuck together.
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ttrade

Diseases, fever <(■
1
f/ira mats in

The Best

Drojisy.

II < art
Disease.
Xerrutis Debility <fV.

ss.

Remedy Known

to Man.

12,000,000 Bottles
soiji mh( i:

This Si/rup Jhi'iSt'ssi

s

\dried

Properties.

Ii Stimulates ihi Pijalfnc in the Saliva, which
tin starch ami suirar of the food Into
glucose. A dettcienc) In Pt)aline causes Wind and
Souring of ihe food In the stomach. If the medicine is taken immediate!) after eating the fermentation of food is pretemed.
It acts upon the Li'er.
concerts

It acts upon the kldnejs.
it Peculates the (towels.
It Purifies the Klood.
It quiets the Nervous sjstem.
It Promotes IMiiestion.
It Nourishes, strengthens and Invigorates.
It carries off the Old Mood and makes a w.
It opens the pores of the sAin and Induces Health)

Perspiration.

It neutralize- the iieivdir.n
taint. «>r j..>i<on in
tile blood, w lii.-li irt iierat'*<T>*I‘ul:i, Lrv.-ipelas,
and all manner «•!
-kin di-ea-e- ami ‘internal
humorI'lieiv are m> -j,irir- employ. 1 in it- manufaet
ure, and ii < an In* taken by tin- nost
elb-nte I abe.
or I*y Hi.- ;iL> ‘i and fee'-io,• >nln
toj rojuii t'!
iu atti niton f>> 'tinirtii'U*.

liurh*p°rt.

lfane. »k ('■•.. Ale.
This is t<» eertify that 1 had Clinmi. i >iarrh.ea C a
titty year.-, and have u-ed all tin medieiiu- 1 base
heard reei11n111e11ded, tried all Tie deetor- within
thirtv mill's, and p.ai i "tit overtwo Immlred dollar-,
I | ir"'U r.-d t r- 111 an a Lent, -"me
ah: i' ii" i';:r|
.a hr. < iark .I"1hism;i’s Indian Blood Syrup. and it
Jjelpe'i me immediately. The di-ease ha.- new enI ad\ i-i
iett me. and I umi-ider im -elf w. 11.
tire!
WILLIAM i.UANT.
all siiOeivr- to try it.
1
I was tr
and tailed t"
*;i'- Indian
-•

Mhis. Line-ml itMi.
with Dyspepsia and Indim stion.
i.

u

..

find redei until I trie i Dr.< lark .John
Blood "vrup. wlm-h lti at'v bem ily-d
Ml-- MAKY

me.

Their curls and skirts and bows entwining—
Each little face supremely silly !
To free poor Jess she must undress,
Aud Kitty who can part from Lilly !

<

mark.

Dys/ajisia. I.irer

Jli/iaasiD

Stew.

Oh ! Jessy gave a candy pull,
And Lil and Kitty came to share :
Three bonnie flirts with rutiled skirts,
And flying curls of yellow hair

India ii Blood

co

’Lasses

th

iK< >V!->.

Ah ! now they know, they sadly know.
That candy sticks like gum or glue,
Twas thus they fared, so badly snared—
They’ll ne'er forget that 'lasses stew.
(Sherwood Bonner.
The

Lucky

Child.

Little Bo Beep awoke from her sleep;
Her eyes opened wide and wider ;
For she found herself seated on the grass
With an old sheep standing beside her.
"Little Bo Beep,” said the good old sheep,
“How glad 1 am we've found you 1
Here we are. rams and sheep and lambs,
All flocking up around you."
“You blessed sheep," said Little Bo Beep,
“I've been worried to death about you."
“We've ln*en searching tor you," said the good old

sheep :

•We wouldn't go home without you
Trib.

[Chic.

American

Tiie

Shipping Trade.

it will be found that iu the
resent vear our American ship merchants have
i
m .re successful than during
any twelve
In the coastwise
months !< r many years past
trade there has been a br.sk demand for vessels at
rates which pav to their owners agood protit. aredue partly to the increase of business and in
For
.• to the diminution of available tonnage.
-:a or eight years past the protits iu the coastwise
tra io tor sailing vessels have been so small that
their owners could hardly afford to insure them
against loss, and for this reason, when a disaster
occurred, they were not in a position to replace
tie ! -t craft by a new one. As no inducement
was held out to capitalists to put money into this
species ot tonnage, the amount alloat has gradually decreased, until now. with the ordinary expansion ul
business, the supply ol vessels is made
; iate to the demand, and those who have held to
their shipping property through the period of depression are realizing those advantages which
i:e from a command of the market.
With the foreign trade the improvement has
been almost as great, as may be judged by comparing the freight rates paid three or four
years ag with those now obtainable. Thus, grain
freights from San Francisco to Europe, which have
been down below 10s. per ton. are now 77s. and
N".-. p.*r ton
The rates for general merchandise
at Ca eutta were for a long time between $b and
>7 to the tot. they are now considerably over $10
per to:.. The rates paid for sending sugar and
hemp trom Manilla to the United States and
Wesvin Europe varied in the past from >7 to SO ;
per ti.;j, but for the last six months trom $1 l to
$ I b pe; ton has been paid. This increase is also
perceptible in the payments made 'or carrying
guano and nitrate from the west coast of South
America, tea from China, and wool and wheat
In fact, the business for sailing
from Vustialia
vessels is decidedly good on all of those great
ocean routes upon which they are not brought inA change
to direct competition with steamships.
o? this kind is ot the utmost importance to our
n
owners.
Ahmed all ot the American tonnage
engaged in foreign lands is iu the form of sailing
vessels, and it is pleasing to know that after so
man} years of financial suffering our ship mer
*
chants are likely to make a handsome protit
There is upon all of the long ocean routes more
transportation going on than iu the past, while in
the last three <-r four years thero.has been a great
diminution in the number ot sailing ships alioat of
1 Jon tons burden and upward Very few additions
mire been made to the American merchant tleet,
u nile in England the belief that steamers were
loti11»-v 1 to absorb trie ocean carrying trade has
prow:.led -i building to any great extent of large
1:

ail

probability
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For Kidney and Liver Complaints, Dyspepsia.
Dropsy, Gravel, Diabetes, Diseases of the Urinary
Organs, and Female Complaints, take ‘‘Elixir of
Life Root/’ It has no equal.
A bride is reported to have lately said : 1 told all

I

Mrs. Lydia K Pinkhara, 'SS3 Western Avenue.
is rapidly acquiring an enviable rep
utation for the surprising cures which daily result
from the use of her Vegetable Compound in all
female diseases. Send to her for pamphlets.

does lives long after him. so
the virtues of a really good medicine will last for
ages, and although Dr Graves’ Balsam of Wild
Cherry and Tar may be now to you. its healing
properties have long been known aLd appreciated,
and when we recommend you to give Dr. Graves'
Balsam of Wild Cherry and Tar a trial for the eer
tain cure of Sore Throat. Coughs, Colds. Whooping Cough. Hoarseness. Ac we only ask you to
use and be beuetitted by the same medicine that
has given so much relief to others. The Materia
Mcdica does Dot furnish better remedies for the
diseases of the pulmonary organs than Wild Cherry
and Tar. Their virtues have long boon known
and appreciated, and you cannot fail of relief if
you give Dr. Graves' Balsam atrial when atllicted.
Sample bottle, 10 cts : large bottle, only dO cts.
For Biliousness. Dyspepsia. Constipation, or
Liver Complaint, use Improved Family Cathartic
Pills, made by Dr* Graves: price do cts. per box
For sale by Win 0. Poor 4v Son.
4\v41

many new
goods, we are prepared to offer special
bargains to customers in all departments of our
trade, both in quality and prices. Our stock was
never before so complete and varied.
It is useless
to enumerate all the different goods to be found upon our counters, but among them we have a nice

MARKET

From

Thoroughly Scoured
RARE BARGAINS SECURED IN

BiiiLhan:. > -ni-T-et < .... Me.
have u-.-d Dr. Clark .Johnson’- Indian Bl«>d
of
for
Di-ea-e
the Stoinaeh and Liver, and
>yruj
have been mu'di benefited iherehv.
Mu-. >. KICIIA KD-*< )N.
I

the -ale ol' tile Indian Blood
in
very town "r villair**, in whi«-?i I Ilt.
1 y 4A
Particular- driven on application.

A.Lent-

^yru}'
a*?ont.

wanleo
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DRUSSfSYS SELL fT.

Laboratory 11 West 3G St.. N. Y, City*HS. LYDIA E.

PINKHAM, OF LYHH, BiASa.
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We
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forull those Painful Complaints and Weaknesses
Kiicominoii toourbest female population.
It will cure c-ntin ly the \v. i>t form of l-Ymr.Ie Complaints, all ovarian troul>l<*s.Inlhirmnati< n and l”. vra
-e
ti« -n. Falling and Displacements, and the
Spinal ‘Weakness, and i. particularly adapted to the
•
'hange of Life.
It will dissolve and expel tumors fr< nth* uterus in
<■

carl} stage of development. The tendency t<> .-Mirer us humors there is ch« eked very speedily 1 y its use.
It removes faintness, flatulency, de.-troys all craving
m cef.»r stimulants, and relieves weakness of tin
lt cures Bloating. Headaches, Nervous 1“:- -tr.-itn ■:>.
General Debility, Sh- -ploBsncss Depre -si m and Indian

gestion.
That feeling of bearing down. causing pain, weight
u. -.
and backache, is always permanently < uted b>
>

It will

at

all times and under all <

i'-eunn-tnn.

e

c

t

in

harmony with the laws that govern tie fcn.i.h-: ystt:
For tin-cur* f Kidney Complaints of either sex this
Compound is unsurpassed.
LYDIA E. PIN KIIAM’> VEGETABLE (Oilaid
VY-st. v:i AvenuPOLXDis i-repar. 1 at
Lynn, Mass. Price §1 SixbottYsf- £Y Sent by mail
f-rm
-f lozenges, on
in the form of i tills, also in the
receipt of price. $’ per box f -r either. Y: s. Pinkham
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamphlet. Address as above. Mention t'nis Paper.
-■

No family should be without LYDIA E. 1 INFHAVS
LIVER PILLS. TL-y cure constipation. biIiousnei_;.
25 certs per box.
an 1 torpidity' of the liver.
Sold l»v ull DruggiHts. u'A

lyrUJ

The

Willard’s

following

Pretty

Speech.

is the text of Miss Frances E.

W illarTs speech on the occasion of the visit of the
temperance women to President Arthur
Mr President
We. the women of the Womens
National Christian Temperance Union, represent'• ng Hi
states and *J|X delegates, are grateful to
-■tand iu the presence of the true and knightly
gentleman, who. in that hour of pathos and of
*• ars. when hells were
trilling across the continent.
"»re himself so nobly in a great
;
emergency. As
I patriots. Ur we can all say.
i also am an Arneri
can." wt- are glad to stand* in the presence of our
chief magistrate, who, on the battle-field of York
j tow:
gave the famous order that the Hag of our
! ancient enemy should be saluted, thus helping to
bind still more closely together the once dissever
I ed land, and as our Whittier has it.
"P Turing about the golden .age of brotherhood,
Unknown to otln*r rivalries
Than >f the miid humanities,
And a irrueiou-; interchange of grace.”
W.-

devoutly thankful,

and 1 speak out of
u
marts, representing these noble women of the
chi.r h. f the school and the fireside, that we are
in tie jucsenee «*f an honored President, who is
tnself the son of a gospel minister, who. by Ins
i n ation iu a Christian home and
by bis characr .v as we do
not need to be assured, iu deep
1 hearty sympathy with all forms of
philanthropy
;
by which earnest hearts strive to comfort, lift up
and
save humanity.
|
Pur societies are the sober second thought of
'he great crusade movement, which the world
knows of. which originated in Ohio in 187-1. Our
motto
For God and Homo and Native Laud."
are

■

■

■

■<

t" bo

Mr .J

Noyes

on

Guiteau’s

■

This remedy is not a ehcan f. n.dne
Petroleum product that nu!.| la- !
pt
or heat to a\ m!
away from tie
ogee
of'explosion, nor is it an nntro
meat that may do more harm t huu r ...d.
or

■

Pain Killer it s' been is e star.: use
for forty years, and tli" u:.l. real testimony
[t never
parts of tie- world 1
fails. It not only eg (ts I.
|I
:
cur",
but it P ll. ves pain almost, in.- i
t..■ ..i ously.
being " purely v*-g. tabic r Sr d It !., safe
In the hands of the hi' st
lnexji.Ti. i, il
The record of cures by tli
u,e of P. im
Kii.ier would nil Volumes. Th" f :'
!:.g
extracts from letters r '"iwd sir a what
those who have trl'd it think:
ir

all

in

Edgar Cady, Owatonna, Minn.,

save :

About a year since my wife ...'.
to severe suflerimr fr in ilieu.o ;
l-'oort was to the 1'ain Klsi.i..:,
relieved her.

suMeet
(fur
l.ly

Niaoaka Falls,Ont, Oct 10, 1881.
<•
W Seoville —Hear Sir;
I see in the papers
that you have named me as a witness by whom
you intend to prove Guiteau's insanity. Perhaps
it will save you trouble and expense if 1 inform
you in advance that I do not believe in his insanity. and that i recollect nc act or symptom of in
■vnuity in his life while under my observation.
Probably 1 have more reason than any other man
to know and detest his wickedness: but that is not
insanity in any legal sense. 1 think that he was
b"rn with a special genius for mischief, and has
had a real inspiration tor it all his
days: but that
not su\ iug he is insane, unless we also call natural genius and inspiration for good
things, such
s invention, music, etc.,
insanity I understand
to
be
iinsoundness—disease of the brain :
insanity
and 1 do not think that Guiteau has that
any more
than bears and lions have it.
I agree with the old
hymn that such beasts growl and fight because
It is their nature to.
With these views and the memory of my sore exwith
perience
your client. I am afraid I should
have to testify strongly against your main plea,
and perhaps, should be the meaus of sending him
t<» the gallows, which 1 should
sincerely regret on
many accounts, and especially because his father
was a dear friend to me and mine.
But 1 must
notify you that my regret would be mostly for my
personal agency in the tragedy.
Yours respectfully, J. H. Noyes.

Charles Powell writes from the Sailors'
Home, London:
I had I lieu afflicted three years with neurnliria
find violent spasm s<if tli** Kt*unaeh. Tin- d< -et '•8
at Westminstrr Hospital jrave up m\ c:*-e in
despair. I tried;»our Pain Killer, and it *ra\ ?
me immediate r -lief.
I hav*- retrained my
strength, and am nowable t il' >llo\v i..v u ual

occupation.
G. K. Walworth, Saco, Me., writes:

I t-XI'f-riciirfd immediate ’< ; t Ir'iJU pain ia
tin* ;-:de by the use of y* >ur Pain Killer.

E. York says:

I have used your Pain Kili.fi: f< ..tLi uniatirm.
and have received yn at beiielit.
Barton Seaman says :
Have used Pain Kili.fr r r thirty years,
and have found it a v>>*r-jatliuy remedy for
rheumatism and lameness

Mr. Burd.itt writes:
/'ill' to Rive

lief m cases r-f rhe>:m:.ti? in.

r«

Phil. Gilbert, Somerset, Pa., writer::
is

From actual use, I know yortPain Killer
the best medicine I can pet.

All druggists keep Pain Killer. Its price
Is so low that It Is within the reach of all,
and it will save munv- times Its cost In doctors’
bills. ‘45c., 50c. and $1.00 a bottle.

PERRY DAVIS & SON, Proprietors,
Providence, R. I.
Iyr25

SEAMEN WANTED.
in NDREI) SEAMEN WANTED IN
f<»r
Apply to
S. RANLETT, Shipping
Rockland, Aug .30, lSriJ.—Hi

ONEland JOHN
coasting.

ROCKAgent.

NOTICE.
M. (ill.KEY, informs friends and
patrons that she has just returned from New
York with one of the finest stocks of hats, bonnets

MRs.

J.

and millinery goods ever offered here.
Searsport, Oct. 5, 1881.—40

WANTED.
HIRE A

Address
TO ly stocked.FARM,
E. A.
Oct. 31, 18*1.—2w4D

SIIOCEII PREFER PART
C

North Searsport.

Overcoats,

Gotten Flannels,

Which

Mr.

B lane’s

Memory.

\\ illiam Lawrence who has
picked up a considerable fortune of late years, went to school with
Blaine twenty-nine years ago at Little Washing
ton. I’a. Coining to Washington
city one time, he
beard Mr. Montgomery say that he was going to
see Mr Blaine.
1 wonder,” he said, “if Mr. Blaine would know
me now. after twenty nine
years.''
‘•Certainly he will know you," said Montgomery.
The last night,” continued Mr
Lawrence,
Blaine wan in town, I sat up with some half
dozen hoys who agreed to watch the night out until the stage came along to take him off the Ohio
river, and thence to Kentucky, where he was going to teach school. Toward morning, when it
was about time to go, 1 said to
him, ‘Blaine, will
you give me as much as you are going togivethat
to
nigger boy
carry your bag down to the station '!
‘Yes,' said Blaine. “I will give you just the same
if you will carry the bag ‘How much are you
going to give the nigger !' ‘I was going to give him
a levy.'
‘All right, I will carry the hag for the

levy.'

When we went up to Mr. Blaine’s house, says
Mr
Montgomery, Blaine knew Lawrence, of
course.
They sat down and talked a considerable
time about this man and that ntverhaving met face
face
in
to
twenty nine years. Finally I said, “Mr.
Blaine. 1 am glad to have brought you two gentlemen together, because I want to see an ancient
subject of complaint between you settled Blaine
looked around for a minute, when his eyes flashed
and he said, “Bill. I ought to have given you a
quarter instead of a levy for carrying that bag
down for me.”
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Nervous
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Want of Appetite, Intermittent
IRON

Fevers,

BITTERS

etc.

highly
requiring a

are

recommended for all diseases
certain and efficient tonic.

IRON BITTERS enrich the blood,
the muscles, and glee new life to
the nerves.
IRON BITTERS act like a charm
r
on the digestive organ
moving all
dyspeptic symptoms, su h as tasting the
meek, heartfood, belching, heat in the

strengthen

burn,
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large

Mills

have Siuned

lots of

etc.

IRON BITTERS —the only Iron
Preparation that will i.oi blacken the teeth
or give headache.
Sold hv all druggists.
Write for the A 11 C Book, 32 pages of
useful and amusing reading—sent free.
BROWN CHEMICAL CO.

Baltimore,
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PATENTS.
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EDDY.

No. 7t» State st., opposite kill)). Boston,
Secures Patents in the I nited States; also in tin
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WELLS’.

FARM FOR SALE.
Pleasantly situated on tin* shore
road between Searsport and Belfast, two miles from Searsport village, four miles from Belfast city,
UK) acres of good land, partly under cultivation,
good pasture and plenty of wood, good young or-

chard, splendid buildings, good supply of water, an
excellent cellar. Will be sold with farming implements and stock at a bargain.
Enquire on the
ELIZA J. (JUKTIS.
premises.
Searsport, Aug. 18, 1881.—3m33*
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and water.
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!{. station. Will lu* sold at yreat

Stock and tools with it if desired. Apple
JOHN W.
AM., llrooks, Me.

Beans, <(V.
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Supt. Worcester Lunatic Asylum, Worcester, Mass.
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Belfast, Mo.
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and
-lyli'h
popular milliner,

MAGNIFICENT LINE OF

W Ll.kl.t

%

BONNETS,

Plushes &

Roy a! Mail Steamships

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

\inl every thing needed to make or Tim
elass bonnet or hat.

-oluhle phosphites and the other life -sustain

.tiV

LINE

MAIN STREET, BELFAST.

'pceialily made of

FANCY

ALLAN

full line of

-AM)

—-A N D-

.I
it

gr<

a

Caps,

OSTRICH TIPS

Person- living in Malarious li-trnis m; y pr.-te«-t
themselves from attacks oi tever by the u-e -*i Ft*lIons ((impound Sjrup of Hypophosphitc*. H- t
feet' ill toning up the system enable- us to w ard <»ll'
contagious disorder-, and sineessfulh* eoinhal di--

■

11

111''

FRENCH FRAMES.

LONG

art.

it

Sold by all Ihaiggl-l

d

<|iiality
shapes

a.

.real

*//;///\

e

meili' a! -kb'

Practical and Analytical ( liemM".

Richards A. Soutinvortli,

every

BEAVERS

is also

tilled with

MALARIA.

The

<

'■

of

rtnv-

<

I

licim.

Ollier with Krnlin^ A Field, iner National Bain

ln-r friend< *’;11 she has iv-oi>oncd her
which ha\i
een enlarged and refwrn-i,ei| to >i;it an increa-ing trade, and which
are n<>\\ tilled w ith a >toek of

HATS &

-A N D-

experiments Mr. Fellow- -ue
11 > poph"-producing this combination

J. C

S

w

AND

numerous

mane

attack.-.

DR

^

s

MATHEWS,

attention t

<

t"\vn t"

■

Infiwm'

s

». I" \>. tn
Lea
Ui-tmaina;
Burnham at
!
a,
ar.'.M ( n'->inir '..'.7, l nily -.! •. Hi -nuUk.
I\ a*\ ‘a..:-'. Ur.- U> l'i.u.5. \\
|i.
I". :<>. ;i "fi inj it Il.-lta-t at !■•.
Leave Bin nlmm at .Toe j». m Lennar
I'm; vTie »nu like, '■ l ', l\ ,.\. ; ;
|:
"• YN a i
I *• i 111
i. ( i!
at'!., ;n_ at I '■
1
n
P
SON
K\
(
Tl
KKIL siijM-rlntem:*
1*
Reliant, < >«!. 17, I 1 -1 Jit

at

V

2

AND

>he io\in

>d

m-

be made b\

pki-.p \ki-:i>

M iss A. F. South worth Call! Call!! Call!!!

OUS DISEASE.

u! ■ i;

i

«•«»nli■ le;<>• in it- vir

a

b\ a:i> other
an

protection

for the
den

*
X

DY FOR WASTING AND NERV-

loss of

o

W)

MILLINERY!
Successor to

ii'

u

HI mm

SH

50

fl>

{he

-f

1

FOR SALE CHEAP AT

REALLY RELIABLE REME-

Aphonia

35

that

!'

pn'a

r

a

«j

ZC

garment for herself and child.

found

it

f<-r

W"ii

h*

A\ Kit'S

,1-

long'-.mtimieil

'hr

1

>

t m*

maiutainrd

or

been known I

e»|U:ile*l

never

1

w

--1

ii

v

Sickness, -.littering, ami c\ ei. !; fc i -a wd
by this timely pr«»t«ti*»n. The prudent -Imuld n t
a
neglc t it, and the wi-e will not. Kcp it

Mrs. ADELAIDE GILMORE.
Mrs. MARTHA BABCOCK.
•

rdinary

membi-r-.

k lit >\vti !•> t lie l;e lies nf !iel
1-HlkT .‘iti'i I.
last, we ire! roulident that we eau please till
wh*> will la\i*r u- with their patronage.

Jlrlta.-t,

o

0 r1 S
D
ft

oi

/.mi/,' at our ftooifs !
secured lilt- -erveies of

Ilf, iicr

®
■<

s

'*

—

Underwear,

mill

ra

GOODS !

FANCY

< iuni

Cloaks & Dolmans!

eeeded in
uhites, which has not only restored linn to health,
nut has since been found so -uercs-ful in tlie treat
ment of disease emanating from !«>-.- of nerve po\\
er, and v-onsequently mu.-eular reaction, \ i/

£ 3

^
^

3 ;
hSz"
H 3
5 3

-;

^

Q)
o

Old Ladies’

I

lu.t

out*

given a f«■■•ling of immiiiiit from tl:<
painful elVeets. that i- well bmmled. if tho r« me-1>
he taken in -oason. K\. ry family -imtild haw it in
their elo.-et for tile read}, ami prompl relief a it-

0

“

a

Piushes, Ribbons,
Feathers and Plumes,
Hats and Bonnets,

!

this well lighted room can he
choice line of

After

$.

S
2
3 >*<

2

»s

CORSETS, TIES, &c.

lhegantly trimmed and perfect lifting,
manufactured purposely for mir trade. In
IS A

p

rH-

—soo—

:S

U)

TIME-TABLE.

extent, ami

Hp*

""

son.

\

only

nations, mini ha\

deed. the Clir.Kin Fl'.< T< •»:\\. ha- r* all>
t!ie-e dangerous di.-ra-c- of tlmir terrors to

|

gills!
m: I

(fi

OUR COMMODIOUS

curing

|

fit

S~
v3
O
o

We also

every lady, she should avail
herself d this grand opportunity of se-

: :.e

3 s

0

W

£
3

w

>

■

Ladies

will

1 vr42

Ssj

I

McDonald, tS
I

A N 11

of-

stocked with all the noveltiesSU' tin*

A. VOGELER & CO..

a

haw1

Consumption,

i

5

W

^

corner

hat

I*3

has

I

forty years, by

S

(P

■

a

lull \

cures, that

—

<

2

f Main and High streets,
lid fast, and have just returned from
liOfStcn with the la.test
the

(

Pains and Aches.
K'-nn

X

=S

Mrs. ii. ii.

1

Fla

.*5

=

Establishment

Millineiy

Surpasses anything ever
fered in this city.

In

ii"!

tion.
Moll-.

s?

Maine Central R, R,

;<

n

•

anii'ii*'

nnany

#

*

Tic 'UilcAM'ibiH's bog leave to inform
the ci'.i/nis nf ! id fast ami vieinit) that
they h:x\ e pmvlia.-i-d the

lit>

won

mankind and
inmsfht»ld w*rd-,

make- the mast efl'niual

store

our

Proprietors.

TEMPLE.

%

•mjio-iii.

<

booMin'

IVl'ImpS

satislied that

W e start oil' this season with

beginning.

tVw

ihlenei* of

tues,

sales steadilv front the

our

Tin*

whie-li have*

ritivd

o

Pains,
Tooth, Ear end Headache, Frosted
Feet and Ears, and all other

in Eie\en

STORE,

F I K 1,1).

MASONIC

as

Asthma, and Consumption.

V

■»y11i<• K stiles, small profits,"

ha> increased

BROS.

for Bluehi’i.
( oMlso. \\
i.
pi;
kland Momlav -andTtm:
ia\
v it’u —.■inC »rd
s.
from Bangor and P
Landing- it P-tJ
1
< l s I i i N (. i.eneral Mar,to
a
(•!•;<). I.. 1).\ Y, i.eiiTa! Tiek t Agent. Pol!

Coughs, Colds, \Yhooping Cotigii, Bronchitis,

~

Js

business the past year, that the public
will leave tin ir money where they can

buy

For Diseases of the Throat and Lungs, such

THE

hm:»l

increasing

our

SILKS, SATINS,

SOLD BT ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALLAS

AT

ar:-i\al

u

■

■

11 PE-HEttiM ROW.

friend* and customer* for their
tin past and hope to deserve a continuance of their favor in the future.
lott
ui

1

Maine.

AYER'S CHERRY PECTORAL,

UMBRELLAS, &c.

HAIR

Velvets & Plushes,

claims.
Directions

for custom

t

Pullman r\piv-- train from B"-nn, for Iheklaim.
astine, I >t r l-m, .-edgwiek, So. West Harbor. P.
llarG'.r, Ml. lG--ert, Miilbridge, .hmesport, anMaehiasport.
Returning, wili lmw- Maehiasport
ery Monda>
and Thursday morning, at t.50 o’clock,
■ui-l,n
a- above, arriving in Portia;: 1 -anie
evening, r.-i
witu
the
Pullman night train tor B '-ton
nr.ting
Conner!- at Portland v% itli >a»ford s. >. (
strainoj
;idi trip for ib-lfa-t. Bangor and Pa
I amd i ng -; aiwith steamer on Mondav, Wed in
day and Friday trip- it Liven’- Landing. Blia
bill and Llb\r..rih.
\t Bar 1 la h--r with .-tram.
lor t.auioii.e and sulliv.o!.
At sedgwieh with >ta.

VV. It. MOUSE

Searsniont,
1 ssl.—*2T
.Tune

Also

I,ate, Tics, Silk IMkfs, Collars, Hack Comics, NEW BOSTON CLOTHING

"ITTl. believe that

W. M. BKO\\ N.

A. A. DKkEA.

Reefers,

WOOLENS

trade.

are selling at before unheard of
price*, \mong our Fancy Goods suffice it
t<* say that there i- every novelty in

Neuralgia. Sciatica. Lumbago,
Backache, Soreness of the Chest,
Gout, Quinsy, Sore Throat, Swellings and Sprains, Burns and
Scalds, General Bodily

A dispatch from Yokohama saps that cholera is
spreading in the southern provinces and quarantine has been proclaimed in Manila against vessels
arriving from Japanese ports.
The first American Hag used by citizens ol (tali
fornia is still in existence. The people made it
themselves, and had to buy a seaman's shirt in
order to get the blue.

line assortment of

we

We

day evenings,-at 11.15 o’clock,
«

II.ITS, (’APS. <(V.
A

Black & Fancy Dross Goods,

ns «'
Preparation on earth equals St J
stiff, stiff, shnplf and rheap Fxt.n.d
A
trial
mails 1 m the comj*:rativ*dy
-ulTeri 4
Cents, and every
tritlinp outlay f
ts
with pain can have cheap and positive pr t "1

Ulsters.

^-rir’
Ni The steamer I. K IV I hTO A
d=-~has. 1 • i.l:uIN<i, Master, wii!
K:ii!i a
nan. Portland, even Tnexla} and Fri-

repairing

or

found in

O F-

N

Boys’ Clothing:

Silisias, Prints, Cboait Dress Goods, etc, Furnishing Goods* Rubber Coats,

Sanity.

H.

Noyes, the head of the Oneida Community. has written the following letter to Guiteau's attorney, and it i-i published in the Niagara
Fa:i& Gazette :

There is nothing more
than tie s‘
fl!
-: leit tie
1.
.1.
]> Ti
!Kl
the disease cured by uw of
Perry Davis’
Pain Killer.

tin* State, and would eall special attention to a large lot of

ilt. Desert. Ilurklaml. I’astinp.Silibriilsp & Hafliia-'.

Reduced to the Lowest for CASH.

arc

All portions building
their advantage t«*give

tine assortment of U Vs >ui! in long and short,
Also a complete stock of
ages 1 to pi years.

V

GOODS

Connections made with -teamer I.ewi-ton
Portland on Momlav and Thursdav.
D. LANK, Agent.
Belfast, Sept. I'I'd.-.!'

Sash Primed and blazed.

will liiid it t->
We want a lot of
us a rail.
and
Birch
Lumber.
Brown,
l’ine,
Ash, Spruee
Should it b* a dry year and affect our water power,
we shall add steam power t<> our mill, and shall always be ready t-> do all jobs that e.»me along.

for business and dress, which are selling at
from $$.00 to $10.00 per suit.

Waldo

Wedne-da;. Tnur-day ami >.r
1*. M
Leaving Lineohi’s whart,
urday at
Boston, every .Monday, Tuesday, Thursday. an-!
I*.
M.
at
Friday,

Door Butts, hnnbs, Lorks, Latrhrs, Sash Fasts.
Door Springs, Blind Hangings, Pastors. Plrture
knobs. Wire Screens, Screws, Flowered and
Plain (.round Double Thick Door blass and
Window blass,

genuine

very tine assortment of

a

Siteelings, Cambrics,

Complete Assortment

as

a

All-Wool Sack & Frock Suits ! ftitr Prices

EVERY DESCRIPTION.

or

is

The steamers of this line wiii
wmake hut F<H'R trips per week,
Belfast everv Moiid.a

fjmm

PAINTS, OILS, COLORS, JAPAN,

SUITS !
We have

to offer to the people of
oniity, the be>t bargain* in

Remnants of

at

ease.

“Oneida”

I’uin in the 15a< )v ami Kidc.

goods, only $10.00. This
bargain.

of

Steamship Co.

E-JSSli^^SfflA leaving

We shall keep on hand in connection with the above

For Men, Bovs, and Children’s wear. Call and examine our Bl'KMICH OVKKCOAY, rut and
trimmed in the latest styles from tine beaver

SILKS,

prepared

DOMESTIC

«fUST OPENED A

RHEUMATISM,

CHANGE OF TIMK. COMMENTING MONDAY, Sept. ID

every dcserlptlon.

Ulsters and Reefers

Stripes.

stylish shades. ^.Vu elegant line

ORNAMENTS

are

the I.UW MS P I'KICKs.

v

Miss

n

GOODS,

Trimmings, Fringes, Gimps, Girdles,

«

Tin- present condition of the trade demonstrates
* *»•.. tuar of
steamship competition was overAs we have already said, there are
•stimab-d
routes upon which sailing craft can successfully
compete with steamers. Another coal-saving invention. such as the compound engine, may
hang.- tin.-, but until this discovery is made and
’die improvement perfected, sailing ships have the
market to themselves. There is, then, for some
time to come, the prospect ot good business for
American sailing vessels, and if our consular laws
and other obstacles to trade were reformed, it is
lik.-ly that unite ail amount of new tonnage would
te constructed in this country within the next
two or three years.
[X. Y. Times.
*1

/Z

Is

OVERCOATS, SUITS,

A full assortment of

the avowed pm pose of making
headquarters tor the choicest

FOR

Doors, Sash & Blinds,

Sanford

Door and Window Frames, Door and Window
Screens, Blaek Walnut and Ash Kvtenslun Tables, Dumps, butters, Mouldings, Brat Kelts,
and M ater Wheels. Pine, Blaek Walnut and
Ash lumber always on hand.
Job Work of

-1 N-

<

X

LYDIA E. PiNKHAh»i S
VEGETABLE compound.

Xoreftie,s in Ida ids and

In all tin'

■

"i rk. A oi k Co.. Me.
1 >r.Clark .T"!n -on'- Indian Blo..<l "yrrp iia>Liv.it>\
ly benefited im- i-.r 1 -pep-ia and 1 >iJl:eu!fy <>t the
1 v mu’ i not he without it.
Sen --ii- —' -r -in.
J. A. WITH AM.

GREAT BARGAINS

BLACK VELVETS!

ed

I

FALL & WINTER DRESS

The SURAH

Death

William J. Coughlin, of Somerville. Mass says :
In the fall of H?f> I was taken with i-lkkking «»i
the lungs followed by a severe cough.
1 lost my
appetite and flesh, and was confined to my hod In
1^77 1 was admitted to the Hospital
The doctors
said 1 had a hole in my lung as big as a half dollar
At one time a report went around that 1 was dead
I gave up hope, but a friend t.dd no* of DR WIL
LIAM HALL’S BALSAM FOR Til K LUNGS
I
got a bottle, when to my surprise, 1 commenced
to feel better, aud to-day I feel better than for
three years past.
“1 write this hoping every one atllicted with bis
eased Lungs will take DR WILLIAM HALO
BALSAM, and be convinced that CONSUM PTIoN
I can positively si} it ha>
CAN BE CURED.
done more good than all the medicines 1 have
taken since my sickness/’

we

line of

“How sensibly your little bov talks ?" exclaimed
Mrs Smith.
Brown : “he
Yes," replied Mrhasn’t been among company yet ."
Rescued

York and

New

Lynn, Mass.,

man

Temple.

just returned from
HAYING
have selected
Huston, here
and choice
w

occasionally."
The good a

SPECIAL NOTICE.

Manufacturers and Dealers in

Masonic

my friends to have my name put on my presents,
so that if divorced George would not be able to
claim them.

After all. how much do the best of us differ from
the poor, ignorant woman, who. when asked if
she had any religion, replied, “slight touches of it

DICEY, BROWN k MORSE,

he solo

It.

cheap. Apply

Main Street.

Inventor- cannot

worthy

.1

( II As. M VS<»\.
ommissioner of Patent

employ

a

person

more

t:

eapahle of securing for them
eariv ami fa\oralile -on-idt ration at the Paten; <
lice*
KDMI ND RCKKK.
Kate Commissioner of Patentor more

1

H< »STON, < >etoher 10, 1ST
\ on procured
KDDY Km*.—Dear Sir
-to, my tir.-t patent, since then you bu.
r and advised me in hundreds of ea-e-. 1
procured many patent-, reissues and extensions,
have occasionally employed the best aireneieNew York, Philadelplda and Washington, but 1 -1
Kive you almost the yv hole of my business, in y
line, and ad\ iso other- to employ you.
Yours truly,
Cholic! K DKAPKIt.
Ho-a.-n. .Ian. 1. issj
1 y 11
it. 11
in
acted t

me.

TARTLINC
DISCOVERY !
LOS T MANHOOD RESTORED.
A victim id' youthful imprudence causing Pr* 1
lure Decay, Ncrvnu* Debility, Ko.-t Manlio.-d. 1
having tried in vain every known remedy, 'uncovered a simple self
which he will -end Kit I
to hi- felloYV sutVerers, addre.- .1. H. BKK\k>, •

euro*,

Chatham St., N.

lycc

